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ENHANCED MIDI PROGRAMMING DRAG-A-FILTER 

IMPROVED METERING flUICKTIME SUPPORT 

Tracktion 2 features a fully revamped MIDI editor with faster 

note entry, quicker editing, more intuitive keyboard control, and 

improved viewing of notes and controllers ;imultaneously. 

EASIER RECORDING 
Tracktion 2 lets you record your ideas as fast as 

they come. Just drag the audio or MIDI input 

icon to whatever track you like and hit record. 

When setting levels,T2 can turn the 

full screen into a giant meter bridge 

with the press of a button. 

EXTERNAL SYNC 
In addition to Tracktion's ReWire host 

functionality for use with applications 

like Reason,T2 supports MIDI Time Code 

(MTC) and MIDI Machine Control (MMC) 

input/output, plus MIDI Clock output. 

Wanna add a VST plug-in, pull up a VSTi instrument, route to 

an Aux send or add some EQ? Just drag a filter to the track 

you want to effect. It's really that simple. 

INSTANT INFO 
Tracktion follows your every move with its Properties 

Panel. Click on an audio clip and see its fade-out 

curve; click on a MIDI clip and quantise away; click 

on a reverb plug-in filter and fine-tune the pre-delay. 

The relevant info is always at your fingertips. 

Tracktion 2 supports Quicktimew video 

playback. Select a movie and start 

composing music, add effects, replace 

your dialog, and win your Oscar` . 

use 64-bit math when mixing tracks 

SUPERIOR 64-DIT, 192KHZ MIX ENGINE 
Much has been made about the"summing bus" in DAW 

software. Tracktion 2 features a new high-definition 

64-bit mixing engine for uncompromising sound. 111111i 
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YOU CAN'T PUT A PRICEI ON FREEDOM. 
BUT HOW DOES $199* STRIKE YOU? 

Amp'Rube LE 

SampPeTank SE — 

Final Mix • 

Amc&ute Le, ;crep,eTank 

Lenplua7 RM.112 cad .:inal Mix: 

jut ..9air of .,uer 30 plug-ins 

;tv:luded oft!» 7rczktion 2. 

Th re' nothing ike the creati.N:e freedom that coT es with havil: a 

cogrepPEte suite cf music produc tic n too s at your fir gertips. Unfo-tunately, 

mœt Con- prehersive muiic software Jackages cc me with steep learning 

curves and price tags upwards of S500. Until now. 

IntrALcirg the Tracktion 2 rpt..s'c production bundle.. A completa., powe -ful 

Drockuct.on suite with everything you need to take your music from initial 

hrispiration to final mixed-and-mastered CD—with as,good-or-be-.-er ,resL Its 

than software costing several lisrries.its price. 

Our accle.ineed Tracktion 2 software -epre9enti the easiest way to record on 

your Ma.:. or PC—with a'clean single-scneen interface., Jnlimited t:ack court, 

a 64-ait mix engine, VST and ReW:re suppc rt, End the ability to export your 

music to other aucl ,o software vv't'l ease. 

With bundled Arrplitube LE Guitar Amp 

Simulator and Samp.etank' SE Sample 

plaver.thre LinPlug PilMle drum neachine,. 

One reFX Slayer guitar and ba 3.5 plug-

in, and a full suite of Mackie Mixinc and 

as:eangi tools, yo All never lack the r ght 

;oftware for the joh at hand. 

Ar d with) 12's 1st price of only $ 199 alU this 

creative freedom won't break your budget. 

Down oad the T'acktion 2 demo today at 

www.maokie.com/t2. 

SIMPLE. POWERFUL. REVOLUTIONARY. TRACKTION 2. 

• Sugges•ed '..• taP Price. Actual dealer price may iirr,y 
For e limited ' me get m.FgEE cet st website-one6 months of hostiog from www oroadjam.com when you Fu,, end register TradidemZ 

MACKIE.' 



28 LIFE DURING WARTIME 
Sadr City. No easy slog in the best of times. Now 
add in the prospect of trying to make a record 
there in the midst of the rockets' red glare. Degree 
•of difficulty: almost [but not quite] impossible. _ - 

, 38 SHOOTING TOTHRILL---- - 
JOE CHICCARELLI goes head to head with none' 
other than KEN SCOTT on everything from The 

, Beatles to Bowie in EQ's monster holiday offering 
:to the magic made by magic. Like. Mypinner: With 
Andre. But with geniuses. ." 

CLEANYOUR BOTTOM! 
Wait, wait, wait ... not what you think: It's a pr 
primer on EQ shelving and filter cuts. Catch itl 

DEPARTMENTS 
4 Talk Box 

6 Punch In: TOM ROTHROCK, BAD 

RELIGION, GUY SIGSWORTH, PAT 

DILLETT, and PAUL TURPIN 

18 Tool Box 

22 Session File: Jason Slater 

24 Success Story: Dino Herrmann 

26 Tech Bench: Keyboard Care 

96 Room With A VU: Lava Tracks, 

Big Island, Hawaii 

GERRHERD 
56 Edirol R-1 vs. Sony 

MZ-M100 Hi-MD 

58 Not-So-Quick Pick: 

Focusrite OctoPre LE 

62 FireVVire vs. USB: TASCAM 

FW-1804 + UA-101 Hi-Speed USB 

66 Hot Seat: Roland V-Synth XT 

74 Here Come The Drums: 

Submersible DrumCore 

78 Big Fish Hip-Hop High + 

Zero-G Beats Working In Cuba 
SHOOTING TO THRILL 
Photography: Beth Herzhatt/herzco.com, Make-up/Hair: Ahx Druckman, Tuxedos: Tuxedo Junction San Mateo 

POWER APP RLLEV 
84 Cakewalk Sonar 5 

86 Korg Legacy Collection 
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HS8OM 
HSSOM 

HS50IVI 

• 5 white polypropylene cone 

• 3/.." dome tweeter 
• 70- watt biamplified power 

• XLI1 and 1/4 - connectors 

• Room Control and Frequency Response Switches 

HSBOM 

El white polypropylene cone 

1 dome tweeter 

120-watt biamplified power 

• XLFI and 1/4 connectors 

• Room Control and Frequency Response Switches 

HSIOVV 

• El long s••,:.roke 120-watt woofer 

• Dual XLR and 1/a  inputs 

• 3 balanced XLR outputs (Mix, USA: 
• Phase switch 

• Low/Flich cutoff 

HS110W 
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Tae mew HS Series Dowered monitors were designed to be true studio 

reference monitors in the tracition of the famous NS I OMS. That means, 

mixes that sound good on Yamaha HS speakers will sound good on anything. 

In fact, tliat"s the ultimate test of -eference monitor. Even better than 

that. HS series speake-s not only sound good. they look great, too. 

Tne HSIOWpowered ttubwoofer complements the HS speakers and easily 

haidles today's bass-enhanced music or the most dramatic surround effects. 

Tne HS IOW subwoofer uses a bass neflex design cabinet that maintains hip 

efficiency and low distartion. You can combine HS50Ms or HS80Ms with the 

HS IOW sulbwoofet to create diffenent 2: I (stereo) and 5: I surround sourd 

systems. Sc check out the new standard in near-field reference monitors at 

a Yamaha dealer near )'ou. 

OYAMAHA 
2005 sed111;d1.1 ( or ,•or,ition of America. All rights reserved 



< Box 
APOCALYPSE HO HO HO 

"What do they say about me, Willard?" 

"They say you're an assassin, sir." 

'Am Ian assassin?" 

"I don't know, sir" 

We were up the Nung River at MusicPlayer Live! Two days now. 

Without a paddle. Anderton, American journalist, jumped 

around the landing docks when we finally pulled in, spittle 

flecking his glasses. " Is E0 a good mag? Is EC) an evil mag? Is 

the editor's letter impenetrable and insane or merely insanely 

impenetrable? Am I going to be the one to explain all this? Are 

they going to believe me: NO! Wrong! It's got to be YOU." His 

hands danced in the air in front of him as he fidgeted against 

the accumulated anxiety of all the restless natives in his forum. 

Ho ho ho. OK. So here we go fin English]: Readership is up, 

newsstand sales are up, subscriptions are up. We just finished, 

with the buy- in of 1,000 of you readers, the 2006 Editorial 

Calendar (go to eqmag.com and if you ask nicely maybe we'll 

post it for the masses), and this year that we just stunningly 

finished will only be outshone by next year. We're talking a 

MONITOR issue like our past MIC issue. We're talking geniuses 

dishing here like they don't dish anywhere else on what clearly 

constitutes the finer points of our quickly changing art. We're 

talking reviews that, now listen carefully, DON'T LIE, and are 

done by our rogue's gallery of producer's big and small. 

And because this is The Holiday Issue and we're in such a 

holiday mood for gi\ing, we're also talking THIS issue what with 

its 10-page JOE CHICCARELLI interview of KEN SCOTT, coffee 

talk chat style, about DAVID BOWIE, THE BEATLES and all and 

sundry. We're talking mini-interviews with TOM ROTHROCK on 

JAMES BLUNT, we're talking PAT DILLETT's letting his love 

down easy in an open letter to her here in black and white, and 

we're talking GUY SIGSWORTH on BEBEL GILBERTO. 

And it gets ever better than that. As in E-ticket better. Wild 

knuckle fights featuring gear vs. gear, app stuff to help you push 

it to where it's never been pushed before, and, now get this, an 

editor's letter that h as absolutely nothing to do with blood-

sucking monkeys, my band Oxbow, or words like ass. Or tuba. 

Do tell. 

We just did. 
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THE STUDIO STANDARD FOR RECORDING GUITAR. 

THE STUDIO STANDARD GU1TA R. 

> With tie introduct on of POD, Line 6 forever changed the war rrusicians ecorded gitar. Eit. that was just the 
beginning.. !Line 5 spent the next four years stuzying and painstakiig4 mcceling -he most sought-after guitars in -.he 
world. The result? Cue guitar that authenical4 recreates the sourds of -.wenty-fie zlassiŒ: Variax. 

NDW you can instantl:e go frorr a thick lead sound moceled ate a vintage 57 Les.Faul*, to a twargy rhythm basei on a 
59 Telecaater* 3: the flick pf a five-way swith.. With a Varia x the stucio you'll rever he to stop the creative 
poocess jut to change guitars and retune. Varia« delilers airhentic viatap and, nioÉern tortes all without hum so you'l 
never nave to sacrifice the quality of your record ngs. From go•geows sou -ding ho lowbodys,. to 12-stings, acoustics, o( 
even a sitar, you' j hase the scunds of an entire studio full of irespir ng instruments tight uniternea-h 'our fir,gertips. 
Just turn the knob and believe your ears. 

www.lineE.com 



TUNE IN, TURN ON. PUNCH OUT 
WI THE EC2 STAFF 

JUST A NEW vnRK CONVERSATION 

TOM ROTHROCK ON: 
jAmiP IRO ININ 

DR. tei 

MORRISSIr 
From Badly Drawn Boy to Elliot Smith to James Blunt to 

Richard Thompson it seems you've managed to do at least ONE 

thing on each of those productions that just elevated the record 

from OK to great. What was that one thing, how'd you do it, 

and why'd you choose to do it? 

Tom Rothrock: If on each project I could go to my rolodex and 

pull out the one perfect card that says exactly, guaranteed, " great 

record," would it be smart to give it to you? 

If you didn't want to be savagely beaten: yes. 

TR: Hmm.... Whether I'm going into a writing session, preparing 

for an album production or meeting with a film director to discuss 

composing, there is one constant: I know that there'll be an exchange 

of ideas. What makes for great collaborations starts with a balance 

of talent. A record producer has to work with the capabilities of the 

artist at the point of recording. Conversely, the artist is held to the 

producer's breadth of experience and style. It's then answering the 

challenge of these dynamics that occurs during the process that 

makes for great results. Interestingly, I have found the same rela-

tionship in film composing between the director and the composer. 

You bring a distinct rock sensibility to recording pop and your 

rock bonafides are well known but what exactly did you "bor-

row" in order to beef up arguably lighter pop fare? 

TR: My first year of high school I did my algebra homework every 

day listening to Back in Black for the whole year. No exceptions. I 

haven't met many other artists who weren't influenced by that 

record, even if they're a bluegrass band. 

Great record. What about it did you like so much? Outside of 

the fact that its perfect as a soundtrack for inebriation? Or 

better yet how'd it influence your most recent thing: the 

James Blunt record? We mean how'd that go? 

TR: Pretty well until I overdosed on some spiked brownies that 

James had slipped me while recording a piano ballad in the bathroom 

of someone's house whom I had never met. James, it seems, had 

found his own way of challenging my dynamics. 

Producers who you like and listen to regardless of WHAT 

they're doing. 

TR: Not surprisingly, Mutt Lange. Also Dr. Dre. However, much of 

my inspiration comes from outside of music. I find architecture very 

powerful musically. 

OK. In a fight between you and that other famous Mancunian, 

West Coast dwelling ex-pat Morrissey, who wins? 

TR: Fighting doesn't get you laid. I think Morrissey would agree. 

Nice side step. 



HOW THE HELL TH 

BR 
by Noa Lazerus 

Scene opens: We see Lazerus 

seated studying in the library sur-

rounded by university texts and 

his PowerBook. He is immobile 

and staring at the ceiling. 

Music up ( Bad Religion): 

LOS ANGELES IS BURNING 

When the hills of Los Angeles 

are burning 

Palm trees are candles in the 

murder wind 

So many lives are on the breeze 

Even the stars are ill at ease 

And Los Angeles is burning 

Lazerus shakes his head,' 

"Damn, they're at it again." 

Scene fades.. .. 

The first thing you notice after 

mixing Bad Religion Live at the 

Palladium in 5.1 surround will be 

the formidable, hyper-catchy, 

philosophically rock,n' earworms 

that gnaw their way into your head like mental floss. They w Il sing to 

you at the most unexpected times for weeks on end thereafter. It's been 

tough on my Master's degree studies, for sure. Bad Religion's music 

is like that — it hits you on a lot of different levels and you love it for 

that reason. For the dynamic surround mix for the soon-tobe-released 

concert DVD, the band performs a choice selection from Úteir massive 

musical catalog for a live performance at the famous Hollywood 

Palladium that is . . . someth fig to behold 

But •t's been a few years since was involved in a live concert •ecord-

ing and mix session. The last one was an unusual gig in London with 

members of Pink Floyd, the horn section from the Scottish band Wet, 

Wet, Wet, and Tom Jones who sang songs like EMF's hit single, 

"You're Unbelievable." 

For Bad Religion Live, I used the Audio Cube system, wh ch I was 

introduced to when I began workirg for Chace Audio in 2001. The 

Audio Cube, or AC-5, is designed by Cube-Tec, a German company. 

It is a PC-based workstation and woiks seamlessly with hlue-Ido 

and Wavelab software platforms for its innovative new tools. It was my 

discovery of the Audio Cube that eventual y led to a souna revolution 

as I found more opportunities to work with music in film. The Audio Cube 

is both a multi-channel digital audio workstation and a forensically 

sophisticated audio restoration p,atform. 

And so for Bad Religion Live at the Palladium I tried a new and exper-

imental approach I'd been considehng for some time.This involved using 

the Audio Cube's •mastering tools, which were so effective on stereo 

material, and deploying them on each individual track of the multi-track 

live recording. 7a do this, I imported the original Pro Tools live mu t-tracks 

into a session in Nuendo and them' set about using the mastering 

tools in the Cube on a track by-track basis. The live recording sounded 

good and there was decent separation thanks to the team that did the 

original remote recording. I set up a configuration of toots and started 

with the k,ck drum. I used a set-up that cascaded the Cube's Analog 

EQ and two multi-band compressors to deal with specific aspects of 

the sound. 

I then went into the Cube-Tec Vitalizer, which allows the user to 

do a varety of things from adaing compression to an analog EQ to 

additional bass and, of course, vitalizing. I also used a tool called 

the Loudness Maximizer, which hanoles the overall souris in a new 

way that allows for wide range of dynamics and c:ontrol — like 

packing the sound into a fat dynamic: range and increasing volume 

without changing the sound. The concept worked beautifully acid I 

applied this technique to every track from hi-hat to : he bass to all 

three of thde guitars. As a result, I could now optimize each sound 

for its specific reed. Fat, controlled lows on the bass guitar and kick 

drum, increased depth on the snare, and a crisp edge on all the gui-

tars. I was even able to enhance tie natural ambience of the audi-

ence tracks in a very refined manner. And all of this occurred 

before mixing even began_ 

www ecirrag.corrd DECEMBER 2005 ED 7 



Punch In 

BM RELIGION 
When I was finished with mult-track mastering, the session was 

exported to FireVVire and set up in Pro Tools. For the mix I worked along-

side Chace's surround mixing ace, James Young, using the Harrison Series 

12 mixing console. It was great to work with Jim as he taught me a 

great deal about mixing in surround. He explained that one of his pet 

peeves is that so many good music mixers are shy about using the cen-

ter channel. This is because we have grown up accustomed to mixing 

with a false center of stereo mixes and are unfamiliar with using a des-

ignated center channel. 

Jim played several different music mixes, which he had collected 

in surround, and all were good but the mixes that embraced the mix 

technique using the discrete cen-ter channel for things like vocals 

and kick drum and bass guitar soLnded far more dynamic since they 

used the full perspective of the speaker layout. This is a key aspect 

that music mixers can learn from film mixing. Brett Gurewitz, Bad 

Religion's guitarist/writer and president and founder of Epitaph 

Records, was present at various stages throughout the mix process 

and was intrigued with the surround dimension of the live mix. Brett 

is a mixing engineer and producer and was very erudite in his 

understanding of what goes on in the studio environment and offered 

some good suggestions along the way. 

And so the multi-channel mastering experiment I conducted before 

the mix paid off and made the final mixing process much easier, as I 

had taken some time to really sculpt the individual sounds. The indi-

vidual tracks sat very wet once I had created the first initial mix and with 

a live show and time constraints, that is a very positive outcome. The 

fact that the band is so great live is what this DVD is all about. 

Scene opens: Peaceful ya-d at dusk, Lazerus is home watering his plume-

ria trees, stares at the sky, drops hose, shakes head: 

"Damn! Earworms in the garden." 

Music up 

SUPERSONIC 

Well here I go again, everything is alien 

How does it feel to be outstripped by the pace of cultural change? 

My deeds are senseless and rendered meaningless 

When measured in that vein 

I could go supersonic, the problem's chronic 

Tell me does life exist beyond it? 

When I need to sate, I just accelerate into oblivion. . . 

Grammy-nominated engineer/mixer Noa Lazerus works at Chace Audio 

and is also a musician, composer, and university student currently com-

pleting his Masters degree. 

!Long, elm 
Revolution in the Head: 

The Beatles' Records 
and the Sixties (Pimlico) 

Only rarely does a bock appear whose merits exceed the hyperbolic 

hosannas of back-cover blurbs. Such a volume is the newly released 

Second Revised Edition cf Revolution in the Head: The Beatles' Records 

and the Sixties by the late British writer Ian MacDonald. 

Combining musicology, articulation, and the ability to tell a story 

well, MacDonald lets the chronicle of The Beatles and the explosive era 

to which they were symbiotically related emerge, song by song. He 

repeatedly reveals the nature of the creative process that undergirds 

their work, both in its human elements and in the ridiculously inspired 

application of audio experimentation by George Martin and his team in 

the comparatively primitively equipped environs of Abbey Road. 

Unequivocally, he concludes, " The Beatles' way of doing things 

changed the way things were done and, in so doing, changed the way 

we expect things to be done. That the future is partly a consequence of 

the existence ofThe Beatles is a measure of their importance." 

Throughout, MacDonald writes about the people who made this 

possible with the kind cf subtlety, lucidity, and celebration of essential 

detail for which one hungers in any genre. And be forewarned: One 

skips the footnotes at one's peril. 

A work of power and significance, this book must be embraced by 

anyone who would know what makes great music great. — David Flitner 

IAN MACDONALD 

REVOLUTION 
E 
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Mix and Record 
RECORD MULTITRACK AUDIO INTO YOUR COMPUTER WITH THE POWER AND FLEXIBILI-Y OF FIREWIRE 

FIRE\NIREe TECHNOLOGY MIX RECORD 

State of tie Art DICE ll Fi-ewire 
technology offer nç solid PC and Mac 
driver support to get audio from your 
mixer into your oonputer 

Incredibly clean, high quality Mic 
Preamps. 99 Built-in E fects, 3 Band 
EQ which can be recot ded into the 

r)f ir cnrrni!tnr 

MultiMix FireWire"(! Mixers 
alesis.00rn 

Cubase LE software included. Record 
24Bit/48kHz audio with EQ, Dynamics, and 
other effects plug-ins into your PC or Mac. 
Compatible with other recording software. 

ALEsise 



unch 
TWO FOR TW, 

GUY SIGSWORTH + TUOMAS KALLIO on BEBEL GILBERTO 
When remixers mix and then me remixes are mixed onto a record 

of remixes, you have the flex of remix mastery in all of its glory. 

What? 

Yeah, exactly. 

Forthwith two of the geniuses (genii?) behind Bebel Gilberto's 

completely inspired Remixed. 

Guy Sigsworth: I was right in thw middle of producing songs for the 

Sugababes third UK album (Three) when I met Bebel. It was at the point 

where every song had around 40 

tracks of vocals to sift through; and 

although I knew the end results would 

turn out great it was quite a job to 

assemble. So Bebel turned up and I 

just loved her energy and fun. She 

makes music-making feel like some-

thing naughty and mischievous. 

We wrote " Cada Bello" witfin 

about an hour of her coming through 

the door. I was imagining the sound of 

Walt Disney's Jungle Book, with "ts 

bass flutes, and this song was my 

attempt to recreate that feeling with 

a modern twist. 

Later, when Marc ( Hollander — 

owner of Crammed Discs) asked me 

to remix a song, I told him I'm not a 

deejay, so I'll give you an alternative 

song-form version. I'm very proud of 

my remix of Bjork's "All Is Full Of 

Love," where I reharmonize the 

melody, rehear the sound of the song, 

but it's not primarily about the beats. 

I did a remix for David Sylvian that was 

also in that spirit. 

Anyway, I asked for two songr. 

to choose from, and Marc sent me 

everything from the multitracks in 

WAV form. I quickly settled on "0 

Caminho," because I heard a clear 

feeling for it. At first I heard it like an old Françoise Hardy song, 

"Tous les garçons et les filles," that kind of thing. Or maybe 

Bacharach/David? But I was also hearing the kind of guitar sound you 

can hear on Lalo Schifrin's Bullitt score — like a jazz player caught 

up in a 1960s love-in or something! Most importantly I wanted to 

hear a spooky harpsichord doubled by vibraphone, because it 

reminded me of all those UK TV themes of the 1960s and ' 70s: The 

Prisoner, Randall & Hopkirk (DeceJsed), Man In A Suitcase, and the 

Harry Palmer films with Michael Caine, The Iperess File, and Billion 

Dollar Brain. 

I love all these elements from the past, but I don't want the 

result to feel merely like a stylistic exercise. You still have to come 

up with riffs and chords that are good regardless. How did I actually 

do it? Well, I worked out the guitar part, but trusted playing it prop-

erly to my friend Kate Havnevik. It was my Gibson 335 played into a 

POD. In a former life I was a classical harpsichordist, so I played 

that part. Most of the rest was created with well-chosen samples. 

l'in perfectly nappy to use someone eise's factory double bass 

sound, because I know that after I've finished processing it in Pro 

Tools it'll be something different anyway. The drums were a mixture 

of an old jazz kit from Battery, and live playing of my Yamaha 

"Cocktail" drum kit. We used effects like Reaktor's Spring Tank a lot. 

Basically everything had to sound either pre- 1970 or post 2000, 

with nothing in between. With my engineer, Sean McGhee, I'm 

always looking out for the sounds you hear in 1960s movies when-

ever the plot involves brainwashing or hypnosis — usually it's dis-

torted tape delay feeding back on 

itself — and we got one in on 

Bebel's vocal just before the end 

of the song. 

Tuomas Kalil°. It was tricky. I had 

no idea who else was involved and 

no idea of the style of other 

mixes. I got some five to six 

tracks to choose from and we 

went on with " Winter." But 

Nuspirit Helsinki is a lot about 

trying to concentrate on the 

music itself as a whole, rather 

than separate layers (not doing 

remixes by simply replacing the 

rhythmic patterns of a given track); 

it's also always been about mixing 

electronic production with organic 

live instrumentation. So on 

"Winter" we decided to go for a 

combination of Detroit techno-fla-

vored electronic beats and lush 

string arrangements. Why? Well 

the vocal performance and melody 

of the particular song felt like that 

to us. We also wanted to sustain 

the relatively fast tempo of the 

original. And we did not have too 

much time to put it all together. 

So we took a string quintet (actually 

three violins, viola, and a cello), a percussionist, piano (heavy 

effects), a Detroit-style riff on a Juno, sub bass line and an electronic 

beat. And we always try to explore a vocal track for example just by 

concentrating on the vocal performance, melody, and lyrics and 

often try not to listen too much to the original backing track. We like 

to think of what we do as reinterpreting music rather than remixing 

a track. 

Guy Sigsworth, remixed "0 Caminho" and has written and pro-

duced tracks for Seal, Bomb The Bass, Lamb, Talvin Singh, and 

Madonna. He's also produced songs for Bjdrk, and worked as her 

musical director. 

Tuomas Kallio remixed "Winter" on Bebel Gilberto's newest, Remixed 

and manages to be part of Nuspirit Helsinki, a Finnish collective of 

DJs, producers, and musicians whose magic wands have touched 

everyone from Yoko Ono to Nicola Conte. 
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MIKING 
me's in the 

STEVEN LEE 

This DVD gives a lot 

Miking Guitars in the 
Studio: Steven Lee 
This well-paced DVD gives a good, basic grounding in recording acoustic and electric 

guitars in the home studio. It demonstrates the recording process using a PC-based record-

ing system and a Mackie mixer, and the 10 chapters are presented logically, starting 

with some good basic studio theory and including signal path, different types of ND 

converters, how to set up headphone mixes, and so on. The acoustic guitar chapter also 

includes demonstrations of stereo miking, using pickups, and some common multiple 

mic phasing problems. 

Moving onto the electric guitar, the chapter starts a little confusedly with a demonstra-

tion of re-amping, but then you get some solid information on amp recording with a lot of 

the different miking possibilities explained, demonstrated, and explored. I liked the fact 

that instead of always reaching for the EQ. Steven shows you the different tones available 

by using three different mics on one speaker. Excellent advice) 

The last chapters tell you how to build a fort to baffle off the amp land give you lots of 

mixing tips). And then there's a nice little bit on guitar intonation adjustment and the-oh-

so-important " please tune often" request. 

of helpful info and tips on mic choices and mic placement, recording direct and then re-amping, 

and noise problems and their solutions. He also gives you some good tricks: using different rooms (including putting 

the amp in the bathtub — cute!), and my personal acoustic guitar favorite, the ear and body mic set-up. 

A friendly and professional DVD. — Bart Thurber 

DEAR JOHN! 

THE BRERK UP BY PAT DILL 
It has been over for a while now, but I have only recently begun to feel 

like I can talk about it. 

We were together a long time, which is what made ending it so dif-

ficult. Me and Analog had some great times together, but no more. Sure, 

we still see each other from timeto time, but it isn't the same. She is as 

warm as ever, always giving me back more than I put in. But lately she 

seems a little high maintenance. Those rituals we had just to make music 

together really wore me down. I know my friends liked her. Some of them 

still do. But sometimes you have to move on. Sure, I had been cheating 

on her for years. At f rst it was just a little fling once in awhile ... she was 

a " comp buddy," if I enay be crude. Now she is my new love. 

Her name is Digital. 

I will admit that what first made her attractive to me was that she 

was cheap, and a little dirty, too. But she has changed. She has 

become more sophisticated. I an- not ashamed to be seen in public with 

her anymore. She Hied the void :net Analog left when she got so needy. 

Digital never asked for anything. She was always there, always ready, 

always willing to gve me another track and never punish me with 

crosstalk. Gone were the nights spent lying awake listening to Analog's 

timecode bleed. 

This would have all been good — a perfect dalliance. She doesn't 

ask much of me, I don't ask much of ner, very simple. But then our rela-

tionship grew. Digital began improvirg herself. It was little things at first, 

but I could sense that she was . eally trying to please me. I began to 

return the favor, opening myself up to her. Trusting her with more and 

more of my life. Analog continue° to grow more distant. Days stretched 

into weeks, and then months with-

out seeing her at the studio. 

Meanwhile Digital always had time 

for me, and she was learning what 

I liked. She began to provide me 

with all the good features of my 

relationship with Analog, but with 

none of the hassles. She didn't 

make me take her to expensive 

places. We could work all day 

together and never leave the house. 

She hardly ever asked for expensive 

gifts and accessories, while it 

seemed like Analog was asking 

me for a couple hundred bucks every 16 minutes or so. 

Now we are happy together, me and Digital. I admit I have trouble 

keeping up with her sometimes. She's so young, she's still changing 

and growing, always wanting to try new things. I know I sound like a 

guy going through a midlife crisis, but I feel like Digital is keeping me 

young too. Do I miss Analog? Sure I do, she was my first love. We were 

together over 20 years. I worry about her now, that she will have 

trouble finding someone to take care of her. I will always be there for 

her but I can't give her all the attention she needs. It took me a long 

time to get over Analog. I will always remember the good times. I even 

let her keep the MRL I gave her, to remind her of how we were 

always in perfect alignment when we were together. Once. But no more. 

IT'S NOT YOU. IT'S ME. 
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mix engine, VST plug-in and Quicktime video support, and bundled 

Final Mix masterMg tools for creating polished. professional-sounding 

CDs. Better still. it's all controlled with a simple,.shgle- screen interface 

that Keeps the music flowin'. Vkit mackie.comhpike to get inspired. 

Spike now includes a full version of ow 
popular Tracktion 2 Music Production 

Software" and Final Mix CD Mastering Tools. 
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THE SORROWS OF YOUNG 

INERTHER 

Hello. My name is Whit Aldridge. First and 

foremost I would like to congratulate the EQ 

staff for publishing the best magazine in the 

world! I am a huge fan, however, I am currently 

enrolled at the Art Institute of Atlanta in the Audio 

Production and Engineering degree program. 

While furthering my knowledge of the arts 

of recording and every other aspect of the 

industry, my wallet is being sucked bone dry. 

I would really like to keep reading your gift to 

the world but the cover price is just a bit too 

much for my monthly expenses. I am inquiring 

about a student subscription or maybe a cou-

ple of compensated issues. I hate to ask but 

I want to " be in the know" with all of you guys. 

If there are any possibilities that you know of 

please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

Whit D. Aldridge 

Marietta, Georgia 

You know, you seem like a plenty smart guy, it's 

almost amazing to us that you missed that if you 

SUBSCRIBE to EQ you save huge bundles of 

jack. So go to eamag.com or use one of those 

blow-in cards that litter your apartment floor, jack. 

You won't be sorry you did. —Editor 

MY EYES!!! MY EVES!!!! 

By large studio standards, I'm a really small 

operator! I have been recording live concerts, pri-

marily acoustic, orchestras, choruses, bands, 

\  church groups, for about 40 years in the 

LOVE LETTERS F.I3OM FIGHT FRNS 

Baltimore/VVashington area. As you are probably 

aware, almost no studios are willing to make 

remote recordings that are usually 2-track and 

everything is live. Consequently, there's almost 

no competition in this market segment, 

except, of course, those folks with a DAT 

and two mics who think then can do it them-

selves. Since I use Neumanns 414s, Millenia 

Media, Lucid, VLZ-Pro, 1176's, Lexicon, etc., 

and a high level DAW, this isn't really competi-

tion once I get in the door. My final product is 

CDs (used to be LPs, then cassettes) and I've 

done almost too many to count. 

I'm also a full-time computer center director 

at a large community college. 

And I've been reading EQ for many years but 

your latest change to format by 
inçludinq thcne t»ue in a different font style than 
printed paragrapre 
the rest of the article is really annoying! 

It makes the article hard to read. The change 
in font size and style destroys 
any flow of the article and the 
thought process THATTHE READER HAS under-

way in absorbing what the writer is sauns. 
GET rid OF this PROTOCOL and KEEP the 

font/size/style constant! 

Regards, 

Wally Knapp 

Ellicott City, Maryland 

You got it, chief. —Editor 

YOU IDIOT GENIUSES 

I spent roost of last night poring through back 

issues of EQ and thought I'd write you. 

First off, BT is probably one of the best 

interviews ever. It's like he's forever on coke, 

except it's not the coke that turns you into a 

complete a-hole. It's magic coke that allows 

him to empty his superhuman brain in the 

most accessible way, thereby allowing him to 

come off as personable, knowledgeable, and 

very cool. 

The biggest thing I noticed though is the lack 

of standard magazine consistency. At first this 

annoyed me. I wanted my regular sections. I 

wanted my traditional one-pagers and recurring 

themes. Then I realized something. Yes, you have 

a few regular items: Room With a VU, the ses-

sions bit in the front of the book, etc. But for the 

most part, you seem to fill your pages with 

content, rather than fill your pages with thematic 

placeholders . . . then try to squeeze in content 

that fits. This crea:es a kind of editorial spon-

taneity that's very, very refreshing. It makes you 

scan every page for fear of missing out on 

something you didn't know was there to begin 

with, Too often I find myself passing over chunks 

of my favorite magazines because, for some rea-

son or another, I've fallen out of lust with my 

"sections." Not in this case. Oh, and any mag-

azine that has Dean Kuipers writing for them is 

automatically rope-a-dope. 

This isn't a ' round-the-back pitch for free-

lance work. ( I'm still not enough of a tech 

head to review gear and gadgets.) Just want-

ed to email a " good on ya" for breaking the 

mold by doing away with the mold altogether. 

Have a good one. 

Richard Thomas (by email) 

THE MAKING OF STRANGE WE SHOULD MEET HERE 

PAUL TURPIN SPEAKS 
Hello. I've been asked to tell you about the making of Idiot Pilot's Strange 

We Should Meet Here CD. It's a story that starts at home with free soft-

ware, and ends with two 18-year-olds signing to Reprise/VVarner Brothers. 

I mixed the CD very early in 2004, and formed a small label in 

Bellingham, Clickpop Records, to release it a couple months later. 

On May 17 of this year, it was re-released by Reprise, with new art-

work — but the original mix and mastering were unchanged. Since then 

I have been touring the U.S. and UK with Idiot Pilot and the band has 

really begun to take off. But, let's go back to the beginning. 

I first met the band six years ago. A friend of mine brought them 

into Bayside Recording studio to try to finish their first EP At the time, 

my studio partner Chip Westerfield and I had just finished moving into 

our new facility in downtown Bellingham. To make a long story short, 

the songwriting and the singing of these young men impressed me. 

I did some editing and mixed the record, and subsequently mixed their 

gig at a local outdoor festival as well. Not long after that, Michael Harris 

and Daniel Anderson were 

suddenly the only people in 

the band, along with a com-

puter, and Idiot Pilot was born. 

Both Michael and Daniel 

became regular fixtures around 

the studio and musically went 

through an experimental stage, 

refining their collaboration and sound. Daniel began using his laptop 

for some electronic experiments and played these for Michael — and this 

was the beginning of the signature Idiot Pilot sound. Over the next year 

(late 2002 through 2003), Daniel programmed countless composi-

tions and Michael would pick out which ones to pursue and collaborate 

on. This was all done at home in Daniel's basement. The software at 

this stage was a copy of Pro Tools Free for PC on Windows98 along with 

some early version of FrJity Loops. The hardware generally consisted 
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of a small Casio keyboard, Daniel's guitar, a few 

pedals, a real piano, a bass, and Michael's 

voice. Daniel played or programmed all the 

instruments and Michael sang vocals and many 

layers of backing vocals. These tracks from the 

basement became the basis of Strange We 

Should Meet Here. It should be emphasized 

that at this point, the songs sounded very 

much like the final versions. Most of the final 

instruments were tracked, and the arrange-

ments and rough mixes sounded great. Finally, 

Idiot Pilot announced that they were done, and 

ready to figure out the next step. 

The next two steps were a series of pro-

duction meetings At the meetings, the band 

and myself, along with Chip Westerfield and 

Dave Richards, listened to all the rough mixes 

that Daniel had made at home. Our goals 

were to decide which tracks were destined to be included on the album, 

and also to figure out what, if anything, needed to be done to them. At 

the first meeting, we listened to 22 songs and gave them each a letter 

grade. Fifteen of these songs got an "A', and so we decided to concen-

trate on those for eventual release. In the long rJn, some even newer 

songs were added and a few of theue "A" grade songs are now the cream 

of the crop of the unreleased B-sides. Many of the songs only needed 

changes in the mix, and we decided that I would attempt to remix the 

entire record in Pro Tools at the studio. However, we also decided that 

a number of the songs needed to be re-sung, and that the bigger epic 
rock songs needed some real drums to be layered onto the programmed 

drums to take the energy level up a notch. 

Next it was time to transfer the material from Daniel's computer to the 

Pro Tools HD system at Bayside Recording. Unfortunately, this is where we 

hit a major snag. Daniel brought me the files — but we didn't have access 

to either a Windows98 PC or a Pro Tools LE system. Of course, Pro Tools is 

truly cross-platform software, but ProTools Free was not. It only ran on Win98 

OR MacOS 9 — and in addition, these files weren't cross compatible 

between those systems. It wasn't ir the budget, to buy a Win98 PC and an 

mBox just to do the transfer — and we couldn't find anyone who had this com-

bination of gear! Eventually I borrowed a Windows machine and an mBox and 

a Windows copy of Pro Tools LE from three different people and finally got 

the transfer to work. Once the files were opened in ProTools LE on the Windows 

machine, then I could resave them in a compatible format that would open 

on the Pro Tools HD systems on the Macs in the studio. The album almost 

didn't happen just because we coulan't cross the PC-Mac divide. 

But by this time it was the Fall of 2003, and we entered the stage 

of additional tracking. Daniel and Chip got on the task of recording 

Michael's additional vocals. These were usually sung through a Neumann 

M147 through an Avalon VT737 tube pre with SOMI4 compression. I called 

on a local drummer, Aaron Ball, to try his hand at layering real drums on 

top of the programmed beats. This wasn't .easy, as it required him to rock 

very hard, but keep track of changing time signatures and music that he 

wasn't intimately familiar with. Overall, the drum sessions went well. But 

since, we wanted to retain the feel of the drum programming, I did need 

to spend a lot of time editing the real drums to match both the timing 

and repetitive nature of the programmed beats. However, there were a 

few spots where it was appropriate to change the programmed beats to 

match the drums (some fills) — and so occasionally roles were reversed. 

The drum editing was a combination of using Beat Detective, and some 

good old-fashioned cut-paste-nudge. After this main phase of additional 

tracking was done — I made new 

rough mixes and we reanalyzed 

the songs. By now it was cut down 

to 18 songs including several new 

ones. Eventually four more would 

be cut. 

At this point, unfortunately, the 

project got delayed again. During the 

remainder of the Fall of 2003, the 

studio was fairly busy and we 

needed to accept a bunch of extra 

work to bring in money. So, the 

Idiot Pilot final mixing sessions 

got delayed several times. Some 

work got done in October and 

November, but final mixing didn't 

really get under way until the end 

of the year. 

The album was " mixed in the box" using ProTools HD.The most important 

use of effects were creative use of reverb and some cool and unusual outboard 

effects pedals. The reverb I used the most was Audio Ease's Altiverb. I love the 

way it can add to a sound and change the ambience without sounding like tra-

ditional verb at all, and the regular verb's just sound right to me. This is largely 

true of any convolution reverb— but FM very familiar with Altiverb's presets and 

so far, I prefer them. The two pedals I used the most were the Moogerfooger 

MF-104, and a Schumann Electronics PLL. The Moog is generally my 'secret 

weapon' — I use it liberally on vocals and occasionally other instruments, I also 

use / with the band at live shows.lhe PLL is a crazy hand-made analog harmonizer 

that resynthesizes the input into a square wave and can add new harmonies from 
there. I used it on a few bass lines ta create far deeper and intense Synth Bass 

sounds. The rest of the plug-ins were generally Waves and Bomb Factory. 

The mixing took a fairly long time. First of all the verses and choruses had 

a very different sound from each other on most cuts. Also, despite starting 

with only eight tracks in the original sessions, many of the songs had grown 

to have a very large number of competing vocals and instrumental layers. Another 

challenge was that many songs had Two different bass parts (electric bass and 

synth bass), as well as two entire drum layers (programmed drums and live 

drums). During mixing there was also yet another final level of additional track-

ing. At the last minute, we replaced a guitar solo in one song, with an impro-

vised keyboard solo by Daniel (tracked using the Logic ES2 soft-synth on my 

laptop). Also at this point I added depth to several tracks by programming addi-

tiona synth bass and strings parts that exactly doubled the original parts. 

The mixing took about 26 half-day sessions. Just about all of the time, 

I was working on the mixes alone. But, I constantly made new mix CDs 

for the band and other co-producers and would get comment sheets back 

from everyone. Then another round of mix changes would happen to each 

song until everyone was pretty happy. A few songs went through only 

five or six such revisions, but some of them went through about 10. On 

Feb. 8th, we decided that mixing was completed. We certainly would have 

liked to send away the mixes for a top-level mastering job, but since we 

still didn't have a budget in place, I mastered it myself. One of the 

advantages of this is that, if something sounds funny during the mastering 

process, you can just open up the mix and make some changes and then 

import the improved version into the mastering session. I am the per-

son at the studio who does the in-house mastering, but it's not prefer-

able to master something I have just finished mixing. But sometimes you 

just have to do what is needed. Amazingly enough, when the record was 

eventually re-released, the label did not require any remixing, and sur-

prisingly, no re-mastering either. Which must mean I had done my job right. 
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DIGIDESIGN MBOX 2 
($495) 
This 2nd-generation, USB-

powered recording interface 

features two analog inputs, two 

analog outputs, two channels of 

S/PDIF I/O, MIDI I/O, phantom 

oower, zero latency-monitoring, 

and more. Ships with the Pro 

Tools Ignition Pack, which 

includes special versions of 

Propellerhead Reason, Ableton 

Lye 4, IK Multimedia 

SampleTank 2, and a host of 

other plug-ins. 

allgIdesIgn.com 

02 LINE 6TONEPORT 
UXI AND UX2 
($175, $269) 
Designed for recording bass, gui-

tar, and vocals, each of these USB 

interfaces teatures a mic input 

with preamp, an instrument input, 

stereo line inputs and outputs, 

stereo headphone jack, and Lne 

6's GearBox modeling software. 

The UX2 adds a second mic 

input, analog VU meters, S/PDIF 

out, volume controls for the 

headphone and rrain outs, and 

more. Much, much more. 

lnIgieçoin 

03 BRAUNER PHAINI1TOM 
AE ($1,250) 
Released to commemorate the 

company's 10th anniversey — 

thus the AE call letters — mis 

fixed cardioid pattern rnic has 

the same guts as Brauner's 

Phantom C, but cornet, with a 

black and gold finish, a signed 

certificate of authenticity, a 

dozen roses and dinner, and a 

matching shockmount and alu-

minum case. Designed fo' 

vocals, spot instrument apps, 

and lovers of all ages. 

b_riMnerUliaeAM 

MIX ET LIKE A RECORD 

are-

04 (AGI MEDIA MD( IT 
LIKE A RECORD ($149) 
Hosted by Grammy-winning 

engineer, mixer, and producer 

Chai les Dye (Jon Bon Jovi, 

Ricky Martin, Julio Iglesias), his 

part instructional DVD/part Pro 

Tools session-oased interactive 

mixing course tackles such 

subjects as compression, EQ, 

saturation, separation, and 

effects, and how they relate to 

each other with respect to the 

fmal mix. 

uomiggs,corn 
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05 M-AUDIO 
STUD OPRO 3 
($99.95 per pair) 

These powered desktop monitors 

boast a feature list you'd 

expect from a more wallet-

busting set: MDF cabinets, silk 

dome tweeters, fiberglass 

insuation, magnetically shielded 

drivers, high-temperature voice 

cois, bass boost controls, RCA 

and 1/8" inputs, stereo head-

phone out, and a custom bass-

ref:ex ported design. 

M-111410,fent 

06 TRUE SI 
P-SOLr (S750) 
Constructed of hand-matched, 

military-grade components, 

this compa.n 13 W x 6' D x 

6' H1 single-channel micro-

phone/instrument preamp fea-

tures a balanced, dual-servo 

transformerless design, an 

internal linear AC power supply, 

a hi-impedance instrument 

input, dual analog outputs, a 

highpass filter, phantom power, 

and four manering LEDs. 

true-SylitAlmS.COM 

01 JC IEEK ONEO 
($799) 
The folks at Joemeek call this 

single-channel mie p-e/owical corn-

pressor/de-esser/enhancer ".he 

most techlolcgical1y advanced 

proauct" they've e'er produced. 

In addition to ilk% line, arm 

instrument irputs and AES/EBU 

and S/PD F loptcal and coa;zial) 

outputs. the oneQ boasts an, 

"Iron" swItch, which alters the 

preamp circuit from solid sfate to 

transforme coupled 

Icienieek.Com 

AMAHA W ERIES 
The HS Series consists of two 

powered monitors — the 70-watt 

HS5OM ($249.95) and the 

120-watt HS80M($449.94) — 

and the HS1OW powered sub 

($599). 30th two-way monitors 

feature ba1ancea XLR and 1/4' 

jacks, manter level controls, and 

trim switches for adjusting fre-

quency response. The HS1OW 

sports a 120-watt, 8' long-stroKe 

woofer and three balanced 

XLR outputs. 

yamaha.com 
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,r, '- r, ncr,crot‘rK:'ID 1 re OS WAVE ARTS 
MULTIDYNAMICS 5 
($174.95) 
Designed for use in mastering, 

noise reduction, volume maxi-

mization, and other sound design 

applications, Version 5 of this 

dynamics processor allows inde-

pendent compression or expan-

sion/gating of up to six bands. New 

features include support up to 

192kHz, new presets and preset 

management, and per-band 

bypass, solo, and mute cont-ols. 

viteNlIertikrein 

Wave Arts MultiDynamics S 

RIGAIN RATID ATTACK RUM KilIF 

(579.98. 589_98) 

These cases are constucted 

from duraole thermoplastic, and 

feature molded mic ctrops 

that secuie either six or nine 

standard-style microphones. 

Other features include a padded 

compartment for cables and 

accessories, security locas, 

heavy-duty latches, and a 

spring-loaded handle with a 

rubber kung fu grip. 

guardlancases.corr 

1PRESONUS ADL 600 
($1,250) 

Packed with six military-grade 

vacuum tubes running on 600-

volt power rails, this high-voltage, 

class-A, two-channel micro-

phone preamp delivers 75dB of 

gain and a s gnal-to-noise ratio 

of -10Gc1B. Highlights include 

m.c, line, and instrument inputs, 

selectable microphone input 

impedance, 3 variable highpass 

filter, alalogVU and LED meter-

ing, and more. 

presonus.com 

($495) 

Happiness is a warm Revolver 

(3TAS/AudioSuite, Mac only), a con-

vo,utior reverb plug-in that offers 

image response " sculpt-ability," 

dedicatee and routable Ea two 

syncable delay lines, and special-

ized stereo imaging. In addition to 

the included impulse library of 

reverbs and acouslic spaces, 

Revolver's analysis tools let users 

model any acoustic space, out-

board gear, or signal path. 

Mdlerdim 
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liP3, WIRE! 

It's never too soon to start loadin 
ursle vvi dio ear! 

Guitars, keyboards, mic -ophones, mixers... Sweetwater is your 

best source for everything musical this holiday seasor! 

• Huge Selection 

• Great Prices 

• Best Service 

• Amazing Technical Support 

Make your holiday 
dollars go farther! 

Apply today for your 

90 days same as cash 
All Access Card! 

e 

Season's Be 

OEM feii No Minimum Perches 

SHIPPING 
Speedy Fiat DOM, • Most Orders Shia Same Day 

1-800-222-4700 Sweetwater 
www.sweetwalecom -de 



Session H e:)\/ 5teph Jorql 

JASON SLATER 
PROJECT: Recording Bass: 

aueensryche, Operation: 

Mindcrime ¡-

DATES OF RECORDING: May 

2005 - September 2005 

STUDIO: (mobile or otherwise) 

J's Mobile Rudio Love Unit 

(Have Jams Will Travel); Five 

Knuckle Bullet Studios; 

Mike Wilton's Home 

Studio; Synergy 

LOCRTION(s): Redmond, WR 

and Redwood City, CR 

OFFICIAL ALBUM TITLE: 

Operation: Mindcrime It 

PRODUCER/ENGINEER: 

Jason Slater 

And every-

thing counts to 

Slater. " I start 

with a great 

instrument, and 

from there I use 

the highest 

quality equipment 

I can get my 

hands on." 

Jason Slater is a busy man. The bass 

player/songwriter/producer/programmer 

and engineer is best known for Third 

Eye Blind, Good Charlotte, and his pro-

ducing and engineering for acts like 

Twisted Method, Slaves on Dope, 

and Apartment 26. But Slater also 

regularly collaborates with Queens of 

the Stone Age's Troy Van Leeuwen, 

with whom he just finished the debut 

album for Van Leeuwen's Enemy pro-

ject, Hooray for Dark Matter. And now, 

he's just finished producing the new 

Queensryche record, Operation: 

Mindcrime II. Slater's producing 

adventures with Queensryche began 

after his band Snake River 

Conspiracy went on tour with them. 

"We hit it off," says Slater. " The 

next thing I knew we were working on 

the record." 

Slater had been a Queensryche fan 

when he was a teenager so the 

opportunity to produce their record 

was a metalhead wet dream come true. " I was a fan of 

the bass playing on the first few Queensryche records," 

says Slater. "And being a bass player myself, I was flattered 

that they asked." 

SIGNAL PATH 

When it came ro recording the bass tracks for Operation: 

Mindcrime II, Slater invoked the use of three different 

signal paths to capture the multiple bass tracks he 

intended to use for the record. First, direct through a 

Little Labs D.I. box to a Summit Audio pre amp. Next, 

through an Aguilar DB924 Bass pre amp to an Avalon DI 

and then to a Summit Audio compressor. Third, through 

to a Gallien Krueger 1001 RB head and a 4 x10 sealed 

cabinet, miked up with an EV RE20. The tracks were 

recorded into TASCAM MX-2424s. 

To say that Operation: Mindcrime is slightly 

bass heavy would be a severe understatement, and 

might also be considered a serious invitation for a 

bar brawl with Slater — who lives and breathes bass. 

"The key when using this many tracks for the bass is 

keeping everything in phase," explains Slater. " I 

always adjust the miked signal so the phase is 

aligned with the direct signal." 

Zon basses make up a good part of the bass-end of 

the project. " You have to start with a great sounding 

instrument to get a great recording and — to me — 

these are it," says Slater. "We used a five-string Sonus 

series and a five-string Piccolo. And on a few tracks we 

used a 4-string VB series." 

MIC POSITION 

Slater used RE20 and FET U47 mics to record the bass 

tracks. As for his preferred position, Slater responds, " I 

mic things very closely." 

And everything counts to Slater. " I start with a great 

instrument, and from there 1 use the highest quality 

equipment 1 can get my hands on," he says. " It's critical 

to use a short, high-quality cable between the instru-

ment and the DI or amp. In my experience, that has had 

a huge impact on the tone." 

PROCESSING 

Slater deployed both hardware and software effects to 

process the signal. " I've been using MOTU's Mach 5 

sampler, Altiverb 5, and Crane Song's Phoenix plug in," 

he says. "And I really like the older Summit hardware 

that was designed by Dave Hill." 

And that's not the only legacy gear that came into 

play. " I have a couple pres from an ill-fated modular 

system that I relied on a lot, and the TPA-200 pretty 

much kicked the crap out of any other tube pre I've 

heard," attests Slater. " For solid-state pres, I'll usually 

go with the Crane Song Flamingo." 

TRACK NOTES 

The recording of Operation: Mindcrime II took place 

across four different studios. Thanks to portable 

technology, the band could continue touring while 

the record was being made. " This whole record has 

been mobile," says Slater. " We have been working 

between Geoff Tate's, Mike Wilton's and Scott 

Rockenfield's studios in Washington, my studio in the 

San Francisco Bay Area, and tracking backstage on 

two tours." Operation: Mindcrime Il will be delivered 

in January 2006. 
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NI ESSENTIMS fie's your creativity. This peofessional starter kit contains 
a:I t,e fundamertal instruments for music production. Delivering everything from 

percussion, bass and mythm sections to strings, pads and keybowds, it is a key 

ingedient of anyquaky-ccnscious music studio. Two extremely versatile samplers, 

two highly advani:ea synthesizers and a stunningly authentic sounding guitar 

combo emulation cover an incredibly diverse spectrum of sound arid offer a wide 

range of instantly playable instruments. The sophisticated NATIVE INSTRUMENTS 

software echnology guarantees unrivalled sound quality and ve!satility. From 

classical o contemporaiy — NI ESSENTIALS injects high octane sound. 

INSPIRED BY MUSIC www.ni-essentials.com 

k8SYNTH 3 — Synttesizei with unrivalled sonic potential 

IATTERY 2 — The pioneering drum sample expert 

KOMPAKT - Streamlined sampler with over 200 instruments 

PRO- 53 — The perfect emulation of an analog synth classic 
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Success Story c3teph Jorgl 

JACK OF ALL RUI110: 
DINO HERRMANN 
COMPANY: Sculptured Music 

CONTACT: sculpturedmusic.com 

LOCATION: Los Angeles 

KEY CREW: Dino Herrmann 

As the son of a 

German racecar driver, 

Dino Herrmann grew 

up knowing what it 

means to be fearless 

and, dare we say, dri-

ven. And after tearing through his required apprenticeship 

in Germany, he left his hometown to do just that: take on 

the American [ music) Dream convinced that being a 

successful composer was possibly the most logical thing 

in the world to be/do. 

So after moving to Boston in 1989, Dino power-

schooled it nitro-style straight through his music courses 

at Berklee, finishing all of the 

classes for his four-year degree 

in just two year:. Fast forward 

six years now and Dino is a 

savvy DAW guru who is launch-

ing a successful composing 

company called Sculptured 

Music, and bust,ng his way into 

music/film as a composer, engi-

neer, programmer, and editor, 

contributing to Destiny's Child, 

Jennifer Lopez, and American 

Hi-Fi, and is creaited for his work 

on films from Alien Vs. Predator 

to The Day After Tomorrow. 

Dino Goes To Hollywood 

How did he do it? Straight out 

of school, Dino scored himself an assistant position at 

Rusk Studios in Hollywood. " There I learned all the stu-

dio stuff: miking techniques, working on SSL and Neve 

consoles, and later mixing," he says. " It was even better 

than school." He eventually got to do some rap mixing for 

Candyman and Prince Paul, and mixed a record that went 

gold for Latin recording artist Daniela Romo. 

Then, after just two years at Rusk, Dino moved on to 

calculate and execute a series of successful entrepre-

neurial exploits: a recording studio that built its clientele 

recording bands for less than 10 bucks an hour, becoming 

a Logic guru, programming and engineering for some of 

the composers he met through his consulting work, and 

partnering with cychestrator Daniel Hamuy to launch a 

company called PowerKeys that provides custom shortcut 

keys for Logic, and keyboard guides, to pros. 

One thing led to another and by 1997, Dino was able 

to close his low-budget recording studio, buy swank digs 

in the hills above Los Feliz, and plunge hardcore into 

composing, editing, and engineering for film, TV, com-

mercials, and pop music. 

Dino's Studio Setup 

Dino runs his proauctions on a dual 

2.5GHz Power Mac G5 stocked with a Pro Tools HD 3 

Accel card arid an HD 192 interface. The computer is 

loaded up with Logic, Reason, and Live, as well as a 

collection of his favorite plug- ins. " I've been using the 

Waves Platinum bundle for post production for many 

years and I love the equalizers and the compressors 

they have," he says. " When I bought the Pro Tools HD 

3 Accel card, it came with about $ 10,000 worth of 

plug- ins, inclAing Amp Farm, and I just love it. I also 

love all the Bomb Factory ones, the Focusrite plug-ins, 

the Indigo, the Sony Oxford, and Reverb One." 

But what he's totally crazy for is Sound Toys' 

PitchBlender. " PitchBlender 1 adore," emotes Dino. It's 

got this crazy flanger. You can 

get weird sounds with it and 

change your sound to do per-

cussive things, like time-delay 

them. That's my favorite 

plug-in." 

In the native world, Dino 

relies on Spectrasonics' 

Trilogy, Atmosphere, and 

Stylus instruments. " I also 

have my EXS library converted 

from my Roland and 

GigaStudio libraries," he says. 

"And another good thing that 

I have is Retromatic EXS 

Manager. If you have more 

than 30,000 sounds, you 

need this. It scans your EXS 

samples, matches them to the patch, and loads them 

into the samprer." 

He also loves the EVP88 software instrument. "And 

Yellow Tools Culture is the best percussion plug-in ever 

made," says Dino. " It sounds so real, but you have to 

learn to play it because it's hyper mapped to multiple 

velocity levels. I also have Yellow Tools Majestic Bass and 

Candy saxophone software instruments. And Tape Delay 

is a fantastic delay from Emagic." 

Why Dino? 

The key to his success? " I have a very broad spectrum 

because I've been doing Top 40, R&B, hip-hop, electronica, 

and classical," he says. But he also gets gigs with the 

sheer power of speed. Dino sums it up, "One of my 

teachers at Berklee, Carl Beatty, told me: ' Be fast. If 

you're working with a producer and you like to look at 

things and figure them out, great. But that's not a good 

thing when you're in the studio. Just learn your stuff and 

be fast. That's how you get hired again.— 

THE BEST REVENGE 
Llou got a story to tell about your rocket ride to riches and/or 
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successful significance? Well, wei want to hear about it Email us at 
eg@musicplayer com. 



et the 15 capture your 
creative genius. 

KEEP IT SIMPLE 

The i5 is designed with one purpose in mind: To be the best all-purpose dynamic 

instrument microphone or the market at a price that everyone can afford. We succeedeo! 

With over 20 years of experience in design.ng and manufacturing high quality, high 

performance dynamic microphones, Audix brings you the i5 - a perfect solution for a wide 

variety of tasks. Both on stage and in the studio, the i5 handles guitar cabinets, horns, 

percussion, acoustic instruments, and even vocals. 

Simple, elegant, and easyto use, the i5 is able to handle over 140 dB of SPL without distortion. 

Main Features 
• All purpose utility mic for stage and studio 

• Easy to set up, simple to use 

• Right cardiold pattern for feedback control 

• VLM (very low mass) technology 

• Frequency response: 50 Hz - 15 kHz 

• Clear. natural sound reproduction 

• Durab:e cast body with protective steel grit 

• Built to last a lifetime 

PERFORMANCE I EVERYINING 

FOR A DEALER NEAR YOU CALL: E00-966-8261 

TEL 503-682-6933 FAX: 503-682-n14 wsw.atiabatsa.aans 
Audix Corporation. PO Box 4010. Wilsonville. OR 97070. 

lleAudix Corp 2005. AlL rights reserved. Audio and tho Audis logo are trademarks of Audio Corporotion. 



Tech Benc-
y Todd G. Taman 

KE'lBOFIRD CARE 
We invest a fair amount in our studios and gear rigs. Yet 

despite their importance and value in studio environs, 

electronic keyboards are often — surprise, surprise — 

neglected. A little extra care and diligence, however, can 

help keep your keyboard controllers, synths, and work-

stations in good shape for a lot longer. 

Public Enemy Number One? 

Dirt and unwanted material working its way into your 

keyboard. Electronic keyboards use one or more sensitive 

key contacts to trigger a note when a key is pressed. 

When these contacts get fouled with foreign matter, key-

board responsiveness suffers. You can't prevent every 

speck of dust fiorn sneaking in between the keys, but 

some preventative medicine will help. Shield the key-

board with a non-porous dust cover when it's off and not 

in use. Watch out for liquids. Soft drinks are the most 

damaging, but ill kinds of liquids ( coffee, beer, wine) 

can cause expensive damage to keyboards. So make a 

conscious effor: to keep drinks and other liquids away. 

Common symptoms of dirty or damaged contacts 

are: No note when a key is pressed, " doubled" notes 

when a key is pressed, or no velocity sensitivity (often 

maximum velocity is experienced). In some cases these 

contacts can be cleaned to alleviate these problems. 

Disassembling the keyboard is necessary (and can be 

rather complicated), but if you can get that far, a dry cot-

ton swab can often do the trick. (Check documentation 

to make sure servicing a keyboard yourself is safe and 

doesn't violate dny warranty eligibility BEFORE taking it 

apart!) In other cases, key contacts may need to be 

replaced to fix tne problem. 

Key contacts from a Kurzweil keyboard can be 
pulled back and cleaned with a dry cotton swab. It's 
not a sure-fire fix, but if you're willing land able) to 
do some wort yourself, it may save some bench-time. 

If your keyboard is moving around with you for gigs, 

tours, or other purposes, make sure it's got a safe home 

while in transit. While the original box is often safe for a 

shipment or two, it's not made to be used over and over 

again. Find a sturdy hard-shell case that fits the size and 

profile of your keyboard. Yes, it's an investment, but a 

good case can cost far less than many repairs. 

The other side of protecting your keyboard is often 

overlooked. The rear panel — opposite the keys — con-

tains the essential connections to your system. Audio, 

MIDI, and power cables dangle behind the keyboard 

This keyboard survived several overseas trips in its origi-
nal cardboard box, until a baggage handler dropped it off 
the plane's Liggage ramp. 

awaiting a wrong step by a zealous assistant or a clumsy 

spectator. One good yank on a cable plugged into your 

keyboard, and internal wiring could be easily damaged. I 

like to simply loop all my cables under the keyboard and 

on top of an arm of my keyboard stand. That way, 

there's a little slack and the worst case is more likely to 

be a broken cable (much cheaper to replace). 

Loop cables over the arm of a keyboard 
stand to leave a little slack in case some-
one trips over a cable. 

Last but certainly not least, keep the data in your key-

board protected. Use whatever backup method is avail-

able for your keyboard: floppy or hard disk, smart media 

cards, or sysex dumps. 

Like with the rest of your studio, use an ounce of 

prevention ... or two. 

Todd G. Tatnall is the Senior Tech in Sweet water's 

Technical Support Department. 
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Power Tools 
tor power players 
One performance. Get it right. 
Pros demand the best from the tools they use. 
PoweF Tools... by Radial. 

a Radial JD7 Injector - suggested list s849 Us 
Guitar freaks rejoice! Drive up to 7 amplifiers at the same 

time without changing the original tone of the guitar and do 
without buzz or hum cau..ed by ground loops. Record a dry 

track with the built-in DI and send the signal back to the 
JD7 and re-amplify it to 7 amps and effect pedals. Addictive. 

Radial J48 Active Dl - suggested list St 99 us 
For great f•ound without choking, look no further than the 

Radial 148. Features a 48V phantom supplied active drive 
circuit with a unique DC-to-DC transformer isolated switching 
power supply to provide amazing headroom while 
elminating hum and buzz caused ground loops. Radical. 

Radial MI Passive Di - suggested list $ 199 us 
Jensen Trery;fotnier equipped, the Radial .101 has become the 
standard passive DI in the business. Exceptional noise rejection 
eliminates troublesone ground loops and virtually zero phase 
distortion at any level makes the JDI a must have for studio 
and stage. Available in single, stereo or 6-pack. Magic. 

Radial X-Amp Re-Amplifier - suggested list $ 199 US 
Ever wish you could go back and change the sound of a pre-
recorded guitar track? Now you can with X-Amp. When 
tracking, record a spree dry track and play it back through the 
X-amp after the guitarist has gone home. rwo outputs lets you 
drive amps arc] pedals to create thick new textures. X-plosive. 

Radial JPC Stereo Dl - suggested list $199 US 
Designed specifically for PC sound cards, DVD players and 
all those c ool consumer devices that cause nothing but 
havoc, the JPC is 100% transformer isolated to eliminate 
nasty ground loops and equipped with a 48V active drive 

circuit far long cables. Easy to use. Great sounding. 
Indispensable. 

Radial JDV Super Dl - suggested list $449 US 
There is no finer DI than the Radial JDV. 100% discreet 

Class-A topology with a feed forward design that sounds 
so true, it'll make the hair on your arms twitch. DragTM 

Control pick-up load correction, A or B inputs, 4 
instrument amp outputs, hi- lo filters and amazing 

headroom combine for the most powerful DI ever 
made. Unbeatable. 

Radial...The world's finest direct boxes 

Radiai 
!Pin e Mae 

— 1638 Kebet Wai, Por Coquitlam BC V3C 5W9 te1:604-942-1001 email: info@radialeng.com 

40. 
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HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS 
40 * 

LIFE DURING WARTIME 
The war zone vocal booth and oramite 

other harrowing tales of survival 
and recording in Baghdad, Iraq 

,c As soldiers in the U.S. Army's First Cavalry stationed in Baghdad, 

E Iraq, Neal Saunders, Terrance Staves, Bonin Clay, Edward Gregory, 
-13 
.(7) Michael Thomas, Marion Sanders, and Michael Davis spent a year 

e from '04 to '05 on the job, rolling through the rough-and-tumble 
streets of Baghdad ferreting out insurgents, surviving ambushes, ›-
and avoiding roadside exploGives. 

And in their downtime, these seven soldiers worked together 

as a rap group called 4th25 ( pronounced Fourth Quarter, as in 

the crunch time, do-or-die last minutes of a game), holed up in their 

living space with a compact recording setup, work-

ing through their fear, confusion, and frustration, 

and coming to grips with their reality by making 

music. The result of this group's war zone recording 

sessions is the album Live From Iraq, and it has 

nothing to do with politics, rector blue opinions, or vot-

ing strategies. According to Sergeant Neal Saunders, 

it's all about reality and survival. 

Where were you stationed? 

We were stationed in Baghdad, hag, in Camp War Eagle, 

but the name was later changed to Camp Hope for 

whatever reason. It's right outside Sadr City. 

How'd you record the album? I mean how'd you 

rig everything up given the situation? 

Well the hard part was trying to find somebody to send 

us the equipment. It's funny, every audio company has 

all this " support soldiers" stuff on their websites, but when 

I tried to put my orders through, they always all said, "Oh 

sorry, we don't ship to APOAEs''— a deployed-overseas 

kind of address that soldiers use. So it was hard, but I 

finally got with a guy through a friend of 

mine, a dude in Philadelphia who was con-

nected with Sam Ash, and he was all over it. 

I think he was actually more excited about 

us recording an album out there than we 

were. He helped me get all the stuff we 

needed, that we could afford, and on a tight 

time line. Plus he mailed it all himself at the 

post office and we paid him back. 

So he hooked us up with a Motif Es6, 

and of course we expanded it with all the 

memory. He also hooked us up with a 

Yamaha 01X, which we used for the mix-

ing console and as a DAW with the com-

puter sequencing software that we had. We 

ordered Digital Performer but at the time, 

it wouldn't work with the Yamaha mLAN 

setup, and we wanted to minimize the 

number of cables and cords that we had 

to pick up, so the mLAN really helped a lot. 

We finally went with Logic and recorded 

Straight outta Sadr: Sergeant Neal 
Saunders saying hello to his little friend. 
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To restrict the artist 
Striking the perfect balance between passion and precision, 

SONAR 5 shatters the limitations found in ordinary digital 

audio workstations. Offering a complete spectrum of 

creative technologes, fully integrated w-th cUting edge 

engineering and mixing tools ir a native-powered, open 

host environment, SONAR 5 inspires your artstic expression. 

Out of the box you get powerful multitrack recordi-g and 

editing, an arsenal of 31 effects and 8 instruments loop-

based creation features, and one of the most flexible 

mixing configurations available. Version 5 offers enhancements 

throughout the program including Rblanif.V-Vocar 

VariPhrase technology for arnaàng vocal edits and Pure Soace-

Convobtion Reverb At the heart of SONAR 5 is a 

groLndbreaking 64-bit double precision filming point 

mix engine that sets new standards for digital mi»ing 

through dramatic increases in dynamic range. And 

SONAR 5 is expandable witn native support for VST, 

DirectX:, and ReWire instruments and elects, and any 

Windows compatible control surface or audio intelace 

(even M-Box or Pro Tools l HD). 

Grammy and Erna-1y Award wihning musicians, producers, 

composers, and encineers turn to SONAR to fire their 

inspiration and deliver professional results. Whether you 

are one of these select few, or are aspiring or greatness, 

choose SONAF 5 and set your music fe?. 
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Purple Heart Vet Marlon Sanders on the keys. 

the entire album with it. We picked up a Rode NT2000 rnic, a pair of 

M-Audia BX8as and an [Apple) PowerBook.That's pretty much at of it. 

You mentioned minimizing cables in your recording setup. 

Was that a necessity because of the lifestyle of deployment, 

or space? Or budget? Habit? 

We warted to keep all that stuff out of the way, plus it was extra 

money that would have taken away from a piece of equipment that 

we needed. I usually bought stuff on the 1st and 1.5th of the 

month because that's when we got paid. So money was tight. As 

soon as it came in, it was gone. 

Was the material on the album created while you guys were on duty? 

All of this was inspired by our deployment in Iraq. We had nothing 

before we got there. We ordered all the recording equipment there, 

and we wrote, created, recorded, and pioduced all the music there. The 

only thing that wasn't done in Ira° was the mastering of the finished 

product. We sent it from there back to the U.S. to get mastered. 

What was the recording process like? 

It was hard. We usually had to record iF between missions, but there 

was so much inspiration, everything was just pouring out of us — every-

thing we were going through is what we put into that album. It was 

probably one of the easiest things I've 

ever done, as far as having to write lyrics 

and make music. It was just flowing out 

of us and we couldn't catch it all fast 

enough. You know, we'd go out and get 

It's funny, every 
audio company has 
all this "support 
soldiers" stuff on 
their websites, but 
when I tried to put 
my orders through. 
they always all 
said, "Oh sorry, 
we don't ship 
to APOAEs." 

in art ambush and then come back and 

we were just feelin' it. That shit is crazy, 

man, andwe wrote down exactly what 

we were feeling at the time. 

Is that the theme of the record? 

Well, the overall vibe is that, for the 

first time ever, you are hearing a 
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AT2020 
Cardioid Condenser Microphone 

"The AT2020 comes from a company with an amazing list 
of great products for project and home studios, and will likely 
become a standard in that market." 
Dave Joies Performing Songwriter íVlarch/Apri 2005 

"If you want an affordable mic that will work on a wide variety of sources, 
the AT2020 is hard to beat. It sounds great, is quiet, and, sheesh, at that 
price, go out and buy a pile of them." 
Mitch Gallagher Ell September 2005 

"A budget mic with a big-ticket sound.... 
you'll get more than you pay for." 
Scott Burgess Pro Audio Review June 2005 

"With the AT2020, Audio-Technica has succeeded 
in bringing its standard of construction quality 
into the entry level price range." 
Nick Batzdorf MIX May 2005 

"Not all inexpensive mics are the same. The AT2020 is proof. I don't know how 
Audio-Technica did it, but this mic is well built, comes with useful accessories, 
and offers solid performance at an amazing price." 
Garret.: Haines Tape Op September/October 2005 

"The AT2020 allows (and even begs) you to try it in 
applications that you might not consider optimal far 
a condenser... You should be able to use this mic 
for everything from insect mating calls to jet 
propulsion testing." 
Darwin Grosse 'Recording June 2005 
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"Judging by the price, (the AT2020) is aimed at 
project and budding home studios. But given 
the horizonlike frequency-response chart, this 
puppy may be aimed at more experienced 
studios, as well. Who couldn't use an extra 
studio condenser or, at this price, several?" 
Doug Eisengrein Remix July 2005 

--www.audio-technica c"liern 

"Simply put, the AT2020 is a fine mic at any 
price, but at $99 it's a value proposition 
you almost can't afford to refuse." 
Michael Molends Guitar Player .April 2005 

"If the $100 price range is your budget, then rest assured that 
the AT2020 is as good as it gets in a condenser mic that can 
handle vocal and instrument duties." 
Steve Langer moiopie.com April 9, 2005 

"With the introduction of the AT2020, Audio-Technica has 
broken the price barrier without sacrificing sound quality or 
rugged reliability." 
Chris Gill Future Music June 2005 

audio•technica® 
always listening 



In country: Ronin Clay in the vocal booth. 

candid resporme about tieing involved in this conflict from a source 

that's in the thick of it, while we were in the thick of it. This whole 

album is just raw and it's how we felt at any given moment and in 

every given moment. The song " HoIchn' My Breath" is about 

something that every solider goes through: When you call home, 

doing it, and it's 

what it takes to survive, and a lot of people don't understand 

that transformation. The song "Testament of a Soldier" is about how 

regulai people will never understand how and why I became what 

I had to become, so just leave it alone. There's a lot of anger, a lot 

you're not gonna tell your parents or your 

wife or your kids that you're afraid 

you're going to die, so you have to hold 

your breath when you talk to them. 

Then there are songs like " Fuck ' Em." 

I've gotten a couple of angry emails 

about that song, saying things like we're 

glamorizing murder. But if you really 

listen to the album from beginning to 

end, you'll realize that there's more 

going on. It's about the transformation 

of us as soldiers, from safe civilian life 

to a place where the people were try-

ing to kill us, not because they knew us 

and didn't like us, but because we were 

wearing this uniform. So it's about what 

it takes to survive. A lot of people want 

to discuss this war as a right-or-wrong 

issue, but it's not a matter of right or 

wrong for soldiers — we're there, we're 

a matter of life or death. We have to become 

1\ilusic is your passion, make it your career. 
Learn Audio Recording at The Conservatory 

2 locations I 8 control rooms I 6 labs I 6,000 sq. ft. live sound venue 
Conservatory of Recording Arts & Sciences 

2300 E. Broadway Rd., Tempe, AZ 85282 f 1205 N. Fiesta Blvd., Gilbert, AZ 85233 

800-562-6383 
www.auchorecordingschool.com/eq.html 

Nationally Accredited by ACCSCT I Internship as part of graduation f Financial Aid available to those who qualify 

Manufacturers certifications include: Digidesign, T.C. Electronic, SIA, Antares, & Waves 
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What the pros are 

saying about Gefell 

Bil VoniDick - Engenee ed 

Gramrrrbi-nominated recordl 

and 8 Ceammy winne.s. Aft 

clude hlison Krauss, Bat 

Chet Atkins, Bela Flec <, Jaortel Tay-

lor,T-Bcne Burnett, Mask OnCiinor, 

Ralph S.'anley and Doly 

"It's like having a 

secret weapon... 
My Gefell mics are 

extremely clear 
and transparent. 

They g ve me the 
definition that e"». 

many other mi 

do not capture." • 

42 

ncs 

s in-

Alan Siverman - Engi lee.- 21 

Gramrsy-nominatecl secor ings. 

Credits inclucl Chaka Knan. orah 

Jones,CheapT ick,The cirlG o 

Valdes Ricky kaggs,EOII M nrae, 

Art Ga-funkel Meat 0.1, h Ri-

chards and Thé Prodt. cers. 

"It's the ultimate compliment when a 
singer or musician 
says tley've never 
sounded better. In 

particLlar, the sound 

of the UM900 is spar-
kling, enormous and 

exciting. My Gefell 

microphones have 
earnec this praise 

time and again." 

David Rideau - Multi-rdeimum en-

ginee /producer and *three-time 

Gramry nominee. Clients irclude 

Sting, Jimmy Jam & -erry Lewis, 

TLC, ,anet Jackson' tan W nd 

and lire, George 3ensan TDM 

Scott, Jarreau and Kirk Plink in. 

'The Gefell M930 is a wcrole-ful 
souncing mid that has given me 

great results on acoustic piano, 
acoustic guitars, 

percLssion and 

drum overheads. 
The low self noise 

also makes it a per-
fect cooice in situa-

tions where wide 
dynamic range is 

an issue. I call it my 
elegant workhorse!'" 

Dave Bottrill - Pete.' Gar el, Deep 

Forest, King Crimson, Rabie Rob-

ertsan, Tool, Silverd air,lonr 

Joni Mitchel, Trey Gunn, YDU:SOU 

N'Daur, Kid Rock, Roger elo and 

the "'hilidelphia" soundtn/k. 

"For vocals, the Gefel OM90(his warm, 
open and very robust.The cont-ol al-

so makes it flexible. 

It works well on per-

cussion and acoustic 
instruments, all the 

while retaining the 

air and presence 

that, one expects 

from a large dia-
phragm microphone.' 

DISTRIBUTED BY C TEC - ' ABLE 

et Rea 
Real History 

Since 1928, Gefell has led the world in microphone technology, starting 
with the world's first condenser. In 1935, the remarkable M7 capEule 
was introduced. That led to the legendary sound of the U47, the U49 
and in 1957, the UM57 - the first 
ever multi-pattern microphone. 
Today, Gefell continues the 

tradition under the direction 
of Mr. Kühnast Jr. with the 
original M7 capsule featured 
in the UM75 and UM92.15 
tube microphones. 

Real Quality 
Quality comes with the desire to do it right. For over 75 
years, Gefelf has built microphones by hand in order to 
achieve the highest standards possible. From the preci-
sion machining of raw 
metal stock to the 
hand-stretching of 
each diaphragm and 
individual testing of 
each microphone in 
an anechoic chamber, 
Gefell sets a standard 
that is simply higher 
than any other. 

tieorg Neumann with Chief Engineer 

Mr. Kühnost Sr. - circa 1933 

2004 - Hand-drilling an M930 back plate 

Real Innovation 
Introducing the M930 - the most ad-
vanced condenser microphone made 
today. Compact for easy placement, the 
M930 features a full-size 1" diaphragm 
mounted on a triangulated pedestal to 
diffract body reflections away from the 
capsule and minimize acoustic field dis-
turbance. Inside, the M930% optical power 
isolation lowers self-noise to a mere 7d13 
while providing 80 Volts to the capsule for an 
unprecedented 142dB signal handling. The re-
sults are stunning: that 'big bold German sound' 
without compromising sensitivity, articulation or 

tonal structure. No other microphone comes close. 

Gefell is the Real Thing 

1,17 
TM 

tvvviumetellqu ics .com Colon the original hand-made German microphone 

M930 mat( hed stereo pair with 

si-t9.1X/Y bracket 

CTRONICS LTD. - 1638 FiEBET WAY. PORI COQUITI. AM BC V3C SW9 TEL: 604-943-1001 FAX 604.942-1810 EMAIL: . nfo@gefell-nrcs.com 



Tools ot the Trade. 

of confusion, a lot of frustration on the album — for the first time 

ever, you !let inside a soldier's mind while he's being a soldier. 

How did you record vocals, and did working in a war zone affect 

that process? 

We built a vocal booth. When we first 

got to the building we lived in, some 

soldiers had been living there before us, 

and we replaced them and moved into 

their space. There was one room that 

had been made into two rooms by a 

divider wall, which was just made out 

o# two-by-fours and eight-by-four-foot 

sheets of plywood. I figured they were 

gonna remodel anyway, and I didn't 

ask anybody, but out of necessity we 

tore the wall down. We popped all the 

nails out, got a saw, and cut it loose and 

cut it all down. We cut a door out of one 

of the eight-by-four sheets, we reused 

all the nails from the wall, and we cre-

ated an eight-foot-by-four-foot booth. 

There are fire extinguishers that go 

inside every tank, and they come in 

foam boxes, so we ripped up all the 

foam, and then we got some sleeping 

mats from Iraqi civilians who came on base and sold us stuff that 

we needed to keep the camp up and running. We put five mats in 

the vocal booth — one on each wall and one on the ceiling — 

and then I•ned the walls between the mats with the foam from the 

tanks' fite extinguisher boxes. It wasn't perfect, but you know, it did 

Congratulations. You're Having Twice 
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S799 Estimated Street Price 

It's everything you ever wanted in a dual channel. And then some! 
Large VU Metering 

for quick visual monitoring of input 
level or gain reductiom 

Intuitive Panel Layout 
makes the twinQ so easy to use, it 

becomes "invisible" in the creative 

process 

-OW 24bit 96k AID Converters 
with AES/FBU, SP/DIF & word clock I r 

11/2 Balanced & Unbalanced I/O 
for proper interface in any system 

-141, Front Panel Instrument Inputs 
for use as a DI during sessions 

See the all-new Joemeek 
line at your local dealer, dJ (=Juno :4 & visit www.joemeek.com If it sounds right, it IS 

Joemeek© is a registered hademark of PMI Audio Group ©2005 PMI Audio Group 1845 W 169th ST Gardena. CA 90247 V: 877.563.6335 F. 310.323.9051 E: info@pmiaudio.com W: www.joemeek.ciii 



"There is no 

ORIGIN 

upgrade from this" 

"I've been buying audio gear 
for years...I just bought a 

Millennia Origin, and for the 
first time, I feel like I've bought 

something have for the rest 
of my life. Not to say I'll never 

want anything else, but for 
what the Millennia preamps 

offer, there's nothing better." 

Eric RUU0' - Engineer/Musician 
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the job. We could be in there recording verses and we didn't wake 

anyone up or bother anyone. And it kept most outside sounds out. 

Did your commanding officers know what you guys were up 

to, or express any kind of opinion on the project? 

Oh yeah, they knew what was going on. There was no way we could 

hide all the equipment that was coming in, and we openly talked 

about it. We even put out a casting call for the album just to get 

people involved in it. And a lot of people came through, but I 

don't think they really understood the concept. They were all like, 

"Live from Iraq? I wanna talk about cars 

DRUMCORE 

NEW DRUMMERPACKS 

by mArr SORUM, 
SLY DUNBAR 

and 
ZORO! 

ir I bads. 
asy o se. 

"Finding the 
right loop and gettog 

it intr- Pro Toole 
becomes effordet-s-." 

Jay Baumgardner 
Engonser/Producer 

"Practically 
a non-existent 
learning curve... 

a truly all-star library" 

Computer Music 
Nœwnbe 2004 

0-ier 8 GB of content, both audio loops and MI) 
Lrop librarian for managing audio and MIDI files 
DAW integration • MIDI drum sound module 
Beat generation • ( rumrrerPackTM expansior 

New PC version! 

Loops, fills, hits and kits by:. 
• Jeff Anthony (Sheryl Crow) • John Bishop (Ernie Watts) 

• Tony Braunagel (Bonnie Raitt) • Ned Douglas (Dave Stewart) 

• Sly Dunbar (Bob Marley) • Matt Son.m (Velvet Revolver) 

• Michael Shrieve (Santana) • Ben Smith (Heart) 

• DJ Syze-up (UltraNate) • Alan White (Yes, John Lennon) 

• Zoro (Lenny Kravitz, Bobby Brown) 

SUBMBRSIBLE: MUSIC ' 

www.drumcore.com 

Drumetre and PummefPack ain tradeinafts of Submeroble Pam: fho Tools e a reeved trademark of Avid Tachnology, Inc In the olher 

and rims, and what they're doin' on the reg-

ular rap scene. I can't miss a beat!" And I 

think the chain of command thought that's 

what we were doing, too. I don't think they 

understood the seriousness of the album. 

Since the album's come out and you guys 

have returned from the Middle East, have 

the military or any of your commanders 

tried to stop you from selling the album? 

No, they haven't. When we got back, there 

was a little bit of concern about where some 

of the images on the CD and some of the 

video and images on the website all came 

from. But what they and a lot of people fail 

to realize is that, if you know what you're 

doing on the Internet, you can find anything 

you want. We were 100 percent into this pro-

ject and we knew that we didn't want to use 

any of the photos or video that we had access 

to, so we just went on the Internet and it just 

so happened that a lot of the stuff we found 

coincided with what we had gone through 

and what we were rapping about, and some 

of it actually does pertain to the specific 

area where we were stationed. We put 

some of our own photos that weren't military-

involved on the website, like pictures of 

children and billboards and just regular stuff 

like that. But all the stuff that we thought 

would be sketchy, that people might have 

problems with, we made sure that all of 

that came from the Internet so we had some 

type of plausible deniability. There was one offi-

cer who saw a picture of ours that he didn't 

like so he took it to the battalion commander, 

and the battalion commander basically said, 

"What do you want me to do? None of this 

is classified information." So that was that. 

And that was right when we got the first ship-

ment of CDs, back in March, right when 

we got back from Iraq. By the time the offi-

cer saw it, it had already been out there 

and everyone else had seen it. And aside 

from that one situation, all we've gotten 

from everyone is praise. 

Check out 4th25's music online at 

www.4th25.com. 
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Clur Flagship Has Officially Set Sail 
When we set out to develop our new m802:8 channel remot.E control mic-ophone 

preamplifier, we knew we had our. work CJt Out for us. After all, the finest audio 

engineers in music recording, film scorng, major artist tot.rs and premier music 

and recording schools have rellied on the model 8C1R » stem for its stunning 

sonic performance and rock-solid reliability for yea -s.. 

So the newly desiigned m802 system can now ke controlled directly from 

Digidesign® ProToolsIHD® systems, compatible control surfaces and 

many other MIDI devices. DPA 130V microphone users will be thrilled 

to know they can order a 130V option on achanne. pEir basis. 

We have incorporated an updated sig -,a1 path which is now 

fully balamced from start to finisl-, resruliting in a noticeable 

dynamic range improvement and the outp _it current has 

peen increased so that very long audio cable runs can be. 

achieved withotut signal loss Plus, we have included 

a provision for a high definition 24-bit/192 kHz 

converter card in the future. 

The new stainless steel chassis comes from 

our m series monitcr controllers and 

we have compfttely redesigned the 

IRemote Conmicil Unit to provide greatly 

improved ergonomics and system 

control. 

Whatever your, application, we 

inviiteyou tc discover the 

remarkabe sonic perfor-

mance and functionality 

of ou - new m802. 

We're confident that 

irt will help you 

make the finest 

recordings 

of your 

career. 

for 3II the facts, visit www.gracedesign.com or call 303.443.7454 



to try and re-record it, so that's what we did first. Honestly, I had 

no idea what I was doing. It was a complete write-off, but because 

of my past history with them, they were willing to accept it and we 

moved on from there and I carried on working with them. 

IC: I've heard that they loved to try everything and anything and 
the sessions would drag on for weeks. That it wasn't like plug in 

a guitar and go! 

KS: Well, they would take ages to get the basic track. Remember, 
back then, we're doing it tour-track and there's no, ' Okay, the 

drums are good, let's keep them and then redo other things.' They 

were all mixed together on one or two tracks, so you had to get 

everyone happening at the same time. So it would take a while, 

with everyone learning the arrangement, and just playing it the way 

they wanted it played. 

Take something like " Sexy Sadie," I think that was three days 

just to get the basic rhythm track, and it was just them in the stu-

dio playing and the tape going the whole time. At the end of the 

day they would come up to the control room and ask what were 

the good tracks, which we would have kept 

a note of: 'Take one was quite good, then 

Take five,' etc. And they listened, and 

then they would say, ' Okay, we'll try again 

tomorrow.' That kind of thing. 

And the sessions were long, long. 

Mainly, because of the way Abbey Road 

was: It was always booked to start at 

2:00 PM. Quite often, they wouldn't arrive 

until much later. IF they showed up. I 

mean sometimes they didn't. We would 

always know if they weren't going to turn 

up because the fans weren't outside — 

they always knew. It was amazing. You 

could go stick your head out the front 

door, 'Oh, the girls aren't there screaming, 

looks like they're not coming in today, 

we might as well go home.' 

IC: What was the whole collaboration 
like between George Martin and the band? 

For instance, were you an assistant to 

Geoff Emerick or Norman Srn'th? 

KS: Norman Smith. 

actually reached the point even with arrangements where they would 

literally play what they wanted the strings to be on a piano and 

George just scored it. It wasn't so much writing the arrangement 

as just scoring. 

IC: So, the White Album was actually not so much them getting rid 
of George as much as George had been leaving to some degree? 

KS: Yeah, perhaps. The thing that no one can quite comprehend is 
that the Beatles' sessions could be so boring. They could go on and 

seem never-ending and nothing seemed to be happening, and, at 

times, they could be difficult to work with. Oh, most people at Abbey 

Road did not want to work on Beatles' projects. It's like a family, 

when you're in there five, six days a week, all of these hours 

with the same four people, at times you're going to rub each 

other up the wrong way. It's natural. 

So, yeah, George Martin probably felt that he was having less 

and less to say in what it was that was going on. In terms of the 

engineers' position, the producer back then was classified as an 

A&R man, he wasn't called a producer, as such, and it was Artists 

& Repertoire; his whole thing was pick-

ing songs and making sure they were 

arranged correctly. So, the producer 

didn't really bother too much about the 

sound. So in the beginning it was all 

Norman Smith, and I don't think he got 

anywhere near the credit that he should 

have gotten. 

But they'd all be there for a basic 

track. .. . Whoever wrote the song would 

come in, run it through with them all, 

they'd work out the arrangement, and 

start to get the basic track. Once the 

basic track was down, it tended to be 

much more whoever wrote the song was 

the one that would be there all the time 

and the others might not even show up 

for days on end — until it was finished. 

And if Paul had to come in to put a bass 

track on one of George's, George would 

say, ' Come in on Thursday and we'll put 

the bass on it,' and he'd come in and 

then go. It was very much like that. The 

individual songwriter took the control of the process. 
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THE THING THAT NO ONE CAN 
QUITE COMPREHEND IS THAT THE 
BEATLES' SESSIONS COULD BE SO 
BORING. THEY COULD GO ON AND 

SEEM NEVER-ENDING AND NOTHING 
SEEMED TO BE HAPPENING, AND, AT 
TIMES, THEY COULD BE DIFFICULT TO 
WORK WITH. OH, MOST PEOPLE AT 
ABBEY ROAD DID NOT WANT TO 
WORK ON BEATLES' PROJECTS. 

IC: So, what was the interaction like? Was it different from what 
it turned into in the ' 70s and ' 80s where the engineer was very 

integral to the session? How often did you jump in and say, ' Hey, 

could we try this sound?' 

KS: Oh yes, with the Beatles they encouraged us. They were 
open to everyone coming up with ideas. I think, Chris Thomas has 

said before now that his first occasion in the sessions for the White 

Album . . . well, George Martin was on vacation and Chris Thomas 

was his assistant. So, he got Chris to come by in place of him and 

Chris said he was terrified, he thought they hated him because he 

came up with some suggestion, I can't remember the exact idea, 

but their response to him was, 'Who the fuck are you?' basically. 

But they went ahead and tried it anyway and that kind of thing went 

on, especially toward the end because they wanted to try every-

thing. My experience was that George Martin lost control of them 

and became less important to them as time went on. I think they 

IC: Do you have a favorite cut from those experiences or a favorite 
sound or something? 

KS: One of the things that always fascinated me is the way people 
read things into records that weren't necessarily there. The classic 

for me is in the song " Glass Onion." There's a drum thing that goes 

blat blat. It happens three times in the song. Well, with that drum 

part, even though it was on the basic track, we double and triple tracked 

the snare drum onto one separate track. But we were still four-track 

at that point, might have been eight-track, I can't quite remember. 

Well, I had a new second that day and I wasn't quite confident in him, 

so we had to do what seemed to me like a tight punch-in after 

the third blat blat and I wasn't prepared to let the second do it, so 

I said, ' Don't worry, I'll do it,' and we'd do a couple of takes, didn't 

happen, then, finally, we come to the last take, I pushed the record 

button early, and we're going onto the same track as the blat blat. 

So I accidentally erased the doubles. So in the first two sections of 

the song it's fine but on the third section it's only the original. 
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What's funny is the number of people who've said, 'Ah, it's so brilliant 

the way they took it from that big sound down to that small one at 

the end there, what meaning did that have?' I admit it, I fucked up. 

IC: So as a gear junkie gimme the goods on the Beatles' guitar 
sounds, Beatles drum sounds, mics, or anything that was like a 

go-to piece of equipment. 

KS: Quite honestly, I can't even remember but I know, at some 

points, we were using a STC 4038 over the top of the drums. At 

some point we were using an AKG D19 as an overhead. The 

kick was probably an AKG D20. The Fairchilds would have been 

the drum compressor and for vocals, sometimes piano. Also 

the Altec 436 modified by the EMI staff. The Altecs we would have 

used on bass, sometimes guitars, sometimes even across the entire 

mix. As well. 

IC: Wow. So even then, you were compressing the stereo or 
mono bus? 

KS: Sometimes, not always. Oh, yeah. If 

it called for it. 

IC: Could we talk quickly maybe about the 
Beatles' guitar thing? Was there any par-

ticular set-up? AC3Os for the most part or 

a little bit of everything? 

KS: Yes Voxes, but there was some exper-
imentation by the White Album, we even 

used Fenders. Not everything was Vox at 

that point. The miking was Neumann 

U67s. Maybe a foot to two feet away. 

IC: And not a U67 smashed up against the 
grill cloth? This is a pet peeve I have. It 

seems that somewhere in the '80s this idea 

of an SM57 up against the grill cloth aimed 

right at the center of the cone has become 

the accepted way to mic a guitar. All these 

classic sounds that we think are the great-

est guitar sounds ever, I dor't know if 

people ever used 57s then, and if they 

did, I don't think they put them there. 

âli 

to do too much in the control room and it came from the guitar, which 

is the starting point, where that string moves, that's where you have 

to get it from. It just carries on from there. 

THE ¡ATE GREAT GUITAR 

JC: You've worked with some of the greatest guitar players ever and 
that's quite a privilege, so I was hoping that I could talk about a few 

of them, the amps and guitars that they played, and what it was 

like to work with them. Let's start with Jeff Beck. I recently saw 

Jeff playing at a Music Care's benefit and he was so amazing and 

it hit me at that moment that the art of the guitarist has dropped 

to such a low level compared to what it was in the '70s. He was 

the highlight of the evening and I realized ' just what a great gui-

tar player is supposed to be.' It killed me that night to walk out of 

there thinking about it; just his tone, the nuance, as well as his 

dynamics are just tremendous. 

KS: Jeff was amazing. I did Truth and There and Back, I saw so many 

different sides of him because I had worked with him over such a 

long period of time from the first solo 

album onward. I even worked with Jeff on 

some of Stanley Clarke's projects like 

School Days. He always played on one 

track on each of Stanley's discs. I saw Jeff 

in the 'very confident phase' and then the 

times when you had to coax him along. 

THIS IS A PET PEEVE I 
HAVE. IT SEEMS THAT 

SOMEWHERE IN THE '80s 
THIS IDEA OF AN SM57 UP 
AGAINST THE GRILL CLOTH 

AIMED RIGHT AT THE 
CENTER OF THE CONE HAS 
BECOME THE ACCEPTED 
WAY TO MICA GUITAR. 

KS: No, they didn't use them. No, they didn't put them there. But, 
you see, one of the other things that has changed, which has 

changed the way guitars sound is these high output pick-ups. You 

take an old Strat or an old Tele with the original pick-ups, plug it in 

and you'll get this amazing sound. Nowadays, those high output 

pick-ups have this weird high end that you can never completely 

get rid of. And it just gets so annoying. I think every engineer and 

guitarist should really understand the effects these pickups have 

on the overall sound of their rig. 

IC: Yes, that's absolutely true. You always find that you're trying to 
get rid of that white noisy thing on the top end. So then you start 

to roll off the top end or move the mic off axis and then you start 

to loose the punch. 

KS:Yes, one of the things that you learned back then, because you 
didn't have much control over he sound was it had to be right in 

the studio to start with. And, if it's not, you ain't going to be able 

IC: So when you would work with Jeff 
Beck or George Harrison did you go out 

to the amp and make sure the tone was 

dialed in? 

KS: No. They knew what was needed, you 
didn't have to. It was just there, you weren't 

trying to fix something. I would have miked 

him the way I tend to mic everybody, 

either U67 or U87 in front of the amp and 

sometimes a distant mic. As I say, it 

comes from the instrument, you don't 

have to do all of that multiple miking kind 

of thing when the musician is giving it to 

you. If it comes from the instrument, you 

don't have to work too hard to get the sound, it's just there. 

Steve Morse, from the Dixie Dregs, he would never stop prac-

ticing, it didn't matter what was going on, he would always 

have a guitar and he was practicing scales. We'd be dojng violin 

overdubs — he'd get on the talkback, 'Yeah, it was a little sharp, 

let's try it again' and all the time he's just practicing. 

IC: What about George Harrison? You were engineered All Things 
Must Pass. One of the tastiest and most melodic guitarists ever, 

not to mention brilliant choice of sounds. 

KS: Oh, George was just a wonderful person all-round. George was 
a perfectionist, an incredible songwriter as well. Ampwise it was 

usually Voxes and Fender, never Marshalls. As you know we 

often used Leslie cabinets. The mics would have been probably a 

KM 54 or a KM 56 on the top and a U87 or a U67 on the bottom 

because, once again, it was only a mono track, so we didn't have 

to mic both sides. 

IC: Would he double track slide parts at all? 
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KS: At times, yeah, actually. Oh, well, with the Beatles, one of the 
things on the White Album that doesn't often get picked on by peo-

ple is that on a lot of the tracks, the basses were doubled with a 

Fender Six- string bass. Parts were worked out very carefully 

because there would be two people playing. In fact, there were a 

couple of tracks where it was also doubled with a vocal as well. 

IC: OK. Lightning round: John McLaughlin? 

KS: An amazing technician. He always liked to show off his technique. 
There's nothing wrong with that, it's only that he would try and put 

as many notes in as possible, which, at times is great, but at times 

it would be better to just have one note, as opposed to 50,000 notes. 

JC: What did you do when miking his acoustic guitars? 

KS: It would probably be simply an AKG 414 in that era. But, he 
always used Marshalls turned full-blast. We went through a situ-

ation where we had started Birds of Fire in England at Trident, we 

were going to finish it off at CI iteria in Florida. This was during the 

BeeGees time where the sourd of every 

American record would be acoustically 

as dead as possible. We went in there and 

he turns up his guitar and amp and he 

starts to play and it sounds so small so he 

just turned everything up more, this was 

a 100-watt Marshall turned full-blast and 

it sounded ridiculously small, : t blew up 

instantly, we thought, 'oh, it's got to have 

been a problem with the amp — put up 

another one', and it was exactly the same, 

it was just the room was so dead, it just 

ate up everything. Criteria wasn't the 

right studio for Mahavishnu Orchestra, 

they needed a live place, that': why we 

ended up at Electric Ladyland in New 

York. John liked to crank. There were 

times, for me, it may have beer just a lit-

tle too distorted, but that's the way he liked 

it. The guitar he used most of the time was 

his double neck. I'm not sure if it was 

Gibson, I can't remember, but it had the 

12-string and 6-string necks. 

JC: Mick Ronson? 

JC: Because you get boxed into the chord changes. Frank Zappa did 
this at times. Frank, I think actually got it from Brian Eno. 

KS: I also worked with Warren doing some mixing on a Duran Duran 

album. Warren called me up and I just love him so much that I had 

to do it. He was a great asset for Duran Duran as far as I'm concerned. 

JC: I wanted to ask you about Missing Persons because I know it 

started out as a spec deal at Frank Zappa's home studio, and it turned 

into you producing and then managing the band. 

KS:Yeah, well, it was initially a demo. Frank had just built a new 

studio but he was out on the road. He knew my reputation 

enough that I would find every single damn fault in that studio, so, 

he let us use it knowing that by the time he got back off the road 

it would be working perfectly. Those demos that we were doing, 

that's what eventually was released. We put it out ourselves as an 

EP We got shot down at every major label in the States, I think, 

three times — most labels in England twice, and a couple of 

labels in Australia and no one wanted to touch them. So, we 

knew we had to do something and we 

were also trying to get managers involved, 

and they didn't want to deal with it or only 

wanted Dale. So I jumped in, lock, stock, 

and barrel. Once one of the tracks had 

become the most requested record of the 

year on KROO, we suddenly got a deal. 

A terrible deal, but we got a deal with 

Capitol and sold 800,000 records. 

WHAT DID TRANSPIRE WAS THAT 
SINCE THEN I HAVE HATED NEVE. IT 
WAS THE TWO COMPETING THINGS, 
YOU HAD THE NE VE SOUND OR YOU 
HAD TRIDENT. THEY SOUNDED SO 

COMPLETELY DIFFERENT YOU WERE IN 
ONE OF TWO CAMPS AND BECAUSE OF 
HAVING SOME INPUT AS TO HOW THE 
'A'-RANGE WAS GOING TO BE, I WAS 

MORE ON THAT SIDE. 

KS: Unbelievable. His whole guitar sound was always perfect, 
from a technical point. Miking it was again a U67 or U87 just in front 

of his speaker. He used to use a single cabinet Marshall. But he 

always went through a wah-wah pedal and he would get his tone 

by setting the wah-wah pedal at a point he liked. That's how he always 

got his sound. So he would kind of crazy EQ everything. All the Bowie 

stuff was done with the wah. 

IC: Warren Cuccurullo? 

KS: Warren, yeah, there's no one quite like him actually. One 

remembrance is a track on the first Missing Persons' album called 

Noticeable Ones. We were trying to get the guitar solo; we tried 

and tried. Nothing. And, so, finally, Warren says, 'When we get to 

the solo section, kill the track.' I said, 'What?' When we get to the 

solo, turn off the volume of the track and let me try it without any 

music going on.' We got the solo first take. 

STUDIO, STUDIO 

JC: So shortly after Abbey Road you 
moved over to Trident Studios? 

KS: I'd been doing some engineering for 
producer Gus Dudgeon and I said to him, 

'Look, I've got to get out of here, time to 

move on, any suggestions?' He said, 

'I've been working at a place called Trident. 

Why don't you come down and we'll set 

up a meeting?' I went down there, met 

with the owners, the Sheffield Brothers, 

and started working there shortly afterward. 

JC: Let me ask you a couple of things about Trident because, as you 

know, I started at Cherokee and they had all Trident 'A-Range 

consoles and I'm a huge fan of that desk. 

KS: Well, at first it was actually an old Sound Techniques board, the 

studio went through two boards before they started to make the 

A range. Some of the early Bowie tracks were done on that Sound 

Techniques. But the whole thing with the 'A-range was that the 

Sheffield Brothers wanted to take over the business in every way. They 

wanted to get into management, video, and manufacturing, as well. 

One of the staff engineers, Malcolm Toft, was an extremely tech-

nical guy. So they said, 'Why don't you design a board and we'll start 

to build it and see what happens.' So, they came to the engi-

neers Roy Thomas Baker, Robin Cable, myself, and said, 'What would 

you like to see?' 

JC: VVhat was your feeling about the mic pre? The EQ, I know. But 

I love the way you could overdrive those mic pres and get that 
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great saturation and as a guitar EQ, that was one of the 

best ever. 

KS: Hey, I came from the EMI boards, the best board distortion ever. 

Unfortunately, the 'A range could never compete for me in that regard, 

but the EQ was basically what the three of us had requested. 

What did transpire was that since then I have hated Neve. It was 

the two competing things, you had the Neve sound or you had Trident. 

They sounded so completely different you were in one of two camps 

and because of having some input as to how the 'A-range was going 

to be, I was more on that side. After leaving Trident, I tended to go 

with studios in England, that had Cadac boards because they 

were closer sounding to the Trident than a Neve, so, I always 

liked them. 

IC: Since a lot of music recorded nowadays is in home studios, it's 
now really becoming more often about one person in their own stu-

dio environment. I think you learn very differently that way. You learn 

different skills and there are certain skills that you don't learn at all. 

Personally, I enjoyed the fact that I worked at larger studios where 

there were three to five rooms and seven 

engineers. There was camaraderie and a 

team spirit and competitiveness, as well. 

Was Trident like that? 

KS: Well, I think we had our own partic-

ular sort of niche clientele and the type of 

music that we were into. RoyThomas Baker 

would always get the weirdo things and 

he had his own sound. There was one 

occasion he was doing a John Entwistle 

album and he had to go and have some 

dental surgery so he couldn't make it 

one afternoon, and I was put in there. In 

those days you didn't tend to leave things 

set up — locked out that is. So I'd set it 

up the way I normally would, ! got what 

was my usual balance at the time and we 

were going along and then Roy came 

back from the dentist and he came in, ' Um, 

okay,' and he just tweaked a couple of 

knobs and it changed completely from 

my sound to his and it was so simple, it 

was weird. I had exactly the same kind of thing with Phil Spector, 

as well, where I was working on a Ronnie Spector project. I got my 

sound whilst Phil was downstairs teaching the musicians the 

song, and he came up and said, ' Okay, can you do this? Change 

that?' Two, maybe three slight things, and suddenly it was the Phil 

Spector sound. It was amazing. 

So, getting back to the camaraderie, the atmosphere at Trident 

was such that we all wanted Trident to work as a business. It 

was everything to sort of get .1 to be the best it could be as an 

entity, more so than us as indiv:duals. I think that's why it was so 

successful. It was also just great to hang out there. Everyone did. 

IC: Let me ask you about the piano there because a few years ago 
I went back and listened to some of those early Elton John discs. 

I was engineering Elton's Songs from The West Coast and I wanted to 

reference those recordings. Wow, the piano is like an electric 

guitar, it's so bright and " attacky." I listened to Bowie and Supertramp 

as well, and that piano just pops and rings like a guitar. 

KS: Oh, absolutely, it was a very hard sounding piano. When Gus 

4. it 

Dudgeon and I went to France to do Honky Chateau and Don't Shoot 

Me I'm Only The Piano Player, we tried to match up to the Trident 

piano, and we never quite did. We got pretty damn close, but, no, 

it was an amazing piano at Trident. 

How'd you mic it? 

KS: I don't know what the others did but mine was basically, let's 

see.... When I started there it was probably a Neumann KM-56 

on the high end and then two 67s or 87s mid and low. 

JC: So you put a pretty bright mic on a pretty bright piano. 

KS: Oh, yeah, absolutely. And then add a lot of high-end on the board, 
as well. 

JC: That's pretty radical. Nowadays, everybody has this concept of 
'take it flat,' go through a nice preamp and let's be real safe and neu-

tral about everything. 

SINCE A LOT OF MUSIC 
RECORDED NOWADAYS IS IN HOME 

STUDIOS, IT'S NOW REALLY 
BECOMING MORE OFTEN ABOUT 

ONE PERSON IN THEIR OWN STUDIO 
ENVIRONMENT. I THINK YOU LEARN 
VERY DIFFERENTLY THAT WAY. YOU 
LEARN DIFFERENT SKILLS AND 

THERE ARE CERTAIN SKILLS THAT 
YOU DON'T LEARN AT ALL. 

KS: Because no one can make a bloody 
decision. That's what it's all about these 

days. It's ' let's not make a decision until 

we really have to.' 

IC: So, with the Beatles' sessions or 
Elton and Bowie, I mean, on those track-

ing dates you 'went for it,' every sound 

was tweaked to the way you heard it in 

your head? Very few decisions were left 

for the mixing. 

KS: Our training was four-track, you have 
to make decisions, you had no choice. I 

still do it now whether it's 24 track or dig-

ital. That's where I came from. I think 

every engineer should spend a year just 

working on four- and eight-tracks so they 

learn how to make a decision. 

IC: As a young, American wannabe engi-
neer, studying records when I was a 

teenager, I remember feeling all the records 

coming out of England were so much more aggressive, so much 

brighter and in your face. 

KS: The grass is always greener. We always wanted to emulate the 
American sound, because the sound of the singles were cut with 

much more power and so much more level, and we could never do 

it. I remember the Beatles would have loved to have had the 

Motown sound for one of their tracks. I remember Abbey Road get-

ting a telex from Motown congratulating them on the sound of the 

Beatles' records and how much they would love to sound like 

the Beatles. We did what we did. Honestly, to me, even if they do 

it that way and we do it the same way, it's not going to come out 

sounding the same — it just doesn't. 

IC: This is such a good point. When I started as an assistant, you 

had so many great talented producers and engineers coming in all 

the time, so you watched what people did and if something sounded 

great you tried to copy it. You literally copied the microphone, the 

EQ setting, the compressor, and so on. But it never ever worked 

and it always sounded like crap because you never understood 
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the mindset behind the technique, the philosophy, where it 

came from. 

KS: In my way of thinking about the top engineers, there's an inher-
ent sense of what's right and wrong and you don't have to think 

about it, that's why, as a producer, I still engineer my own sessions. 

It's a pain but I do it. 

K: I also noticed you were credited as playing synthesizer on ses-

sions as well. 

KS: We had an ARP 2600 at indent. David Hentschel and myself 
spent lots of time experimenting with it. So while I was in the mid-

dle of mixing Elton's " Dania'," producer Gus Dudgeon decided 

Davey Johnstone's solo didn't pop. So I actually doubled the part 

on synthesizer. 

THE THIN. THE WHITE. THE DUKE. 

JC: I'd love to hear about the Bowie relationship I know you started 

off initially just engineering for him and 

then segued into co-producing. 

KS: I did. It was Man of Words, Man of 

Music, which was eventually re-released 

as Space Oddity and Man Who Sold the 

World. Those I just engineered. But the 

way it came down was David had given 

up his music for a while because of a lack 

of success of the first two albums. But he 

came into Trident one day to produce a 

single for a friend and because I'd worked 

with him before I was put on the session. 

Around that time, I was getting fed up with 

just engineering, and in a tea break I 

happened to say to him, 'You know what? 

I'm a bit frustrated. I want to start mov-

ing into the production side.' He said, 

'Well, I've just got a new manage.. and I'm 

about to start a new album. I was going 

to do it myself but I don't know if I can, 

how about working with me?"Yeah, 

sure.' And that was Hunky Dory, which 

then led to the other three albums. 

some talk about working with the Stones and I said, ' No thank you,' 

because I knew that I couldn't give them what they would need and 

I think it was very much a question of the acts I chose to work with: 

I would only work with them if I thought I could give them what 

was needed — and vice versa. 

With David though I just wanted to move into production and 

he wanted me to co-produce and I wasn't going to say no. It 

worked because, maybe because we'd worked together before and 

understood each other — whatever, it worked and it got better. With 

David it was a matter of knowing when not to say anything at all 

in the studio. To a great extent it was also perfect for both of us. 

He hates mixing so he never turned up at any of the mixes, so, it 

was just me and I got to do whatever I damn well pleased. 

There was only one time that there was any question about the 

mixes. Oddly, I listened to it recently and I have no idea what was 

going through my head then, but there's a track called " Watch That 

Man" where I determined that to get the power from the tracks, 

I needed to keep the vocal really low, make it one of the instruments 

and have it really quiet. And, so, that's the way I mixed it. After hand-

ing the album to David's management company, they got back to 

me and asked could I try another mix on 

"Watch That Man" with the vocal up. I 

said, ' Fine.' l told them my concern, they 

said, ' Do it, let's see.' I did one with the 

voice up. They listened and said, 'You 

know what, you were right, we're going 

with the original,' then about two weeks 

later RCA called me up and said, 'That 

track " Watch That Man," can you try one 

more mix on it with more vocals?' I said, 

'I've done it for David.' Well do one more 

for us.' Fine,' did it and they went with the 

original. Now, hearing it, God, I wish that 

vocal was up louder, but, at that time, 

that's the way it seemed to work. So, 

that was the only time there was ever 

a problem. 

WITH DAVID IT WAS A MATTER 
OF KNOWING WHEN NOT TO SAY 
ANYTHING AT ALL IN THE STU-
DIO. TO A GREAT EXTENT IT WAS 
ALSO PERFECT FOR BOTH OF US. 
HE HATES MIXING SO HE NEVER 
TURNED UP AT ANY OF THE 

MIXES, SO, IT WAS JUST ME AND 
I GOT TO DO WHATEVER I DAMN 

WELL PLEASED. 

JC: I went back and looked at the résumé and the one thing that 

I noticed with everybody from Bowie to Supertramp to Stanley 

Clarke and everybody you've worked with: You made their career-

defining record. Perhaps in some cases not their most commercial 

records, sometimes those coincide in an artist's career, some-

times not, but you truly made the records that defined them as 

an artist. I'm not going to say you gave them their sound but 

it really felt to me like perhaps you opened up the artist or put 

them on the path to who we know them to be as that artist. I'm 

curious if you really spent a lot of time with them outside the stu-

dio trying to figure out who they are and what they wanted to 

accomplish. I mean as you became a producer was that some-

thing you were sensitive to: helping them sound the way they 

wanted to sound? 

KS: No I didn't spend a lot of time but, I think it was just my 

choices of who I worked with. At one point, I don't know if it was 

my manager bullshitting me or what, but I remember that there was 

Kin contrast, perhaps to the Beatles' ses-

sions, were these relatively quick sessions? 

KS: Oh yes they were, Hunky Dory took 
about two weeks to record and then two 

weeks to mix. But don't forget artists back then had to come out 

with an album every six months. Elton was the same. Elton ses-

sions were two weeks recording and two weeks mixing. 

And it would have been all live in the studio with David's band? 

KS: Basically, yeah. We'd do overdubs, of course, but the great thing 
was it was probably 8-track and then we went to 16-track as the 

studio upgraded. So it was very quick. 

IC:The thing I remember from Hunky Dory was how present, warm, 

and alive all the acoustic guitar sounds were on David's records. It's 

funny, you don't think of them as being so storytelling. Your memory 

tends to think of the weirdness of Ronson's electric guitar, perhaps. 

KS: That's one of the unique things with those, well certainly 
with Ziggy especially since it's on every track. I mean even on the 

rock and roll tracks there's an acoustic there going along with the 

electric rhythm, it gives it a whole sort of different feel. That's the 

way the early rock and roll used to be, like when you see Elvis, you've 
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always got the three of them oehind him with electric, but he's got 

the acoustic going, as well. it wasn't something we consciously 

thought of or went for, it's just the way he plays the acoustics. On 

some of the guitars there would have been some heavy compression 

when I think about it. Probably a UREI 1176 or LA2A. Maybe 

miked with a U67 or C414. 

JC: Tell me about the Mick Ronson, David Bowie, Ken Scott 
collaboration. 

KS: We each had our own roles and we didn't have to talk about 
it, it was instinctive. We knew who did what and like David would 

say to Ronno, ' Okay, it's time to. . . " I know, I'll do the guitar at 

the end of the song.' And he'd go down there and before any of us 

could say anything, he'd be playing it brilliantly, he knew exactly what 

was needed. We were, I guess we were in each other's heads. We 

knew our places. I knew when to shut up, if David knew what he 

was doing. In fact, the hardest thing for me with David recording 

was just making sure I always had enough tracks, if suddenly he 

wanted to book a 37-piece lesbian humming group, I had to be sure 

I had enough tracks to be able to do it in some way. In the studio 

it was more knowing when to be silent than knowing when to say 

something; always knowing that I had the complete freedom at the 

end with the mixing. 

JC: That's something 
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that you do learn as an engineer on many 

sessions — to just kick back. Step in when 

you're needed, when everybody is exhausted 

with ideas or floundering, that's when you 

speak up and until then sometimes it's just 

best to sit and assess the situation. But 

was David always the one, not always, but 

was he trying a lot of different ideas and 

really sort of pushing the envelope? 

KS: Umm, with David, unlike the Beatles' 
sessions, it was very much him knowing 

what he wanted right from the get-go. I 

think he knew all along what was going to 

happen, but he didn't always tell you this is 

what's going to happen until when we got 

to that point. You had to be ready . .. yes. I 

think Mick was just so intuitive as well. And 

with David almost all of the lead vocals are 

one take. And no need to put them in tune 

afterward. Even if you could. But what I 

quite often got to do while recording the 

vocals, was using maybe an AKG 414 and a 

U87 and have them at a 90% angle so he's 

singing in-between. So you tended to get less 

'P' pops. Then you could use one of the 

mics or both of them, mix them together 

or whatever. 

JC: I remember going back and listening to 

some of the stuff and feeling in some cases, 

the vocals either had some kind of room 

sound or short tape slap, some unique sense 

of space to them. 

KS: It's possible. Both of those, the room and 
the tape slap, I would tend to have done more 

with backing vocals than with a lead vocal. 

Just somehow the placement of the vocals 

in the track was David knowing what to do 

with his own voice. At the microphone. 

Yeah, sometimes it was him and Ronno, 

sometimes just him, and quite often they 

would stack, especially by Pin Ups time, 

because the backing vocals were quite 

effected then. I used an old Countryman 

Phaser, funnily enough when I came to do 

the 5.1 remix on Ziggy, I was trying to get 

hold of a Countryman, and I couldn't find one 

anywhere. I know I used those on strings a 

couple of times as well. . . . 
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JC: Yes, there's that little lime on " Starman" that's. . . 

KS: Oh yes. It's guitar, piano, I think a couple of pianos or 

something 

ie Might you have done three instruments, bounced it down, phased 

it in time. 

KS: Quite possibly. Yeah. 

JC: It's something that drives me crazy about a lot of records 

made now. When we think back to those sounds, of the Beatles 

and even going back to the lianry Mancini records. The way they 
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stacked instruments to make one tone. Check out what's really going 

on with " Peter Gunn," the layering of instruments. It always seems 

to me that there's odd combinations of instruments stacked to make 

one new sound that is unique. Where, in the last 20 years, the ten-

dency was to get the synth patch or to get the one guitar tone 

through four pedals that perhaps came up with something inter-

esting. Unfortunately, in the end you feel 'oh, yeah, that guitar sound 

it's nice.' But you never went, 'Wow, what's that sound!?' I won-

der how c>ften did you deliberately stack instruments to come up 

with something original. 

KS: We d:d it on occasion with Bowie, but with the Beatles 

many times. The one thing that comes to mind is the saxophone 

flute line on " Moonage Daydream" that 

school of 
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was a strange thing that David got from an 

old American record. But we did do it 

with Supertramp. 

SUPERMAN MEETS 
SUPERTRAMP 

JC: Let's talk a little bit about Supertramp. 
How did you get involved with them? 

K5: I was originally contacted by A&M Records 

to do a mix on a track called " Land Ho" at the 

height of the Bowie stuff. I did it, A&M loved 

it, but the band was iffy about it and I don't 

think it was ever actually released. But A&M 

said, ' Look, we'd like you to do an album 

with them.' I said, ' Fine, send me demos,' and 

the demos were utter crap. It was like I'd get 

five seconds of a chorus and then it would go 

to another section, then it would stop and then 

I'd get the ending of another song, there 

was ... it was completely random. I said, 'This 

is ridiculous: Jack Nelson, this American guy 

Trident brought in to manage the producers, 

said, 'You know what? A&M are into this 

band, we should do it.' I said, ' It's crap, I 

don't want to do it.' This carried on for a cou-

ple of weeks, finally, they were doing a show-

case somewhere and Jack said, ' Let's go 

along and see them and that will be our final 

yes or no! I said, ' Fine! So we went down and 

this time was a complete turnaround. He 

said, ' Oh, no, you were right, don't do them, 

they're crap.' I said, 'Are you kidding? I've 

got to do this record. They're amazing." 

The sessions started off at Trident and we 

put down tracks and we would take forever, I 

mean sometimes it took a day-and-a-half to get 

the snare drum down but I was looking for 

something and I knew what I wanted and it just 

took that long to get the sound that I wanted. 

And then, after a week or so, we get a 

phone call from the A&R guy saying that Jerry 

Moss is in town and he wants to come by 

and hear some stuff. Oh, no, we're nowhere 

near far enough along. It was my first expe-

rience with an A&R man, not to mention the 

owner of the label, having not dealt with a 

record company at all with Bowie. 
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JC: So in all those records, there was no A&R involvement? 

KS: Nothing! It was David, Roeino, and myself. None. We even knew 

what the single was. The only time was with Ziggy, where there 

was no single, so we had to go back in and do " Starman." Well, we 

kind of knew that up front, but we pushed it, but, no, absolutely, 

I never saw anyone from RCA. 

JC: Do you think it had anytheg to do with there being so many 
great records released then? 

KS: Yeah, artists did what they were meant to do: CREATE. So 
with Supertramp here's Jerry coming in. This was going to be my 

first experience dealing with a record company. I was petrified. 

I didn't know what to expect. He sat down, we played him some 

of the tracks that we had and they were bare minimum, and he 

got up at the end, and he said, 'Thank you,' and left. We thought, 

'Oh, crap, that's it, it's all over.' We sort of ended the session there 

because we thought it's pointless to go on, he's just going to say 

forget it. We heard back from the A&R guy next day, ' Jerry loved 

it, you have as much time as you want, anything you want, you 

got it.' So, six months later we finished the album. But that was 

what I'd learned from the Beatles to the nth degree, and David 

as well: Try everything. 

I mean there were lots of tricks on those records. I was deter-

mined not to use typical percussion, for instance, as opposed to 

like maracas or tambourine, we had drum brushes shaking in 

front of the mics. You hear the wind and you get the same 

impression as maracas, but you just haven't heard it before. There's 

a musical saw on one of the numbers, and all of the sound effects. 

None of them were stock. We went out and recorded all of them 

specifically. We knew exactly what we wanted sound effect-wise: 

to go do it for real. 

JC: The dynamics in those records are just so dramatic and that would 
have been in the mixing process then, no automation on the 

console, correct? 

KS: No, once again, it was all in the mixing. Even though there were 

a bunch of us there at these sessions. All of the band was there 'hands 

on' at the mixes. We all knew what it had to sound like so there were 

no arguments about, 'Ah, the drums should be up front, the drum 

or the bass should be up.. : We knew what it had to be, so we 

were working as an ensemble and it was all done in mixing. 

JC: Okay. I have to ask about the bass sound because it always 

sounded so forward and so punchy. 

KS: Again, a very simple chain, probably just a DI and a UREI 1176. 
It's the player — that's his tone. 

JC: Okay, so Ken what you're saying is that in most of these cases 
it's about Great Musicianship coupled with Great Production. It's 

Chemistry and Kismet, not trade secrets? 

KS: Look, great musicians truly make my job easy. I would encour-

age all of us to encourage the talent in the artists and players. That's 

where the classics come from. 
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ultra-reliable, but MD holds up extremely 

well. The disc is in a plastic enclosure that 

keeps out dust and apparently, 

the Forces of Evil — MD users 

report excellent reliability. I can 

attest that they are rugged little 

suckers that seem unaffected 

by heat, cold, humidity, and 

the vibration caused by stacks 

of EAWs shaking a dance 

floor at a dB level that kills 

insects. For fail-safe, CF rocks. 

But I wouldn't lose much sleep 

over losing MD data. 

%IOU %/ANT OUTRAGEOUS? 
My 3 Most stunning Portable 
Recording Moments That Didn't 
Involve High Speed Car Chases 
#1: Sitting in a kayak in Alaska, far away from shore, recording whale 

sounds with Bernie Krause, using a Casio DAT powered by lantern 

batteries and some borrowed Navy hydrophones. I was told " If ne 

kayak flips over, you have about a minute to right it before you die 

of hypothermia:' As I sat in the middle of a school of breaching whales, 

I wondered what would happen if one came up from under me. 

Luckily, none did. 

02: Recording a bunch of religious zealots on the streets of New 

York City who preached fire and brimstone, preferably coupled will 

the wholesale extinction of white people. Fortunately they didr't 

see fit to contribute to the extinction process just then, so I nailed 

some great samples. 

OH Getting stuck at the Atlanta airport while returning from 

Europe, and at 2 AM, recording the security announcement I 

wanted to cut up for a tune I was doing. I decided to record in the 

men's room: no noise, good acoustics. I was standing on a toilet 

seat and pointing my mic at the speaker in the ceiling . . . and a 

guy walks in just as the announcement says " Report any suspicious 

characters, or unusual behavior, to your nearest law enforcement 

agent." I didn't stick around. 

FEATURE WARS 

The R-1 is clearly designed for 

musicians, and has a " studio" 

pedigree. Effects can be added 

during playback or recording, 

and it's comforting to be able to 

add limiting to the signal path 

when you're concerned about 

overloads. The " mastering" 

effect, which offers two-band 

compression, is helpful, as is the 

hum noise cut. Noise gating, 

EQ, and other effects increase 

the unit's versatility; and there are 

other cool features, like half-speed 

playback, pitch stretching, and 

block repeat. Oh, and you'll 

never find an MD with a built-in 

tuner and metronome. 
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The MZ-M100 took a more circuitous path 

to its current market niche: a consumer format 

that flopped in the US.. but was reborn as the 

pro's choice for field recording, interviews, 

and other audio-on-the-go applications. Yet 

MD still does well as a consumer item in 

Japan and to some extent, Europe. So the 

MZ-M100 straddles the consumer/pro line. It 

lets you narre tracks, and includes digital 

rights management (DEN) for those ripping 

copy-protected material — but if you're a pro 

doing your recording through the analog or 

line ins, you can transfer the recordings to 

unprotected WAV files ail yotr computer. 

SIZE-WISE 

No contest The MZ-Mn10 is sleek, shiny, and 

has an integrated fluorescent display that's 

so cute you want to lick it. The R-1, wh;le still 

palm-sited, is somewhat bigger and heavier 

(about 3.75' x 1' x 5-1/4' vs. 3.75 x 3/4' x 

3-3/8). Mitigating circumstance: The R-1 has 

built-in stereo mics that sound good. Like, 

surprisingly good — and with no moving 

parts, they pick up no noise. The MZ-M100 

comes with a great stereo IfTliC (the ECM-DS70P), 

but it's about 2.25' across and connects 
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via a thin cable to the MD. So the R-1 is 

bulkier, but in a way, more convenient for 

situations where you can place the recorder 

exactly where you want to record. 

SOFTWARE WORLD 

Either unit transfers to Mac OS X or Windows 

XP via USB 2.0. The Edirol is simpler: It just 

shows up as a USB peripheral — drag your 

files and go. 

Sony includes their SonicStage software, 

which can transfer files to and from MD and 

has other bells and whistles, but is PC only. 

However, included Mac software lets you 

pull files off the MD to your computer, which 

is probably all that pros really care about. 

BATTERY LIFE 

With two alkaline batteries, the R-1 will do 

about five and a half hours of playback and 

two hours of recording. With its single AA 

alkaline battery, the MZ-M100 stets are a 

little more complex: In Hi-MD mode, you'll 

get two hours of uncompressed reco,dings, 

and three hours when using data compres-

sion; using standard Minidiscs gives about 

double that. With the internal rechargeable 

NiMH battery by itself, you'll get three and 

a half to five hours of uncompressed record-

ing, depending on the type of disc used. 

Playback is about twice that of the R-1 for 

data compressed formats, and about eight 

hours for linear PCM. 

You can also use rechargeable batteries 

for either device, but the MD lets you use the 

internal battery with a " sidecar" alkaline 

battery. This combination allows recording 

times of up to eight hours. 

SO WHICH ONE WINS? 

For straight-ahead field recording and sample 

collecting, either does the job — and either 

positively demolishes DAT or cassette. But 

I'd give the edge to MD. It's smaller, lighter, 

less expensive ($439.95 vs. $550 list), wses 

one instead of two batteries yet has longer 

record/playback times, and the media cost 

is currently 1/10th that of CompactFlash. 

Also note you can get a bundle with Sony 

Sound Forge 8 software for $549.95. 

However, the R-1 is a more versaule, 

musician-oriented device. It has no copy 

protection, and includes useful, " musician-

friendly" extras that MD doesn't have_ If 

you're looking for a recorder that bridges 

field recording, occasional use in the studio, 

and capturing musical ideas, the R-1 offers 

more amenities. 

QUICK PICK 
NRVIPLRY BLUETOOTH 
STEREO KIT FOR IPOD + 
NRVIPRO EX WIRELESS 
REMOTE 
($239, $49.95, tentechnologv.com) 

OK.These little geegaws, these wee gim-

cracks, these teeny stocking stuffers have 

absolutely nothing to do with making 

music, recording music, producing music 

at all.This is pure end product use action, 

which, insofar as it affects HOW the music you record is listened to, might 

interest you. OR you could be like us: suckers for geegaws, gimcracks, and tiny 

stocking stuffers. 

And these qualify as all three, Whilst augmenting the powerful mass reducing mania 

that is the iPod, the machine that lets you listen to 10,000 of the most seminal tunes 

of your life ( sorry, Brian), these naviPlay things unleash you from the device itself. 

Genius. 

Or at least it was before the Nano and the Motorola ROKR made this sort of a " so 

what?" moment. So it's a weird kind of paradox: If you're an early adopter you 

already own a Nano and won't need something that makes this business card-sized 

jukebox wireless. If you're not an early adopter, you probably won't buy this either. 

But that does NOT matter. 

These Macworld Best of Show 2005 items look cool, and add a functionality 

that works well for us at a ... wait a minute: suggested retail price of $239?!?! Suggested 

is right. As in: We suggest you lower that price to the much more affordable $49.95 

that they're charging for the wireless remote. Cool item, good geegaw for someone 

you'd like to spend a lot of dough on. — Vincent Rose 

se s 
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FOCUSRITE OCTOPRE LE 
($599.99, if you know where to look) 

As soon as I checked this unit out, I thought it was a great idea. 

I mean I'd been looking for a converter to use the ADAT inputs on most major 

soundcards ( like my frient's MOTU 828) for a while. You see, I have a TASCAM MS-16 

1' 16-track in my studio and I've been looking for a way to transfer the 16 analog tracks 

to digital while using only one soundcard. 

Let me explain: I've been using my Soundcraft Series 600 for quite a while at 

Shapeshop, my studio in Chicago. It's a great board and I love the way the beefy pre's on 

it sound. HOWEVER, I've noticed recently that the preamps tend to accentuate low 

rnids, peaking around 300Hz, which can make things real muddy, real fast, when applied 

over a bunch of tracks. Because of this I've been looking for any mic pre's I can afford to 
diversify the character of the tracks. 

And, well, I like the way the OctoPre's preamps sound — they're very different from 

my board, which is refreshing. They have a very modern and uncolored sound compared 

to the Series 600. They don t have the " warmth" in the mids that I'm used to, nor do they 

have the smooth, but present high end, that my board has.They do have a tightness and 

neutrality to their sound that actually made the tracks that I recorded with them stand out 

in a mix of Soundcraft tracks. They were more efficient amongst the mud and so I guess 

this is what I mean by " mocern" Moreover, right when I plugged my KSM32 into the unit 

to do some vocals, the sound seemed tighter. I did a bunch of takes right away that I kept 

and liked. I also had a chance to use the OctoPre on a vocal session with Robert lwanik 

from the band Rope. The mic pre complemented his sibilant and aggressively dynamic vocals 

and we ended up doing all his vocals with it. 

The best thing about the unit? Being able to use it as a pre or a standalone converter. 

And with the optional converter I/O installed, it becomes a full-on 8-in-8-out soundcard. 

1111111111111111111•11 
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Ou need is ADAT L ipe ts/outputs on your computer soundcarcl and you haye 

eight more channels of ins and outs. The unit's auto switchirg can feed either the mic pres 

or the line inputs into your DAW and then you can use the unit for eightl,ne level outputs if 

you want to mix on an analog board. There are also multiple sync options :hat are c:eark, 

displayed on the front panel including the ability to sync to an external 256x cfock. 

What else? 
Well, my Les Paul bass working through tne instrument preama furction soundea 

aggressive and open •:ompared to the dbx 163x I sometimes plug directly into (thEt atiz 

does kill though when you turn up the compression knob). The layout of the uni is straight-

forward enough. That's always good. The blue light on the output VU meter is pleasing! 

although the number:; for the levels are a bit hard to see from a ways away. The controls.. 

are easy to understand and you can cycle through the channels to see their levels .Dn the, 

nice blue VU. 

There's also an impedance selection switch that switches the impedance on the first two 

channels to a lower 150ohms. This is handy to match the impedance of ribbon mizs ard 

other low imp mics. There's a phase reverse sw tch on the -irst channel only, wfaich seemed 

odd. There are low cuts on every channel, which slope down at 1201-1. The phantom 

power is global. 

And while I found it strange that the 

line inputs were located on the front 

panel lit seems like if it were in a rack 

you'd want everything but the instru-

ment inputs on the rear panel), the 

OctoPre is a handy unit to have around 

the studio and it can pull off a bunch of 

important tasks. For the price it would be 

nice to get eight mic preamps alone, 

but the digital converters make it a great 

value. — Griffin Rodriguez 

Gearheaci &earl 

QUICK PICK 
LINE 6 VARIAX 
WORKBENCH 
So what do you get the Variax owner 

who has everything? Variax Workbench, 

of course:Think soldering iron, router, 

drill, and a parts bin full of pickups, 

wire, pots, and capacitors. 

Or rather, don't think that, 

r:istead, virtualize all of the above 

so you can customize your Variax ( not 

the bass or acoustic versions, though) 

without drilling, solder fumes, or strip-

ping insuration — or for that matter, try-

ing to figure tit how to make the 

screw holes you drilled in the wrong 

place disappear. For $ 139.95 list, you 

cal do a whole lot of "virtual wiring": 

• Change pickup 

put them on top of 

neck itself 

• Angle pickups 

strings 

positions — even 

each other, or irrthe 

in relation tc the 

ra • cgu coliBot_cs 

Sonic Station 22 

SONIC STATION 22 $1299.99 
• 20 Mic preamps • Dual digital effect engines, each with 16 
programs plus ore main parameter control; effects 2 with tap 
delay and foot switch jacks • 18 direct outputs with pre-low cut & 
EQ switch for multi-track recording • Talkback Mic built-in • Six 
AUX mixing bus, two pairs with pre/post switch • Pad/Line switch 
on mono channels 

SONIC STATION I S $485 .99AAP 
Chosen by NBC/ Universal Studios for use in their editing' suites 

• 16 Microphone preamps • Dual-directional I/O pod saves 

tabletop and rack space • Record Out with trim control provides 
ample recording level • 8 direct outputs for multi-track recording 
• Pad control on dfiannels 1 - 4 for handling difficult signals • 
Subwoofer output wth variable low pass filter 

541 1JOHNS RD. # 605 TAMIPA, FL 33634 813-8913-8872 PHONIC 
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• Do series/parallel, in-phase/out-

of-phase pickup connections 

Ill Change the tone control poten-

tiometer value and capacitor 

• Alter the volume control value 

and taper 

• Balance string levels 

la Create alternate tunings 

la Tweak the 12- string model by 

changing the detuning and level 

between string pairs 

• Swap out guitar bodies 

And what accomplishes this 

magic? Variax Workbench is a hard-

ware/software combo with a cute lit-

tle Variax-to-USB converter box, cable 

for connecting the Variax to the con-

verter, another one to connect the con-

verter to USB, and cross-platform editing 

software ( requires at least a Mac OS X 10.3 

with a G4, or Windows XP/2K with a 

500MHz PIII). USB can be 1.1 or 2.0 - the 

program doesn't care. But a word to the 

wise: Hit the Line 6 website to grab the 

latest hardware and Variax firmware before 

you warm up your virtual soldering iron. And 

a word to the wiser: Variax Workbench soft-

ware is available as a free download for 

guitarists who also own either a PODxt 

Live or a Vetta II Both of these can connect 

digitally to a Variax, and also to a computer 

(via USB on the PODxt -Live, and any USB-

to-MIDI interface for the Vet-ta II). 

In addition to the editing-related pages - 

one for the body type, one for the pickup 

wiring, and another for the con-

trols - there's a "Tone Locker" patch 

librarian function.This is where you 

save preset bundles, swap presets 

around, copy and save presets, etc. 

Although this is all great fun, I 

was surprised that the ability to 

create Alternate Tunings became 

one of my fave features. Slide gui-

tar, anyone? Tune up the bottom 

two strings an octave? Capo the 

whole thing? Drop the low "E" to 

"D"? Sure.The strings don't break 

when you tune them up several 

semitones, either. 

So is Workbench an essential 

accessory for the Variax? Probably 

not. The Variax by itself should 

have enough sounds to keep you busy for 

quite some time. But if you're a tweaker, 

like the idea of creating guitar models 

that couldn't possibly exist in the real 

world, get a certain satisfaction from vio-

lating the laws of physics, and like to hear 

sounds you haven't heard before, Variax 

Workbench is a most excellent stocking 

stuffier. - Craig Anderton 

CNFI 
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FireVire vs.USB 
The Saga Continues. 
TASCAM FVV-1804 + UA-101 Hi-Speed USB 
Audio Capture Device 

by Sam Wheeler 

You can read white papers all day and never 

find a conclusive answer to the question of 

connectivity. 

Is it better to have more bandwidth 

(FireWire), or more raw speed (USB)? 

And when you add the question of support, 

with FireWire operating on a relatively open 

protocol (Apple-style) and USB entrenched 

in the plug-and-play game ( Microsoft), the 

contest becomes even more esoteric. The 

early battles seemed to indicate that USB 

would satisfy more consumers, but the 

IEEE (FireWire) standard has gained ground. 

Now, we present a new battle, between a 

FireWire interface from an industry giant 

(TASCAM) and a USB device from a relatively 

new line offered by a competitor ( Edirol). 

Both devices promise high-performance et 

well under $ 1,000.. 

But do they deliver?!?!! 

TASCAM FW-1804 

OK, TASCAM has been providing audio solutions 

for the home studio since cassette ruled the 

domain. Their more recent digital audio work-

station offerings have not disappointed fans of 

their multi-track cassette recorders, however, 

with generous connectivity and control options. 

And the FW-,804 follows hot an the heels of 

their FW-1884, delivering a 2 rack-space unit 

for those of us who don't have enough real 

estate for the 1884's control surface, but still 

offering all the connectivity TASCAM is known 

for. As a relatively mobile " notebook" user, I 

• 

• • 

was initially wary of the rack-mount unit, but 

it is actually rather lightweight and portable ( if 

you're into that sort of thing). Furthermore, the 

FireWire connection is a little less cumbersome 

than a Card(3us interface, and provides greater 

bandwidtn than USB. Although I had to adapt 

the laptop's 4-pin FW port to the 1804's 6-pin 

connector (something TASCAM does not 

recommend, by the way, even though there 

is no way to power the 1804 via the 6-pin 

connector), once I powered it on and saw 

the warm glow of the front-panel buttons, .1 felt 

right at home (probably because I actuaLly 

was at home). 

The FVV-18C4 met my expectations. There 

are Neutrik and 1/4" inputs on four chan-

nels, with 1/4' inputs on the remaining four 

analog channels. The phantom power rated 

well and recording quality was very good. 1 

have yet to acbally use the ADAT optical 

in/out pair, but they are there, along with the 
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ubiquitous S/PDIF in/outs that I do use reg-

ularly. I actually have limited opportunity to 

use the Word Clock in/outs (downloading 

samples from older drives), so its nice that 

they thought to include them, but I do have 

to wonder who else needs this connection. 

Then I discover that the unit ako has two 

MIDI inputs and FOUR, yes, FOUR MIDI 

outputs, which fits with TASCAM's descrip-

tion of this unit as a " FireWire Audio/MIDI 

Interface": I began dabbling with digital 

audio in the days of the Mirage sampler, so 

all those MIDI connections are actually 

handy for me. For those who are cutting 

their teeth on the M-Box, however, that 

part of the rear panel may end up gath-

ering dust. Speaking of the rear panel, that's 

where all the inputs and outputs are (except 

for one 1/4' " Guitar" input on the front), 

leaving a very clean looking front panel. 

The sound was very nice across the 

board, although it did seem to lack power at 

the outputs compared to other units. The 

S/PDIF out was pretty much all that I lis-

tened to, since the only other options are the 

optical out and the stereo 1/4" pair. This is typ-

ical for home studio offerings, however, so 

I won't sweat that too tough here. Lt does 

deserve mentioning, however, that even 

home studio users could benefit from a pair 

of Neutrik outputs to run into a PA system. 

The neighbors might not like it, but the DJs 

would be a lot happier. 

The software interface is minimal, allow-

ing the trim knobs on the eight ohannel 

inputs to do their work in traditional TASCAM 

style. Obviously, a control surface would be 

more user friendly, but that's not the point 

of this unit. Instead, the FVV-1804 is designed 

to allow maximum connectivity with high-

quality converters in a reliable fashon, and. 

it delive7s. I was using the 1804 with a 3.2GHz 

Dell Ins;piron " notebook" with 1G RAM run-

ning XP so I expected no problems with 

latency or cutout. For the most part. I was 

satisfied Playback was only rarely inter. 

rupted at the lowest latency setting, espe 

dally when running ACID, my primary 

DAW, but things improved somewhat, 

although not completely, when using 

e 2-way RF for wireless, through-the-wall communication with your DAW 
Cé Presets for Pro Tools®, Digital Performer®, Sonar®, Cubase® and other DAW apps 

(r. Easy setup, fast access to your most often-used functions 

e Remote control of transport, mutes. solos, punches, markers, logis and more 
Onboard metering, time display, track info, footswitch jack 

(r• Compatible with Mac® OS X and Windows® 2000/XP 

uno...zt ...b.." 

Cubase LE ( bundled with the unit).The real 

payoff came with GigaStudio 2 LE ( also 

included), which performed flawlessly. I 

huven't spent much time with GigaStud:o 

before, but once I started dabbling, I began 

to suspect that the FW-1804 was designed 

with sampling in mind. 

Overall, the unit performs well when 

compared to many competitive offerings, 

a'though they could have either packed a 

little more into the box, or made a smaller 

box. Without the control surface, I'm not 

sure what exactly TASCAM is going for 
with this unit, since it still requires a fair 

amount of space for the 2 RU's with all the 

connectors out the back. I suspect that it is 

geared toward dinosaurs like me, who 

still have loads of MIDI hardware, but are 

looking to get away from our antiquated 

samplers. Otherwise, they will have an uphill 

battle trying to market it as a digital record-

ing replacement for the limited, but reliable 

4- racks they are known for ( not to mention 

that it doesn't work with Windows 98 or 

earlier). Mac users may have a better time 

FRONTIER 

www.frontierdesign.com 
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with this unit, but will likely find the gW-1804 

to be a bit overbuilt with little to show for it. 

Solid converters with TASCAM style reliability 

characterize the FW-1804 as a workhorse for 

the home studio though. Score another hit 

for FireWire. 

UA-101 HI-SPEED USB AUDIO 

CAPTURE DEVICE 

And in the left corner, wearing the anodized-

blue faceplate, we have our USB contender, 

the UA-101 by Edirol. When one goes looking 

for USB audio interfaces, Edirol's are usually 

first on the list, generally bringing good 

value and compatibility in this format. 

And on paper, the UA-101 looked great: a 

low-latency interface capable of operating at 

up to 192kHz with plug-and-play, USB 2.0 

capability for less than $700. Apparently, 

the UA-101 is supposed to be a stripped-down 

UA-1000 in a half-rack breakout-box, with 

the added feature of being USB 1.1 com-

patible for older computers (two channels 

only at 44.1/48kHz sampling rates). 

Out of the box, things still looked good. 

The UA-101 is well constructed and sturdy, 

with decent connectivity and control setup. 

The faceplate is the aforementioned groovy 

anodized blue affair with a handy LED level 

meter. There is even a block diagram of the 

internal wiring on the top, for whatever 

that's worth. Setting it up on my 3.2GHz 

Dell lnspiron with 1G RAM and XP Pro seemed 

easy enough. Once I got it up and running, 

however, things started to go downhill. 

Periodic bursts of digital flatulence were 

present in both recording and playback, even 

with the buffering/latency at maximum. 

Investigation at the website though 

revealed that Edirol does not recommend 

using this petite, ultra-portable unit for any 

of the UA series) with laptops because of the 

greater potential for IRO conflicts when 

connecting USB devices. However, a quick 

IRO address change seemed to resolve the 

distortion issue, but then I found the device 

was cutting out periodically during playback, 

even at maximum buffer/latency settings. 

Edirol's advice is to change the computer's 

performance settings to adjust for best 

performance of " background services". This 

cleared up most of the problems with play-

back and actually allowed for a decreased 

latency setting during recording, although it 

was still around 100ms. That at 192kHz, 

mind you. At 96kHz things get below 50ms 

and 48kHz is acceptable at around 25ms, but 

that's still way too high for anything that 

claims to have " incredibly low-latency': 

In general, the sound was not appeal-

ing. It's a bit thin and grainy. Despite having 

a rather weak output signal, the unit appeared 

to be distorting when the input signal got 

anywhere close to 0 dB. It's not a pretty dis-

tortion, either, kind of like my old Peavey 

Bandit after all the knobs got rusty la lot 

quieter, though). Experiments with various 

apps seem to indicate the converters are to 

blame. With the internal levels turned down, 

tne distortion cleared up, but the sound was 

still not much better than the hardwired POS 

soundcard that came with my notebook. 

Connectivity is what makes this unit 

worthwhile, but even then, the UA-101 has 

stuff about it that I didn't like. Like? The 
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two onboard preamps were disappointing, 

which I sort of expected, given that no com-

peting interface has preamps wort h writing 

about. Having two Neutrik inputs on the 

front is nice, though, especially if you 

have to plug in an external preamp. The 

additional six 1/4" inputs on the back are 

standard, as are the eight 1/4' outs, so no 

news there. The ADAT optical connections are 

a welcome sight on the front panel, although 

S/PDIF would have been even more useful 

for me. They make a big deal about the 

direct monitor patch having zero-latency dur-

ing recording, but that's an analog feature any 

hardware audio device should have. It certainly 

does not make up for 100ms of latency 

when overdubbing. 

The UA-101 software is adequate for 

most applications, even if the rest of the unit 

is not. It's simple, capable and easy to use. 

The only flaw there is that it sets itself up in 

the Windows Control Panel, but a desktop 

shortcut gets it out where it's useful. The software 

is bundled with the LE's of both Cubase and 

GigaStudio, both of which are worth checking 

out, but not for the $695 list price tnis unit 

carries. Overall, the UA-101 is somewhat 

disappointing and serves to strengthen the 

growing opposition to the USB ' plug-n-pray' 

system. With comparable FireWire oevices 

available for the same money ( Ediro!'s own 

FA- 101 actually retails for slightly less) and 

without all the USB driver problems, it seems 

that IEEE has won this latest battle, even if 

the war continues.. . . 

HOT SEAT 

Roland 
-Synth XT 

Professional Synthesizer/Sound Generator 
($ 2,195 online) 

by Monte Vanier 

I have to be honest. When I was handed the 

box with the Roland V-Synth XT and asked to 

check it out and see if it was something I 

could use and review, I was apprehensive. 

I know a little about sound synthesis and 

while I've used many of the old Roland, 

Moog, ARP, Sequential Circuits synths over 

the years, reviewing something that I only 

have a surface knowledge about is a chal-

lenging and touchy situation. There's always 

50 guys ready to write in to the editor about 

how " that reviewer doesn't know shit" or 

"why don't you get REAL ENGINEER guys 

to write reviews?" 

Well, I know that I'm like 95% of the 

readers — I want to know if a product will be 

useful to me and worth learning more about. 

I'll take a review as a starting point in my own 

research and investigation. So, that being said, 

in order to cover my butt I decided to enlist 

a good musician friend who knows a lot 

about synthesizers and has been making 

cool sounds with a variety of electronic 

instruments for years. I asked Marc Capelle, 

San Francisco composer and studio musician, 

if he would take the Roland V-Synth XT home 

and tweak around with it for a few days. 

He did. We did. Here it is. 

• 

What the hell is it? 

Marc Capelle: To be basic, this is a sampling, 

sound-generating synthesizer that's packed with 

so many features that it's sort of mind boggling. 

It's difficult to say exactly because I'm con-

stantly discovering new things that it does. It's 

a workstation, a synthesizer or a variety of 

synthesizers, a drum machine, it's an analog 
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processing unit, its a filterbank, a sequencer, 

an arpeggiator, it's an amp and effects modeler, 

a vocoder — it's a sound shaper for all aspects 

of electronic music creation. 

Gimme a break down. 

MC: Sure, first of all it's pretty compact. A 

4-rack space tiltable unit that weighs about 

nine pounds; with all the features it seems 

like it should be at least five or six more 

pounds. It has a full color touchscreen for nav-

igating through the patches and programming 

that also is an X/Y effects controller; it has 

an XLR 1/4" combo mic pre/hi-z ir;put on 

the front for sampling, vocoder action, or plug-

ging a guitar in. It comes with the VC- 1 

and VC-2 cards pre-installed. They ere the 

"V-Card" software that basically transforms 

the V-Synth into a Roland D-50 ana into a 

VC-2 Vocal Designer. It has analog, opt,cal and 

coaxial audio in and outs with main outs as 

balanced 1/4'. It also has a USB connector 

for file transfer, MIDI communication, and 

audio streaming. You can back stuff LID onto 

your laptop or use the CompactFlash or 

SmartCard slot provided. There are eight 

fully assignable knobs next to the touchscreen 

that are easy to assign with all sorts of para-

meter controls. It's cool to be able to reach 

and tweak. 

How easy was it getting started and load-

ing patches and programs? 

MC: The architecture is very apparent. It's 

very addressable in a very user-friendly, point 

and shoot kind of way. It's great because 

there are some very sophisticated syntnesis 

and sequencing aspects to it that are made 

really clear. It's easy to go through and take 

something that's just a template and turn it into 

what you want with whatever sounds you 

want, whether you're loading sounds from the 

internal memory bank and internal samples or 

from your own samples. So it's great because 

the basics are very smartly programmed and 

it's easy to pull from this sort of really flashy 

sort of demo workstation mode into something 

that's much more personal. 

Show me something. 

MC: Sure, I'm going to grab some of my awn 

wave sounds from my PowerBook that's 

hooked up to the USB connection. This is very 

simple. I'm loading samples one at a time, 

which is a minor gripe I have — it would be 

cool if there were a batch load feature. VII 

One thing I noticed 

while working with this 

is that your initial 

impression is that this 

is a very commercial 

instrument and then 

you get deeper into it 

and realize that 

people like Eno, or 

Shadow, or Madlib 

would find the things it 

does immediately 

attractive and not just 

the sound but a form 

of composition. 

store them here to one portion of the key-

board and then go in and load one of the great 

templates of surprisingly contemporary 

rhythms. Being able to do this quickly with 

this much control over each parameter 

lets me turn this into an outsider kind of 

thing, a Madlib kind of thing, much more 

experimental and out there. It's clear that 

whoever designed this thing knew that this 

is what people want to do so they left a lot 

of breadcrumbs to follow. 

[Marc finishes tweaking after a couple min-

utes and plays a beat that sounds like Public 

Enemy led by Donald Duck — very cool 

and ridiculous.] 

MC: As you can see I was able to create a 

variety of cool sounds using a variety of my 

own waves or AIFFs and some excellent 

drums sounds that come with this thing — 

I mean we are talking about the same folks 

that brought us the 303 and the 808 and they 

haven't failed us there. It's neat to be able to 

do live time manipulation both on the face of 

the V-Synth itself using the time-trip pad 

and also with my controller. I was able to cre-

ate grooves that went on for three or four 

minutes that had lots of structural variations 

and a lot of sophistication to them while 

working with a relatively short pattern. This 

is something that anybody who is doing 

electronic dance music, say, or ambient 

music or even sound design is going to have 

a great time with. The realtime filtering and 

realtime manipulation are more great aspects 

of this box. 

I noticed you had a sampled guitar patch 

loaded. What'd you do with that? 

MC: I had a project where I needed gui-

tars. I had layers of real guitars recorded 

already but they didn't have sufficient girth 

to them. So I loaded a patch called 

"Screaming Lead" from the V-Synth library. 

The unit has a lot of amp models that come 

as part of the structure and the routing to 

the effects. I did some amp modeling and 

used some portamento controls. I was able 

within a much quicker period of time than it 

would have taken to plug in a guitar, tune it, 

set up an amp or mic, etc., to get a very usable, 

valid sound very efficiently. It sounded great 

in the track with the other guitars — very real and 

fuzzy and fat with a lot of analog reality. 

lell me about the V-Cards. What's the 

VC- 1 thing you were talking about? 

MC: The VC- 1 is a dedicated voice card 

designed to emulate the classic D-50 synth 

from the late '80s. It's called the D-50, but they 

didn't stop there because it is more than 

that. It does a lot more than the D-50 ever did, 

bit you do get an authentic recreation — a 

complete revisit to some of the very nice 

sounds and features of that instrument. A 

lot of the sounds will immediately bring you 

back. Whoever programmed it knew exactly 

wkat they were doing and what they were 

harkening back to. Check this out: It's the 

"Shamus Theme': Doesn't that capture Jan 

Hammer perfectly? 

Wow. I'm still sick of that sound. But 

you're right, I'm transported.... 

MC: Or there are sounds that are perfectly 

reminiscent of Trevor Horn. Or the LFOs 

ana horn stabs like Prince used. The archi-

tecture is great too because it allows things 

like the chase function, which means that 

when you strike a note you can assign 

another note to sound, as well. You can split 

the keyboard to have duophonic sounds that 

are cluophonic in the sense that the attack is 

different. The chase function is rad! You can 

output the lower tone slightly later than the 

upper tone so you can create a scareo effect 

with maybe a part detuned slightly and set 
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an eighth-note behind. Pretty cool. Also you 

can selectively split the keyboard and assign 

parameter controls like pitch bend to one of 

the sounds and not the other. That's a great 

live tool. 

Are there sounds that are immediately 

usable without a lot of tweaking? 

MC: Well, yeah, despite the presence of a lot 

of chiffy sounds, there are many desirable 

sounds. Here's a sound that is good. With 

the velocity curve and the depth of program-

ming in this sound it is usable in so many ways. 

It's thought out for players.This clay sound is 

totally acceptable. The velocity curves are 

sophisticated — much more than the original 

D-50. It seems like this thing creates its 

sounds in a few different ways. According to 

the literature, it has PCM oscillators with 

VariPhrase capability, powerful modulators 

and COSM processors with filters. There are 

two oscillators, two COSM blocks, a block to 

modulate one of the oscillators with the other, 

and an overall volume envelope called a " TVA': 

So each of the oscillators can get its sound one 

of three ways: analog modeling, through the 

playback of samples, or by getting audio from 

one of the physical inputs on the box — the 

S/PDIF, USB, or the analog input. 

Can you develop a sound from absolute 

scratch using the sound generating 

components in the box or do you start 

with a preset and use a subtractive 

or reductive synthesis to get where 

you're going? 

MC: Essentially you are starting with a 

patch. You could generate a new patch by 

using a PCM template that is designed off 

the patches that exist within this architecture. 

When you're creating a form, a waveform, 

you're essentially creating the inception of 

a sound and that's where you are working 

from. The structure of those sounds allow the 

manipulation of panning, pulse width, reverb 

structure, envelope time, the pitch modulation, 

portamento, the splitting functions and bal-

ance of those splits. So it's not as if it's an 

endless amount of templates but it's infinite 

obviously mathematically. It's enough to 

create an endless amount of sounds. 

Part of the romance for me and part of the 

respect that I give to Roland for this product 

is they're moving forward but they're not turn-

ing a blind eye to all these great methods of 

synthesis and all these great controllers 

and sounds that have been used land maybe 

now classified as retro because of the things 

that have been done to them), but never 

fully explored. How can you turn your back 

on something with infinite possibilities? 

Plus it's not like they give you one thing 

with infinite possibilities, they give you a 

variety of things with infinite possibilities. 

You'd just hope that with something this 

deep that they would put some wood on 

it somewhere. 

Anything else? 

MC: Well, the Vocoder, the arpeggiator, and 

the step modulation we didn't get into yet. 

Let's start with the Vocoder. The V-Synth 

comes with the VC-2 card preloaded, which 

is a vocal sound shaper. One thing I noticed 

while working with this is that your initial 

impression is that this is a very commercial 

instrument and then you get deeper into it 

and realize that people like Eno, or Shadow, 

or Madlib would find the things it does 

immediately attractive and not just the sound 

but a form of composition. The Vocoder 

vocal processor is an example. Within five 

minutes here I dialed in something that was 

intended to recreate the sound of a large cho-

rus and the breath of a male singer. But 

through manipulating it with my Edirol con-

troller and the touch pad while playing a 

flugel horn into a SM57 going into the mic 

input, the sound suddenly became a Jon 

Hassel or Miles Davis-like electronic piece. 

Obviously this instrument is not just for 

proper use but proper misuse as well. 

And the arpeggiator feature is great for a 

variety of reasons. First off, it's going to remind 

anybody who has worked with Jupiters or 

Junos or any Roland synth with the up down 

arpeggiation that it's very simple and easy and 

it's totally evocative of all that old stuff. So you 

have a simple arpeggiation process but beneath 

it you also have incredible sequencing ability. 

It's that great kind of point and play elemen-

tal arpeggiation that is great fun and useful and 

that harkens back to a lot of classic sounds. 

The way it so easily integrates into any tempo 

map makes it really fun. It's a lot like all the 

other aspects of this box — it emulates, 

reproduces, and improves on the past. 

Anything that bugs you about it? Or any-

thing you'd like to change or add? 

MC: The main problem that I have with this 

is the saving function. It's too complex. The 

process of saving your samples and cus-

tom patches should be simpler. I lost a few 
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hours work the first day because I missed 

a step in the saving procedure. You have 

to be careful in 1-acing your footsteps. I 

hope the software will continually get bet-

ter in this regard. Also the USB connection 

is a little iffy. One small Dump and I lost 

everything that I was loading. Make sure you 

are certain of your cable. 

I also found myself really wanting to 

step away from The touchscreen style pro-

gramming after a while. I would love it if they 

could design an interface tnat would allow 

having a lot of the screens and controls 

appear on my computer and allow me to use 

my mouse and allow for an easier flow of 

data from stored libraries of samples and 

patches. It seems that this is where things 

are going anyway. The way music is created 

today it is only logical. 

The lack of the ability to control program 

values extensively through M:DI and computer 

interface is a shortcoming. The MIDI control 

information is not explained welt in the man-

ual. Overall thoi.gh, it has its shiT pretty tight. 

Closing words? 

MC: My initial reaction to this thing was 

that i was using it more than I wanted to tell 

people. I was enjoying the simple arpeg-

giations, the totally wide breadth of reverbs 

and a lot of guilty pleasupe sounds that I want 

to revisit but usually don't get the chance to 

revisit. Its really like, well, maybe you're not 

a Corvette person but you find yourself in one 

going down the road really fast and it's fun 

as hell. It wasn't anything I was gonna tell 

my gearhead friends about het away. To fur-

ther stretch the car analogy: it's like a Mini 

with a Lamborghini engine in it. It has such 

a small footpr.nt and such a humble interface 

and endless possibilities that it seems a 

lot bigger than it is. Also I can close my 

eyes and think I'm 20 year; younger and 

doing this. It's refreshing. 

Pros: High sound quality. High level 

of performance. Efficient packaging and 

design. Amazing assortment of fea-

tures. Highly musical and playable instru-

ment. You get a lot for the money. 

Co.s: Not extensive and underexplained 

MIDI controls. The complexity of the 

saving function. The sanple memory 

can't be expanded. You may find yourself 

geeking out for hours and lose all your 

friends, family, and your ¡ob. 

Great gear and great tracks ... BUT... 
your mix doesn't sound the same in the car? 

If yOu-iiiink it's the gear, think again. 
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up to 8e lower jitter and 100e higher sleety 

• Phase- locked audio and video Gearboxing 

• HDTV Tri-Level Sync support 

• Atomic Clock Reference 

• Simple intuitive controls 

For breathtaking sound, 
leap ahead with Antelope. 

" 1111111111111111111111111 

Your 
Master Clock 

Isochrone OCX-V 

EQ SHELVING & FILTER CUTS 

part 

CLEAN YOUR 
BOTTOM! 

by Rich Tozzoli 

A tight bottom. 

Eaaasssssyyy. I don't know what you 

were thinking but a tight bottom is what 

most of us strive to achieve in our mixes. And 

one way to help your low end is through the 

selected use of EQ shelving and filter cuts. Let's 

take a look at a few techniques that might 

help you clean the junk out of your trunk. 

OK. Think about all the instruments that take 

up sonic space in the bottom of the typical 

song. You've got the kick, bass, toms, guitars, 

keys, and sometimes strings. Add to that 

additional sampled bass and kicks and that's 

a lot of info fighting for a piece of the same 

action. Whether it's through an analog outboard 

EQ or software plug-in, you've got the tools 

at your fingertips to get the job done. 

The first thing I do is simply " focus" on 

the foundation of the mix, typically in the 

250Hz range and below. As is often said, a 

problem identified is half solved. Listen to 

what's happening " down there" — can you 

clearly hear the thump of the kick in relation 

to the bass? Is the low end of acoustic or 

electric guitars muddying up the situation? 

It's at this point that I begin to assess the 

tracks and start cutting frequencies. 

Typically, I will apply a gentle 150Hz 

shelving EQ ( Example 1) to all guitar and 

keyboard parts in my mixes (which I have 

presets ready for). Remember, a shelving 

equalizer, unlike a parametric or linear, 

affects the entire range below (or above) 

the specified frequency. I'll also place the 

same type of EQ on the toms of a drum kit — 

all in the effort to clarify the kicks position in 

the song. It's important at this stage to lis-

ten to these tracks both in solo mode and 

within the mix, as sometimes I remove too 

much bottom making the sound wimpy — 

which is easily fixed by accordingly adjust-

ing the shelving frequency. 

Next I'll work with the all-important bass 

(or basses) and kick (or kicks) to sit one "on 

top" of the other. By that I mean if the kick 

is hitting the sub frequencies in the 60-100Hz 

range, I'll try to get the bass to drive at the 

100-130Hz range. Depending on the type of 

tune, you may have to reverse the situation — 

but you get the point. 

ntelope www.AntelopeAudio.com 
Example 1. Example 2. 
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d Gearhead 

And in order to get this to work, I most 

often use a full-function EQ that has a sepa-

rate filtering section — such as the Sony 

Oxford, Universal Audio Cambridge, McDSP 

FilterBank plug-in, or my Manley Massive 

Passive outboard unit. A high-pass for low-cut) 

filter will pass the highs past the selected fre-

quency — great for pulling out unnecessary 

rumble and thumps. The responses are gen-

tler on filters with lower numbers (6 dB/octave), 

and get steeper and more aggressive as the 

numbers increase (36 dB/octave). Sometimes 

though, I'll simply use the LF shelving section 

from EQs such as the Waves Renaissance or 

the URS S Series to get the job done — in 

combination with low-cut filters. You'll of 

course have your own preferences. 

Often, there are one or more loops in a 

song with no control over the kick. When this 

is the case, I'll typically use multiple stages 

of cuts and filtering (Example 2). Filtering the 

bottom of Loop 1 around 6C)Hz, I'll also 

shelve around 160Hz, making room for the 

kick in the second loop. Again, every situa-

tion will be different, but overall this method 

tends to work quite well. Certainly the ulti-

mate goal is to have each heard clearly — 

while maintaining the punch needed to push 

the bottom of the tune along. Don't forget 

to monitor at both soft and loud volumes (and 

with headphones) so you're not fooled by the 

bass response of your room. 

If you think in terms of cut, not boost, 

you'll find your rhythm section will sound 

punchier. Of course, there are no rules here, 

and you should do whatever it takes to get 

the job done — but cutting is a good place 

to start. When it comes time to boost, I'll typ-

"Hear Back is the best headphone 
montoring soluticn I have ever used." 

'lacy'K. P-unn, Owner/Engineer 
stud.o.iory org 

lib—. Min 

---.ÇZeMtnks•tearede— 
. ' 

AWARD 
\ZINNG 

NS CA 
fe0.0110.6 lei 
niel.6100341' 

256-922-1200 

www.hearback.corn 
e2C,Ofe Heat Techno,c9es 

-ttic (i)P, 

hear back 
Personal :Wforitor MiKer System ® 

A high-power, low-distortion professional 
personal monitor mixer system for 
headphones, in-ear monitors, and 

floor monitors. Perfect for live, 
studio, and houses of worship. 

High quality audio. Flexible. 
Expandable.Easy to use. 

hear 
TECHNOLOGIES 

LA RION 

1711 New York Avenue 

Huntington Station, NY 11746 

1•800•V;valcH 

www.Clarianins.corn 
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Included: 
Mic Clip, V'ifindscreen, 

Ommdirectiunal Capsule 

Instrument Miking 
taken to thE 

Next Level 
Introducing the new MXL 604 dual cap-
sule Instrument Mlking System. 
Based upon the highly accepted MXL 603 
microphone, The MXL 604 is the latest in 
quality instrument microphones. The 604 
delivers the dynamic range required in the 
most demanding instrument mikmg ap-
plications. It features; -10dB sutchable 
attenuation; selectable low-frequency roll-
off; and art interchangeable omni-direc-
tional capsule making the the 604 perfect 
for acoustic guitar, ambient and overhead 
drum miking_ Audition a new MXL 604 to-
day and see how MXL has again moved the 
bar in affordable microphone technology. 

<W(1_ (800) 800-6608 
wynv.MXLMfts.con 
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ically punch up ( if need be) 120Hz with a very 

tight Q on the bass and 10Hz on the kick, with 

a slight 10K boost for clarity. Again, add 

ingredients to taste. 

And after running through the above-

mentioned tracks, I will apply a Waves PAZ 

analyzer across the stereo bus, to visually look 

at the energy of the mix. I'll then run through 

just about every track in the mix to " watch" 

the low end. I've discovered a lot of sub 

offenders using this method, such as Fender 

Rhodes parts, room mics, and the rumble of 

closely miked guitar cabinets. 

With a little creative use of EQ and filtering, 

you, too, can be proud to show off your 

bottom! In public, no less! 

FILTER FOLLIES . . _ 
So, I asked Director of Algorithm Development at Universal Audio Dave Berners to help explain how 

different filters provide various sonic characteristics.... 

"Most lowpass filters, which are defined by a filter type and a cutoff frequency, will have cer-

tain things in common: For frequencies well below the cutoff frequency, lowpass filters pass sig-

nal transparently ( with very little alteration in magnitude or phase). For frequencies well above cut-

off, these filters will attenuate the signal significantly. What separates the different filter types from 

each other is how they behave near the cutoff frequency, in the transition region. 

Each filter type is defined by what is chosen as the most important quality for the filter to have, 

while maintaining the properties that make it a lowpass filter. This ' most important' quality may be, 

e.g., approximately linear phase at low frequencies ( Bessel filters), very flat magnitude response 

at low frequencies ( Butterworth filters), or very sharp filter cutoff ( Elliptic filters). Different filter 

types will obviously have different responses, and these differences produce different sonic 

characteristics." 

HERE COME THE DRUMS 

DRUM...DRUM DRUM...DRUM 
Submersible DrumCore 

DRUMCORE 

A/ 

easx Iltats 

Alan Wnter 

Bar Srnth 

Jett Amnon,' 

John Brshop 

Iran Sonern 

lAchand Were 

Ned DcAralas/01Synr-00 

Sly Dunbar 

Z 
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Managing even a smallish library of drum loops 

and samples can be a major challenge . . . 

how do you find the exact loop you're look-

ing for among 20 loops named Big Rock 

Loop 1 through 20? 

Submersible DrumCore may just be 

what you're looking for. The package com-

prises 9GB of drum loops performed by 

nine luminaries including Sly Dunbar, Michael 

Shrieve, Matt Sorum, and Alan White, along 

ECI DECEMBER 2005 www eqmag CDT 



He's given us 35 years of musical genius. 

Can you give 15 minutes, to save his life? 

Michael Brecker 
The most influential saxophonist of his 
generation is serously il  and in reec of a 
rrnarrow or blood cell • ransplant—but firs: he 
needs a matching donor. 

Donor testing involves nothing more than giving a 

mouth swab or blood sample, yatl 9,000 people in the 
'U -tiled States dia every year whk waiting for a match. Not 
enougi- of us are getting tested and severity percent of us dc not: 
have a matching doner in our fa-niiies. Help uts realize our vision of :he 
future where finding a dolor makh not the problem it is :oda. 

In tribute to Miclhael, M-AJclio wilt pay fcr to get tested at any National 
Mar-ow, Donor Progionn center. Take a 15-minute trip to your local do.nor 
cen:eE today ar.d say, "M-Audio!' 

For information on where to get tested and to learn more about being a donor, 

go to wwvv.mIchaelbrecker.com or www.m-audio.com/brecker. 

Michael Brecker wants you to help save many lives. 

We want his to be one of them. 

IVI-AUDIO 
reconcling interfaces USB keyboards stwcro monitors microphones pre3mps sound libraries. music software www.m-audio.com 



Record Great Tracks Using the Gear You Already Own! 
Thi-K you need to spend S10,000 on new gear to get pro- quality sound? Think again. 
In Guerrilla Home Recording, author Kar Coryat shows you a revolutionary new approach 
to achieving amazingly clean recordings with maximum impact. Even if you're recording on 
a shoestring budget, Guerrilla Home Recording will hero you proauce a great-sourding 
CD that will leave everyone else's in the dust. 

Save time und money! 
This book shows you how to 
• Make noisy gear dead quiet 
• Move instruments sound crisp and distinct 
• fVtake crum ppgrams and sequences sound ive 
• Get the most out of a limited number of track.; 
• Create a professional-sounding mix 
• Avoid the most common studio mistakes 

Includes fun projects and exercises to sharpen your 
ear -or sound' 

Karl Cory.at (a.kla. " Eddie Current") is a consulting 
editor for Bass Player magazine, where he was a star 
editcr for 14 years and wrote many articles and 
columns on recording and technology. He has been 
a prdlific creator of original music since the mid 1980s. 

11111:1111ILLA 

110W TO GET 
GREAT SOUND 
FROM ANY STUDIO 
(no matter how weird Jr cheap your gear ,S) 

BY KART CORYAT 
' 

Soheoyer. 208 page B&W illustrations 

taroughotl. $22.95 

Available at fine book and music stores everywhere. Or call toll ( roe (866) 222-5232 

Backbeat Books 

III titiett Mac. Way • GlIroy. CA 95020 USA 
phone toll free: (408) 484-8294 • fax (408)848-5784 

Backbeat e-mail bockbeaterushorder boa, • web. wwoobockbeatbooks.corn 

BOOkS Ihstnboted to music stores by Hol Lmoord Crop.; to bookstores by PublIshes Group West. Ea0205 

Contact: drumcore.com 

Format: 3 DVDs 

Price: $249 
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with a powerful Mac and PC software app 

for playing and auditioning loops. Each loop 

available as audio or MIDI; the audio 

loops are recorded at 5-10 bpm increments 

to minimize tone and feel changes when 

changing tempo. Loops can be randomized 

("Gabrielized") to create variations, and 

fihs are provided. You can use DrumCore 

stand-alone to play loops through your 

satmdcard or via ReWire, though it won't 

sync with your DAW. Rather, you use it to 

audition loops, and then export them to 

your DAW, or if your DAW supports it, sim-

ply drag-and-drop loops from DrumCore to 

your DAW. You can also export directly from 

DrumCore to a track in Pro Tools. 

With the MIDI versions of the loops you 

can change which drum kit is being played — 

use a Matt Sorum kit to play an Alan 

White loop, for example. And you can also 

play the drum kits via MIDI over ReWire 

from your DAW. As a final bonus, you can 

import your own library of loops into 

DrumCore and manage them, as well. 

However, this will take some work. You 

can't, for example, point DrumCore at a 

sample disc and have the program pull 

everything in. Submersible also makes 

optional " DrummerPacks" available as add-

ons to your library. 

The drum loops are uniformly excellent — 

with that line-up of players, would you 

expect anything else? As an auditioning and 

playback tool, the software excels. It'd be 

great if playback could sync to your DAW, but 

Perhaps in an upcoming version. Until then, 

the loops and drum kits are spot on, the 

sound is fine, and browsing your library and 

exporting into your DAW makes life much 

masier. — Mitch Gallagher 
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Everything 
for the Musician... 

Just A Click Away: 

Whether you're a beginner, a pro, or 
anywhere in-between, we're your ultimate 
source for music gear. Visit our website 
today and find out for yourself! 

e 'Free Eiiiippingl 
- On most orders over $99, see our website 

for details. 

eLrhs Lowest Prim Gluerantsecill 

w: We'll meet or beat any verified competitive offer 
for 45 days. 

elated astisfectIon Guaranteed! 

. Take 45 days to be sure you're totally pleased or 
your money back. 

PLUS! 
• Over 40,000 Products! 

• Totally Secure & Easy To Browse! 
• Huge Savings In Our Clearance &Merl 

• Weekly Newsletter! 

• VIP Concert Sweepstakes & 

Weekly Gear Giveaways! 

• Thousands Of Soundbites! 

• Customer Product Reviews! 
• And More! 

ame., 

; The Best For Less Shipped To Your Door   

©
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Get Your FREE Catalog at www.musiciansfriend.comfiree or 1-800-436-6981 
source code: EQEM 
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BIG FISH AUDIO 

HIP—HOP 
HIGH 

Contact Big Fish Audio, bigfishaudio.com 

Format DVD-ROM with REVVVAV/Apple Loops 

Price: $49.95 

This baby? Construction kits with a differ-

ence! Each of the 19 grooves include:; a loop 

with everything playing. Most last about a 

minute, or even more; these are motifs 

that evolve over time. So, the elements 

that make them up are more sophisticated 

as well. In each groove's folder you'll find 

some " stems" and loops (for example, 

synth+drums, just bass, and so on), along 

with individual drum and percussion hits. 

Another folder contains three drum ldts of 

hits, and an additional folder has 33 drum 

beats. Nifty: The terminally lazy can just 

bring in a complete loop, while tweakers can 

pretty much rebuild a ioop from the grouna up. 

The grooves are minor key (five 5, six E, 

two D, two A, two a one ,41$, one Fe the 

vibe is somewhat mysterious, with an occa-

sional hint of menace — sm!!ey faces need 

not apply. Tempos are mostly in the 90s, 

but range from 85 to 100 born. 

The WAV files aren't acidized. 

However, any loops and stems are dupli-

cated in REX format, and even the files 

that are hard to " rexify" stretch well — 

they paid attention to setting the slice 

points. The WAV files are also duplicated 

in AIFF format, with loops/stems as 

Apple Loops. 

If you're in a m;nor mood, Hip-Hop High 

gets a thumbs-up for the sounds, stretching, 

and organization; check out the audio exam-

ple at eamag.com. — Craig Anderton 

ZERO G 

BEATS 
WORKING IN 

CUBA 
Contact: East West, soundsonline.com 

%mat 2 DVD-ROMs, NI Intakt player, 1 DVD video 

Price: $299.95 

First, the conclusion: great grooves and 24-bit 

recording quality, comprehensive documen-

tation, and excellent packaging (check out the 

included 12+ minute video on the making of 

the library). You get tons of variations on 

the main Cuban grooves ( Bolero, Cha Cha, 

Mambo, Songo, Timba, and seven others), 

SONIC CIRCUS 
Serious Studio InIrastructur 

The most comprehensive selection of recording 
equipment in the world. 

•t% %%%v.st)iticeiretts.coni 

SONIC I - 888-SC4-GEAR -^4,4110E—'(-1Rcl 

CeofniaStokrUniversify, 
Dominguez Hills 

The proof is in the p ayniack. 
very recording environment is different. That's why we 

offer so many acoustic solutions — and the expertise to 

maximize sound quality in your unique space. illbruck 

SONEr, PROSPEC and FABRITEC' products are made 

from willteC, a high-performance, fire-resistant material 

that's easy to install and easy to fit in your budget. So 

make sure there's no sound barrier to your creativity. Call 

1-800-662-0032 or visit www.illbruck-sonex.com/eq. 

• illbruck 
&musk,ir, illbruck and lhe illbruck ego are regiesred trademarks of Illlyuck, Inc All right Tenoned. 
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k DESKTOP 
V AUDIO - 

• Stand-Alone Software 
• Audio Interfaces 
• Plug-ins 
• Virtual Instruments 
• Computers 
• Computer Peripherals 
• USB/MIDI Controllers 
• Sampling Libraries 

PRO RECORDING 

• Microphones 
• Preamps 
• Mixers 
• Processors 
• Studio Monitors 
• Dig'tal Recorders 
• Duplicators 
• AD/DA Converters 

800-947-5518 
212-444-6688 
420 Ninth Avenue 
New York, NY 10001 
visit B&H Onlline at 
www.bhproaudio.com 

The Professional's Source 

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO ALDIO 
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played by real humans with a great vibe. 

The sound library (8.2GB) is nothing if not 

exhaustive, and Native Instruments' Intakt 

(XP/OSX,VST/ASIO/AU/DXi/RTAS) is a fine, 

highly editable sample playback vehicle. 

Entire loops can be stretched by the 

TimeMachine mode, but each track is also 

broken out individually — often with options 

(dry, live, surround ambience). These play back 

through the REX-like BeatMachine mode 

for full-fidelity stretching. 

Sure, the package excels for creating 

Cuban rhythms. But if the " human feel" 

conflicts with more rigid genres (e.g., dance), 

it's simple to export the triggers driving the 

BeatMachine as a MIDI file, quantize it, then 

use it to trigger the BeatMachine. My only 

beefs with Intakt: Automation seemed flaky, 

and it's not multitimbral. But you can load the 

library data into Kontakt 1.5 or higher for 

mondo extra possibilities. 

Yes, you can add some of that Buena 

Vista Social Club vibe — without ending up 

in the slammer for violating the travel ban to 

Cuba. ¡Vivo el ritmo! —Craig Anderton 

LISTEN HERP 

RYAN CABRERA: YOU STAND WATCHING 

(Produced by Ryan Cabrera) 

On Atlantic Records and so therefore it is a fantastic production. No. No, not 

really, but it is mastered very well and you can hear everything just fine. If 

you still feel the need for that whole effeminate ... whoops, I mean sensi-

tive, guy thing, then you're in luck. You can hear every breath all up and close 

like because after all if you are 

a really, really deep artist then 

you have to sing all breathy 

and what not. The songs are 

okay but there is nothing new 

here. I say we go back to 

ugly guys who can write and 

sing. Go to his website, the 

opening flash is just awful. I 

mean down to earth ... 

damn sometimes I just have a 

hard time being sweet. Well 

as my dear old mom used to 

say: If you can't say anything 

nice... . — Jason Lally 

12 [production only] 

The Essential Guide to Apple's GarageBand! 
Includes CD-ROM with more than 150MB of FREE Apple Loops! 

G AR AG EBAND 
Creating Music 
with Audio Recordwg, 

Sequencmg, 
and bops 

• fipflhlhhl 000 j,illffi' ht 

• C.80.1 Eli S.R. 

• W ttttt g malt 0.1 1. S..11 
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BY FRANCIS PREVE 

Softcover vvi v  , 
0-87930-823-0, $1795 

Whether you're already using the hottest digital music software available 
today or exploring how to make better music on your Mac, this new guide to 
GarageBand software is an indispensable tool. 

The latest book in Backbeat's popular Power Tools series, this is the only guide 
to Apple's GarageBand sequencing software aimed at helping musicians of all 
levels become power users. You'll learn audio basics plus tips and tricks for cre-
ating music using loops, MIDI sequencing, and effects. In addition to mastering 
GarageBand's compositional capabilities, you'll gain a deeper understanding of 
its synthesis and recording potential The bonus CD-ROM is packed with license-
free loops, ready-to-use effects and synthesizers, and demo software! 

An award-winning remixer and composer. author Francis Preve is a recognized 
expert in synthesis, engineering, and production. His credits range from sound-
track production for Warner Bros. to remixes for Orbital, Utah Saints. and 
many others Preve has been a contributing editor for Keyboard since 2000. 

Available at fine book and music stores everywhere 
Or call toll free (866) 222-5232 

E-mail: backbeat(dùrushorder.com • Web: www.backbeatbooks.com 

6600 Silacci Way • Gilroy, CA 95020 USA • Phone: (408) 848-8294 • Fax (408) 848-5784 
Backbeat 
Books 
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Index These companies would be very happy to assist you in obtaining more informa-

tion about their products and services. Please contact them via phone or criline. 

For a better response, tell them "I saw it in EQ!" 

COMPANY PHONE WEB PAGE #t 

Ales's 

Antelope Audio 

Audio Technica 

Audix 

Auralex Acoustics 

B&H Pro Audio 

Backbeat Books 

Berklee Music 

Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSW) 

Cakewalk 

Clarion Musical Instruments Insurance 

Conservatory Of Recycling Arts & Sciences 

Disc Makers 

E-MU 

Frontier Design Group 

Full Sail 

GC Pro 

Gefell 

Grace Design 

Hear Technologies 

Illbruck 

Line 6 

Lexicon Pro 

M-Audio 

M-Audio 

Mackie 

Mark Of The Unicon 
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Millennia Music & Media Systems 
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Phonic 
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Radial Engineerinç 
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Shure 
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Submersible Mut.ic 

T.C. Electronic 

Uttrasone 

Vintech 

Yamaha Corporation of America 

Zalman USA 
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www.AntelopeAudio.com 

330-686-2600 www.audio-technica.com 

800-966-8261 www.audixusa.com 

800-95-WEDGE www.auralex.com 

800-947-5518 www.bhproaudio.com 

866-222-5232 www.backbeatbooks.com 

866-BERKLEE www.berideemusic.com 

800-426-8434 www.bswusa.com 

888-CAKEWALK www.cakewalk.com/SONAR 

800-Vivaldi www.ClarionIns.com 

800-562-6383 www.audiorecordingschool.corn/eq.html 

866-294-8829 www.discmakers.corn/eq 

888-372-1372 www.emll.COM 

800-928-3236 www.frontierdesign.com 

800-226-7625 wwwfullsail.com 

800-935-MYGC WWW.gcprO.COM 
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303-443-7454 www.gracedesign.com 

256-922-1200 www.hearback.com 

800-662-0032 www.illbruck-sonex.com/eq 

818-575-3600 www.tne6.com 

801-568-7567 www.lexiconpro.com 

626-633-9050 www.m-audio.com 

www.rn-audio.com/brecker, wvemmichaelbreckercom 

800-898-3211 www.mackie.com 

617-576-2760 www.motu.com 

800-800-6608 www.MXLMics.com 

530-647-0750 www.mil-media.com 

800-436-6981 www.musiciansfriend.com/free 

866-556-6487 www.ni-essentials.com 

888-296-2747 www.oasisCD.com 

813-890-8872 www.phonic.com 

877-563-6335 tem.joemeek.com 

604-942-1001 www.radialeng.com 

888-ROC-BAND www.RockandRollFantasyCamp.com 

818-847-0121 www.royerlabs.com 

512-847-3013 www.RupertNeve.com 

972-661-5222 www.RBDG.com 

877-27-AUDIO www.sae.edu 

www.shure.com 

888-SC4-GEAR www.soniccircus.com 

800-222-4700 www.sweetwatercom 

www.sweetwatercom, YVVAV.mackie.com 

800-222-4700 www.sweetwatercom 

www.drumcore.com 

818-665-4900 www.tcelectronic.com 

www.ultrasoneusa.com 

877-4-MIC-PRE www.vintech-audio.com 

877-YAMAHA5 www.yamaha.com 

714-530-0700 www.zalmanusa.com 
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

1"ii. e iikiiiiidjefineigo» tir Om de) Mae( ,  
W iho Ogles fih, , e ur 

THE FIREPOD 
PreSonus 
Now Available 
FIREPOD is a 24-bit/96K 10x10 FireWire recording system with 
eight class A PreSonus microphone preamplifiers, SPDIF and 
MIDI I/0, and Cubase LE 48-track music production software. 
SRP: $799.99 
www.presonus.com 
225-216-7887 

INSPIRE 1394 
PreSonus Audio Electronics 
Launch Date: October 2005 
24-bit/96k four-channel FireWire recording system 
(daisy-chain up to 4 units). Includes two 
microphone/instrument inputs, phono (turntable)Aine 
input, speaker and headphone output as well as 
Cubase LE and PreSonus' ProPak software suite. 
SRP: $229.95 
www.presonus.com 
225-216-7887 

Central Station  
PreSonus 
Now Available 
The Central Station is the ultimate studio-monitoring interface featuring a purely passive signal path with five sets of stereo inputs 
(three analog, two digital), three sets of speaker outputs, talkback, mute, dim, mono, arid more. (optional remote control) 
SRP: $699.99 
www.presonus.com 
225-216-7887 
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FIREBOX 
PfeSonus 
Now Available 
The FIREBOX is a professional mobile 
recording system with six inputs including 
two Class A microphone/instrument 
preamps, eight outputs, 24-Bit/96k sample 
rate, MIDI and SPDIF I/O, and Steinberg's 
Cubase LE 48-track recording software. 
SRP: $499.99 
www.presonus.com 
225-216-7887 

EUREKA 

-eieetei 
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BlueTube DP 
PreSonus 
Now Available 
The BlueTube DP is a two-channel 
microphone and instrument preamplifier 
with Dual Path technology enabling the 
ability to switch between a transparent solid 
state preamplifier and a rich warm vacuum 
tube preamplifier on each channel. 
SRP: $199.99 
www.presonus.com 
225-216-7887 

Eureka 
PreSonus 
Now Available 
The Eureka is a professional recording 
channel strip featuring a discrete class A 
transformer-coupled microphone 
preamplifier, compressor, and three-band 
parametric equalizer great for use with 
all types of microphones and instruments. 
SRP: $699.99 
www.presonus.com 
225-216-7887 
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

Nady Systems 
PSM Ribbon Mic Series 
Now ,A,aliable 
In addition to the popular RSM-2, the RSM Series 
includes 4 other ribbon mics-the 9SM-1, 3, 4, and 
5. All E models offer the uncompromised sound of 
a clastic ribbon (velocity) rnic, with each designed 
and configured differently to best meet the demands 
of specific applications. 
SRP: $199.95 - 399.95 (depending on model) 
wwwnady.com 
510-652-2411 

Receptor 
Muse Research 
Nrow Available 
Receptor: the ultimate synth / sampler / sound 
module for live or studio use. Serf-contained, optimized 
and dedicated to running your virtual instruments, 
Receptor lets you get back to making music. 
SRP: $1,599 
www.museresearch.com 
650-326-5400 

Ruralex ELiTE Pro System 
EPS-168T 
Auraiex Acoustics, Inc. 
Now Available 
Class A. fabric-wrapped, all-inclu-
sive acoustical treatment solution for 
your studio. Comes complete with 
absorption, corner bass traps an il dif-
fusion in your choice of 4 fabric col-
r:, along with everything you need 

to i>istall it yourself. 
SRP: $3,199 
www.auralex.com 
317-842-2600 

GFIRRITRN: Jazz & Big Band. Stradivari 
Solo Violin and Personal Orchestra 
Garritan 
Launch Date:October 2005 
Garritan Libraries announce the new JAZZ & BIG 
BAND Collection, the STRADIVARI SOLO VIOLIN and 
the PERSONAL ORCHESTRAL (Notation Edition) 
EDFON. More details and demos available at 
wvvyv.garritan.com 
SRP: $259 (Jazz), $199 (Stradivari) 
www.garritan.com 
360-376-5766 
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Discrete Drums 
Apple Loop Edition 
Now Available 
Series One, SeriesTwo, EarthBeat, 
Heavy Mental, Discrete 
Percussion, and Turbulent Filth 
Monsters, are now available as 
16 bit stereo Apple Loops, allowing 
easy track auditioning and radical 
tempo shift. 
SRP: $49 - $149 
www.discretedrums.com 

PSPRUDIMRRE.COM 
PSP 608 MultiOelay 
Now available 
Perhaps the most fully featured 
8-tap multi-delay available, 
featuring multiple filter typos, 
tape saturation, modulation, 
reverb, and feedback on every 
tap! (AudioUnit, VST, RTAS, HTDM 
for MacOSX and VST; DireceX, 
PTAS for PC) 
Price 1495 or 3895 ( in the 
PSP EffectsPack bundle 
with PSP 42, PSP 84 and 
PSP Nitro) 
www.PSPaudioware.com 
+48 601 96 31 73 

Snot/ball USB 
Microphone 
Blue Microphones 
Now Available 
The Snowball combines Bhue's 
unique styling with high quality 
and versatility. The plug & play 
Mac/PC USB driver makes 
recording into a laptop or CAW 
quick and easy, while its dual 
capsules and three-position 
switch dial in the desired sound. 
SRP: $139 
www.bluemic.com 
818-879-5200 
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by Craig Anderton 

CAKEWALK ONRR 
Got plu 

OBJECTI 

du 

Personalize the plug-in menus for improved ease of use. 

• • 

When you go to insert an audio plug-in or soft synth, Sonar 5 will show you all available 

plug-ins — but do you really want the default display? For example, you can rename plug-ins based on function 

rather than manufacturer so all choruses, delays, reverbs, and so on appear together. Or you might want to 

exclude some plug-ins from showing up ... or even exchange plug-in presets with another Sonar user. Here's how. 

Track Tools Options Wndow Help 

SONAR Plug-in Manager 

Plug-in Categories (7 found) 

DirectX Audio Effects 

Control Surfaces 

Friendly n e IKorg Polysui 

Lexicon Pantheon Surround 
MainConce t MPEG Audio Decoder 

Proiect5 AliasFector 
_ _ 

lehared Forrnats\MCMPEamcesmpeg.ax 

3A-BOBD-E1380917238DC1 

Register 

VSTAF 
VST Bal 
VST OS 
VST Grc 
VST 
VST Kor 
VST Lec 

VST Mo 
vRT LAS, 

found) 

Is (D),10) 

Fnendly name 

Cakewalk Plug-in Presets 

Import. I 

ER DECEMBER 2005 www eqmag.com 

Consolidate Project 

Clean Auda Folder... 

Cnange Audio Format.. 

Cakewak Ext Encoder Conlig 

CWAE Tool 

Ftegmbred Pluens (19 bund) 

VST ARF2600 V Etx 
VST Bettety2VST 
VST CS-8W 
VST Groove Agent 
VST Hypersonic 
VST KontetH2 
VST LegecyCell 
VST nentrnoog V 
VST 

MS-20 

Tel 

Exciu e 

N,J I VITIUCIJ P.cousuc uunar 
VST Virtual Bassist 
VST Virtual Electric Guitar 

±:7_"!T-1-::: 

Go Tools> SONAR Plug-in 
Manager. 

In the left pane, select the 
plug-in category containing 
the plug-ins you want to 
rename (or otherwise 
manage). Here, VST 
Instuments is selected. 

Double-click on the name of 
the device you want to 
rename. A pop-up window 
appears with the name. 

Enter the new name, then 
click OK. 

To prevent a plug-in from 
appearing In the list of 
available plug-ins, click on It in 
the right pane, then click the 
Exclude button. 

If you click on a plug-in and 
the Manage button is not 
grayed out, that means presets 
are available for renaming or 
deleting. Click Manage, then 
highlight the preset you want 
to rename or delete. 

ns\KORG\WAVESTAT1ON.d11 

1-564553547E31) 

Cakewalk Prese 

Import . I Exp 

found) 

Manage. 

Exclude 

  le• el.. 

I el *00: 9:711. 

If you preface more than one plug-in by the same word, they'll be grouped in a sub-
menu. For example, if you rename CS-80V, Moog Modular V2, and Minimoog V to Arturia 
CS-80V, Arturia Moog Modular V2, and Arturia Minimoog V, a new -Arturie category will 
appear toward the lower part of the Soft Synths list. 

If the Export button is not grayed out when you select a plug-in, its presets can be 
exported to a file that another Sonar user can import. 



A FASCINATIN 

AMERICAN 
SUCCESS, 

R 
oreword b - feve Cropp 

Hammon 

Hartley Peavey 
the Gaa 

W. C....0H 
end He AlMerean 

Sun. :Vary 
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Softcover, 12 pages. 1/5 pircros, ü 30 8,1 9-4, ''29 95 

"'didn't have any money and couldn't afford 

to buy the things I wanted, like a stereo 

s‘,stem or a guitar, so I ended up building 

my own," recalls Hartley Peavey. Peavey's 

vision was to build top-quality instruments 

that plain folk like him could afford. and 

through his ambition, creativity, and dogged 

persistence— and amid personal triumphs 

and tragedies—he created one of the leading 

companies in the music and sound indus-

ties. The Peavey Revolution tells the story 

of how ifis Mississippian pursued a dream 

and developed it into an international musi-

cal-instrument dynasty. 

0 One of the most respected namas in 

musical instruments, Peavey remains 

a maverick in the industry.This is the exclu-

sive inside story of the company and its cot-

orful fou -tder, as told by Hartley Peavey and 

:he people who have known him and worked 

with him. From Hartley's early years to the 

7companv's 1965 founding to its emergence 

as a global powerhouse, this is an engaging 

account of his company, its products, and 

the players who have used them. 

In 1973 MN ACHARD became one of the first export 

distributors for Peavey Electronics, and he worked 

with and for Hartley Peavey for 30 years. A key 

executiv€ in the Peavey organization-, he wilnessed 

the cornoany's dramatic growth at close range. 

Achard has contributed to the UK publicat'ons 

Guitar and Guitar Buyer, and his books inclJde 

The Fender Guitar and The History and Develop-

ment of the American Guitar. 

4Uaiiabie at fine book Gild 11111A iC notoreA E•.e.raisviterê-... Or coil toll free (866) 222-5232. 

Backbeat Books I 6600 Silam Way I Gitoy . CA 95020 USA I Phone (886) 222-5232 or 14081 848-8Z94 

Fax. (408) 848-5784 I E-mat backbeatOrushorder.corn I "Veb www backbeatbooks cam -or- www.peavey 

Distributed to music:stores by Hal Leonard Corp ho bookstores by PublishersiGroup West 

KBO 509 



b C -ig Anderton 

KORG LEGRCV COLLECTION 
Add truly wild sig -ssing, co his flexible plug-in 

OBJECTE P-ocess DAW tracks in novel, and perhaps even twisted, ways. 

Korg's MS-2O( lets you use the MS-20 as a VST-compatible signal processor plug-in. Although 

the Big Deal is thin you can access the MS-20's distinctive filter, an envelope follower, pitch follower, and trigger section — 

and patch bayl — allow you tD do far more than just that. 
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step-
Insert the MS-20FX as e 
track plug-ln, then click on 
the Edit button. 

With the default patch, the 
Frequency-to-Voltage 
Converter that tracks the input 
signal feeds the VCO 1 and 2 
control inputs.Tum up the VCO 
level controls to hear the 
oscillators tracking the audio 
signal pitch (or trying to, in the 
case of complex signals), and 
play with the oscillator-related 
controls. Wild stuffl 

The sound of the oscillator 
being constantly on might be a 
drag, so let's gate it.The 
default patch has Envelope 
Generator 2 feeding the VCA. 
To add a percussive gating 
effect, tom down all the EG2 
controls, and turn up the 
Decay Time to suit. 

To adjust the trigger 
sensitivity, tweak the 
Threshold control. 

Still not weird enough for you? 
Okay, let's have EG2 control 
the Lowpass filter, too. First, 
remove the patch cord 
connecting EG1 to the LP filter 
(click on the end, and drag 
away from the jack." 

Adjust the Lowness Filter's 
cutoff to the lowest desired 
frequency. Peak to the right 
amount of bite, then turn up 
EG2/Ext so it kicks open the 
fitter by the desired amount. 

This is just the tip of the iceberg for processing with the 
MS-20FX plug-in. For example, the External Signal Processor 
also has an envelope fcllower, and you can limit its response 
with a band pass fitter. 

If you come up with any cool presets, don't forget to 
save theml 
The hardware controller that comes with the Legacy 

Collection is dedicated to the MS-20, and can make this 
type of experimentation faster and easier. 
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he Fuepod Is a MUS I HAVE! This comdete 24-bit-96 kHz 
I recording interface combines eight hign-quality Presonus 

mic preamps and Steinberg's Cubase LE 48-track record-
' ing software for a ready-to-go 10-in/10-out multitrack 
d▪ igital recording powe-house at an amazing price. An 

1 additional FireWire por. lets you daisy-chain two Firepods 
for additional inputs, and a headphone output is included. 

" Compatible with most Mac and Windows ASIO/WDN1 and 
Core Audio-based applications. 

Plesis M1 Active 520/620 
Studio Monitors 

)Iy could NOT KUM THE SOUND of these 
speakers when we checkec them out. Not!- ng 
short of incredible! Two sizes to suit your applica-
tion: You get either 5" with .5-watts biamplified 
power (M1ACTIVF_520), or 6 5" (MIACTIVE6M) with 
100 watts. Both models provide clear bass and 
midrange with a 1" silk dome tweeter that creates 
dear highs without the ear fatiguing harshciess of 
other monitors. Get your pair horn BSW today! 

M1 ACTIUM° List $499.00 '299" pr. 

161ACTIVE620 List $ 599.00 5399N pr. 

LowestPrice from $299! 
MI. ••• 

FEATURES 
• High-precision drivers offer lower distortion ano 
smoother frequency response 

• Acoustical waveguide for superior imaging with 
minimal diffraction 
• 1" thick front baffle virtually eliminates speaker resonance 
• Magneticalty shielded for close placement to video monitors 
in computer-based musk prockiction studios 

• 1/4" IRS connector with volume control 
• Low Frequency Density Switch for acoustic space 
adjustment of ihe monitors 

• Rear port design provides deep bass extension and 
increased SPL 

• Hi, Mid, and Lew Frequency EQ switches to accommodate 
user preferenœ and ;ub woofers 

The World's First Illfireless 
Remote Control 
•••••• Ul• •V WV 

Frontier 
Tranzport 
TranzPort frees you 
from your comput,-
allowing you to cor 
trol your Pro Tools, 
Cubase, DP or other 
DAW system...from 
anywhere in your studio! 
Instead of being stuck in front of your 
computer to compose and record, Tranzrort 
lets you move around. transport controls, set rnaf kers. 
control pans, punch in/out and start loops. TranzPon is 
bi-directional so it provioes feedback to you on signal levels, 
timecode position, track names, etc.. Getit from BSW today! 

TRANZPORT List $ 249.00 LowestPrice 

FRONTIER 

only S199! 

•• •11 A• • 00 118 110 1100 . 01"  al le I 

PreSonus  Firepod 10- in 10-out 
FireWire Interface 

Right now get a FREE $ 129" Presonus HP4 head-
1 phone amplifier and $99 AKG K246S headphone 
I with your purchase, only from 85W, Offer expires 
I December 31st! (No, e: HP4 shipped via rebate from 

manufacturer). 

FIREPOD List $ 799.95 only $59999! 

FREE! Presonus HP4 Headphone 
Amp AND AKE K240S 
Studio Headphone 
with Firepod 
purc aase! 
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Yours! 
Allen & Heath M xWizard 3... 

(NEW!! 

For years, 1,1Ieri -..opied thousands of 
MixWizards for hut idrieds or appl:alonr.all of which have 
four requirements in comnon—great sound, high quality, 
ease of use and lors of really osebil features! Now the third 
(ene-ation ofMixtNizard with a new prearnp design, tailored 
ED frequencies, an extra MDDO CNtriUt or fader, and several 
routing d'anges make your recording life even easier.The 
V/Z3- 16-2 isa 16-channel mixer wim XLR and 1/4' inputs 
and ¡"sens or c hannels See www.bswusa.com for details. 

11/Z3-16-2 List $ 1,199.00 IMMED onlY$9991 
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Shure Prcfe5sioiW In-Ear Earphones 
The, • . • ..ni-sr.age de with personal 
monitoring sysrerns but Viese» cays,you see everyone with 
them jacked into their iPods! AND THEY SOUND GREAT 
The E-2 is an entry-level model that delivers outstandirra 
sound on any budget. The Elmodel has extended 
frequency reeir.unse foraccurate full-range sound, for 
wnen audiophile-ledel quality is key The brand new E4 has 
high energy micro-i.peakers with tuned port for detailed 
highs and extended I-1,=çi ThelE5 stem up to dual 
high-energy micro-speakers (0, the ultimate listening 

nerience, with extracoinary, rich sound. 

I E 2 List $ 110.00 
E 3 Lie $214.80 
Et 1ist $ 319.99 
E5 List $625.87 

M-Audiio Microtrack 24/96 1.111f. 

GreatGillt .J•dea1 Phnom irco 
your iPod c 24/961 

GFREE SHIPPING ON MOST  ORDERS OVILR ;1E%!! Just make 

171rilei 

— a 

Bug Studio Sound 
Direcdy Into Your USB Port 
Samson CO1U USB Mk 
Dont have the dough for an expensive 
large diaphrao -n mic or a cool mic 
pre? The CO1 C is a great idea...a large 
diaphragm condensermic that pugs 
right into your compeer via a L.13 
cable! With a large 19mm diaphragm, 
t" is ca-dioid nk delieeE a smooth, fiat 
frequency response to ensure better 
recordings. Ate, it's ready hexpensive. 

CO1U List $234.99 

LowestPrice only $79! 

Thy 24/96 Stereo Device 
Records_Highest-Quality 

Aucio Anywhere 

Topping everyone's list C GOTTA-HAVE-IT GEAR the 
impossibly fi.taoTrack 24/96 is a rugged 
2-channel digital r_order that records hig 
WAV arid Mi.3 files to CompactElash or microdrives 
- perfect for everything from professional field record-
ing to sound effects ._orporate meetings and worship. 
Record via balanceo 'ineinpuft or built-in high-fidelity 
microphone prearnos complete with phantom power. 
Connect it to your PC or Mac via USB and drag and drop 
recordingsho yourc,omputer for immediate editing or 
Web posting. Uses a ithrum-ion battery, and the unit 
can recharge via the computer's USB connection or USB 
power adaptor. Inc:lade, everything you need: mini-
earphones. a sma ;tereo microphone, USB cable and 
64MB flash card te get you started. VVay cool!. 

MICROTRACK24-96 List $499.95 

LowestPrice orgy $399! 

our p archase on our -sebsite ard well cover the sib pp•nq ! ) 

Lowest Prices at: www.bswusa.com 
Same Day Shipprig 

Free Shipping on Most kdeb orders over S 89 

(rraw-edgenble Staff 

L.aere tPrice. bswusa.com 
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MARKERFOAM- ACOUSTIC FOAM 
GIANT 5ex54" • $21.99 
IMMEDIATE SHIPPING .1 

KM Noise Quick! Maximum density Al sheets of Markerfcam mount easy & look 
professional. A low cost, super-etfective 

sound absorption solution Mat's proven in studios worldwide. Request 
Foam Catalog & free samples today. Blue or gray available. 

2" Reg. $29 Q Now $21.99 • 3" Rr.g $39.95 Now 129.99 

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES' 
Americas Best Acoustic Tile Value! 

High Performance— Low, Low Cost! 

812 16"516"x2, charcoal oil S4.99 ea. •••••••••••,, 

813 16x16x3, charcoal or blue $6.49 ea. 
814 16"x16x4, charcoal   $7.99 ea. ........... 
0  BASS TRAPS --

Serious Low Frequency Absorption! 
corners of your room! 

. ai Gray 
to-an • $22.99 Ea. 

LF_REE Foam Adhesive with any Purchase of or more foam sheets! Promo Code N FOFA  

MARKERTEK JUMBO IN SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 
Neavy-cluty 76x611" padded blankets absorb 

sound wherever they're hung or draped 

Fabulous for stage, studio and field use. Top 

professional quality at a super saver ono& 

Weight- 6 lbs Black SAN-1 • $19.99 

42:=De"œrrie 

MAiricEerrEK VIDEO S UPPLY 

www.markertek.com • 800-522-2025 

1/11.'1 Iiiuu 111001 uL,•1 tit 1 ' Irene retador, 

:heck your local building & fire codes 

HOW YOUR DISC LOOKS 
IS JUST AS IMPORTANT AS 

HOW IT SOUNDS . . . 
Ces 

DVDs 

AUDIO MASTERING AND EDITING 

VOICEOVER RECORDING 

MULTIMEDIA PROGRAMMING 

DVD AUTHORING 

GRAPHIC DESIGN 

PRINTING 

PACKAGING 

PL/AY- IT 
PRODUCTION7, 

WHERE SIGHT AND SOUND MERGE 
75.1 W. 311.11 St.«. In. KY 10170110e i.•• 5151544 n 

212•05-1.130 Min . • M1t • 

THINK YOU CAN ONLY BE 

INSPIRED BY THE CLASSICS 

AND THEIR CLONES? 
),,rgeous sound.nowl construction.enple deegn 

i) es**, by soma» m• «Way 'a 2 • • • •• 
ri tie most poliaL Ind waded MI< •, • 
Di.* Ckinlegillier • Won WM (1,4• foie, i.v ir„., 

to Ogralire n*Aters 01111111411111. 5•11 f-s 
old r111 rot to le danteital. 

, Selir iv rinagioll• h&j 

we're not recreating the obi dombo, 
we're creating the 
classics of tomorrow"' 

/entrina. OM, 

Quick and Easy Isolation 
Portable and Free-Standing 

DLE.ARSONIC PANEL 
Drum Shields 

LID SYSTEM 
with AX12 Height Extenders 

SORBER 
Absorption Baffles 

eat 
E 

• \ 

ManufactureWbr 
CD at Oasis and get all of these 
promotional services—FREE: 

• lasisamper to romo on 

• Distribution: CD Baby, Borders.com, CD Now, 
Amazon.com, Virginmega, Waldenbooks 
• XM Satellite Radio Airplay 
• Sonicbids" Electronic Press Kit 
• CD-ROM of 14,000 Music Industry Contacts 
• Direct SoundScan® Upload 
• Patent-Pending Retail Display Racks 

• OASIS:] 
CD MANUFACTURING 

www.oasisCD.com 

tel (888) 296-2747, (540) 987-8810 

email infolilar 

CIMNIRM 
The Industry Leader in Studio Furniture 

Synergy XL Scrics 

Synergy SODX• 

Synergy S•DX8 XL 

..- 1 The Synergy Xl.:s are designed to provide 
beautiful and ergonomic 
console housings for an 

the popular mixers. 
providing you with 
optimum functionality 
to accommodate these 
mixers and associated 
peripherals. 

E 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 
100.3323393 4153323392 FAX 4153322607 
www.omnirax.agn infoteomnirax.com 
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PROSCREEN XL 

NEW' ( 
EXTENDED CLAMF 
ADVANCED DESIGNI 
6 INCH DIA. SCREEN 

STEDMAN 
888-629-5960 

mancorp.com 

Made 
In 
USA 

CLRSSIFIEDS 
CATEGORIES 

MASTERING 

STUDIO FURNISHINGS 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

TALENT AND EMPLUMENT 

EDUCATION AND TUTORIAL 

ACCESSORIES 

GEAR FOR SALE 

DUPLICATION 

SOUND/SEQUENCERS/SOFTWARE 

MASTERING 

MASTERING 
"BIG LABEL" Sound—Guararteedl 
Located . n New York $ 4-7= Complete 

Ser , ra toe US  989 O a, \lbum Deal! 
1  

1-800-692-1210 r- 1 
www.musichousernastering.com 

Mastering by trained engineer Digi Certified 

featuring Pro-Tools, Waves, Muddy Run 

Recording, Frederick MD 301-898-8477, 
www.muddyrunstudio.com, reasonable rates. 

You will have tFe fat, slommin' maior-label 
sound that sells discs... or the work is free. 
Custom gear. First-:lass resalta. Free 16-tg brochure 
800-884-2576 wv"*.drtmastering.com 

Sonic Factory 3ludlio 

Mae; Crec Ca ch. Acc.ep' 

Ask for '.and Dperinry Special 

www.ArgolyConsole.com 
str.clic fu - 

REALTRAPS' 
High-Performance Acoustic Treatment 

Rave Reviews 
From Top Pros 

Lie 

eir 
"Real-raps t 

the marke 
'Their traps are 
effective atm 

a bad room so 
—Ch 

Mutb-Platmurn, (dawn, y 
"sinner / Mwer t Producer, ana', 

Ti like A Record DAW mour,; 

Learn why REALTRAPelas fast 
treating pro record ni studios a 
web site for a wealth e product inf 
of the clearest explanations of room ac 

— Precr. 86E-732-5872 www.REALTFUU3S.corn 

RC3USTIC PRODUCTS IFIND SERVICES 

INC 

SOUND ISOLATIMENC ',SURFS 

Celebrating over 15 years of reducing 
sound to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

MIX 102128S 
(8 SX10 8') 

19 Sizes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 
New! Sound Wave Deflection System 
(Change parallel walls ta non-parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 
www.whisperroom.com 

PH: 423-585-5827 FX: 423-585-5831 

T413) 684-7944 
FAX 

INFID 

(413) 634-2377 

58 Nonduck St. Northampton, MA01062 

ORDER ( 800) 583-71 7 4 
info@silentsource.com www-silentsource.c.m 

Acousticore Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers • A.S C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering VVhisperWeage 
Melaflex • S.D.G. Systems - Tecnifoam 
R.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex - Sound Quilt 

Over 10,000 Studios Served 
Crier 

Auraiex 
ae-decte-tic., 

What About Your Room? 

t. ACOUSTIC 
Design Consulting 

Products 

_.soundcontrolroom. 

VocalBooth.com 
MODULAR SOUND REDUCTION SYSTEMS 

Listen te your drains. 
Follow your heart. 
Don't ever step. 

- Calvin Mann 

541-330-6045 
WWW.VOCALBOOTH.COM 

licousticsFirst" 
CZ:888-765-2900 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

GET ,T SOLD IN EQ:IRSSIFIEJS! 

CRLL CHRISTINE VELA AT 

831-223-3562 CR IMFIIL AT 

carela@muscpayereom 

STUDIO FURNISHINGS 

Gear racks. 
media drawers and more 

The RACKITTm System 
Factory direct since 1984 

Free brochure (pima inivition-EQ) 
Per Madsen Design (800) 821-48E3 

toll free 866-788-1238 www.rackittm .com 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

TALENT AND EMPLOVMENT 

Take the first step to a rewarding career here! 
Visit ten er.cone.. - or call 
Kristine Haas, Director of Human Resources, 
300) 222-4700 ext. 1050. 

Pro Audio Sales Person Position Available!! 
Incredible opportunity $$$$ Join a high pro-
f ire, established Professional Audio Dealer 
in Miami, FL. We are seeking a Pro 
Audio/Pro Tools Sales Professional. Industry 
experience a must. Must be willing to 

relocate to South Florida . Please fax 
resume to 61 5-341-0056 or email to 
salesnash@audio-one.com 

EDUCATION AND TUTORIFL 

ACCESSORIES 

• TRAIN AT N-ICDAAE 
Easy Home-Study pracIzal graining in 

Alufti-lrack Recording. Join our successful 

waking graduates or build .icur oven sludio 

FREE INFORM/1-10N 

¡UMW Institute of Inseriee II 45111 Avenue. Sulle AN. Sae Francisco CA 94121M 

Case Specialists 
discount-distributors.com 

We Will Beat 
ANY Price! 
800-346-4638 

Turn your passion for music and 
technology into a rewarding career! 
Earn the best commisliors in the business, plus 

thousands in incentives. iweetwater offers 
ex:eptional benefits including lealth insurance 

and 401(k). And, you san take pride in working for 
one of the most respected names in the industry! 

GET IT SOLO IN ECICLRSSIFIEOS! 
CALL CHRISTINE VELA AT: 

631-223-3562 OR ENIFIL AT: 
cvela@musizplayer.com 

GEAR FOR SALE 

BUTT 
*PROBE 

• • • 

EVERY MAJOR MAJOR BRAND OF EVERYTHING. 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF MUSICAL 

GEAR IN STOCK. 
ALTO MUSIC 

Guitars, recording, keyboards, amplifiers, 

drums, pro sound, new & used. One of the 
largest selections in the country. 

We ship everywhere. 
(845) 692-6922 • sales@altomusic.com 

180 Carpenter Ave., Middletown, NY 10940 
Ask for Uncle Freddy — He loves Ya! 

e NN'Ve 

JOSEPHS >hi 

e 

C42 Cardioid Condenser Microphone 

Josephson Engineering 
www.josephson.corn 

ADL ALL TUBE GEAR 

845-255-4695 
WWW.ANTHONYDEMARIALABS.COM 

ACCESSORIES 

JustStrings.com 
World's Largest Selection of Guitar & Bass Strings! 

www.juststrings.com (800) 822-3953 

4 -Great for Microphone Placement 
, -Record Loud Drums in a One 

Room Studio 
ii -flear Your Mix in a Loud 
I Environment 
-Will Not Bleed Sound Into JRecordings 

h'euer Sound 

...be er than ever! 
www.Extremeheadphones.com 

Toll Free 1-877-962-2832 

EQ DECEMBER 2005 www.ecirnag.com 



DUPLICRiTION 

Odds'Af 
& ovr Maputacturing 

2500 ars 
comfy $1999 
Incluies: On Disc Printing • Bar C9de 

Pull Color Printed Booklets • Cello Manning 

1-877-633-7661 
www.OddsOnRecording.com 

Visa - Mastercard • Amex • Disitover 

• 
dier Lonely 

RECORDS 
CD & DVD Manufacturing 
10% Natianag' Price Guarantee 

gtladyiellI111114:11•1011Iniellres]Ill 

1 0 BUJIIK 

r is T,,_ 
INC 

di 

30C FULL 
COLOR 

PACKAGE 
S549 

$82 
Q00 L 0 R 
co PAC- G Et $.1174 

NTA 678-442-0933 
EE 1-877-442 

099 
Retail Ready 
CD Package 

_ 
PRINTING 

GFAPHIC DESIGN 
AUDIO MASTERING 
DVD AUTHORING 

POSEAS 
3L SINESS CARDS 

POSTCARDS 
BAR CODES. 
AND MORE 

Get a FREE Catalog 
1 800 4C 9 8513 

www.lonelrecords.c orn 

CD • DVD • DD-RDIVI • .911-1APFE) r,r". • f-,AF,AFTT • PACKAGING 

NEED CDs? 
She ehorce 

CRYSTALCLEAR 
DISC •S, TAPE 

Trusted expeeiente or over 30 years. 

000 CDs • çoigigi "fillet& Retal Ready) 

i OW Promo CD Pack a. $5991 
1000 DVDs • 31899! (Ccomeleteleftelsd Reedy) 

11 `' 130043 El -130 «7 
VVVVVal . crystal leancos . ccr-T1 

AD ORDER FORM 

You should care 
who makes your CD. 

We do. 
'the best customer service in the butinese 
• instant online quote 
• inhouse mastering, design & multimedia 
• quality finished CDs, DVDs & vinyl 

1  MUSIC 
MANUFACTURING 
SERVICES 

vinvw.musicmanufacturing.com 

US: 1-800-293-2075 
Canada: 1-800-667-4237 

New York•Toronto•Montreal•St. Johns 
Read our client survey results to find out more. 

SOUNDS / SEQUENCES / SOIFT\l/RRE 

J-juipa) 
1E11 

Real Drums. Real Songs. Rell Ea 5v. 
Pro-Level Loops in Easy-to-Use Song Sets' 

Stereo & Multitrack In Major Formats 

www.drumsondemand.com 

Dopest Hip-Hop/R&B 

sound libraries on floppy disks. MPC-

2000, MPC-2000x1, MPC-3000, ASR, EPS, 

SP1200 and .WAV. (310) 842-7670. 

www.soundsforsamplerscom. 

An ad in EQ's Classifieds re iches ocre than 40,000 musiiians loconly $2.40 pi iai îiir+ 17.00 fa an address. M:nimum charge. S25, 4, bold type ano add 50.50 pe every bold word Please induate deaf, any words to 
appear in Al caps and add ¶0.25 per every cap wnra Each phone tumte.r, ,,-mail addrev . or ,cti de address ,-oants a, are word Display Classifie, are . 152.D0 per vertical coluni inch. Color (Display Classifieds only): 25% extra. 3 months minimum schedule required. 
Deadfnes are the 10th ot tie month, Z months prior to cover ante (for exAmple, November 1 SW for the lasuary issue, on sale In early January). All Clasbfiedads ar.• also posted on our Website (wwwegmag.comi at no additional charge Businesses must list business 
nane ni ed. All ads mustbe received in writing, pairi in full ,n advance.A11 aM must be music-rested. Retail edvenisers may, not hst discounted [rites or perrentaget on specific models, unless items are used or d,continued. Advertisers must orovide us with complete 
same street address, anir phone number, whether or not included in the ad copy (you stay list a PO Box address in your ad, newever). Mail ads Ir .: EQ Classitreds. Aar Darlene Labrecque, 2800 Caronas Dr. San Mateo, CA 94403. FAX ( if paying by Maste-Card, or Visa): 
%58)513.4616. For more rolormatton, call Darlenelahrecote at 1502318-4217; E-mail, dIaltecquet3musicplayercorn. .*itudited circulaton; does not include past-along rate) 

• 
• Company Name 

e• Address  

s• Telephone  E-mail 

e. Please print your ad clearly Use a separate sheet of paper if you need enore room. 
• 

Comact Name 

City /q) 

(do not inclade address when counting words) 

: Category. I uita7 Snows LI Insuuments J Parts/Accessories J Duplicatioreeplication J Weosites 

e .7TSchools J Instrockon 1Softwam I Songwriting J Rebords/CDWidecs 0 Employment 0 Other 
• EC 

TO COmPui E COST OF AD. 

O words x 52.40 =  • 

 bold words x 5 .50 -   

# ALL CAPS wds x 5 .25 = 

Address $7.00 =  

• 
- • 
• 
• 
• 

Total cost per issue =  • 
• 

(minimum 125.00) 

x number of issues to run x  

Total payment =  
CI Payment enclosed, or Charge my 

I Visa J MasterCard 71American Express 

Card ft 

Expiration date: _ 

Signed:   

www.eqrnag.com DECEMBER 2005 Ea 



For Extreme Native Recording 
Lay down extreme track counts with 
this native recording powerhouse 
The Apple is capable of recording over 100 tracks.simuitaneously — even to the second 

internal serial ATA drIve. Make no mistake: 05- based native systems can hue today's most 

demanding multitrack recording scenariosvia multiple FireWire and PCI MOTU' 

audio interface configurations. And the modest cost of these 

systems gives you pluty of room in your budget 

for the additional gear you've always 

dreamed of. 

Massive I/O 
Connect up to four MOTU FireWire interlaces — thatsuplo 80 .nuts at 44.1 or 48k11z sample 

rates — on the internal FireWire bus and more via FireWire expansion cards. The MOTU 

provides 8 mic/instrument inputs with preamps, individual 48V phantom power and individual 

front-panel trim control. Quickly adjust irput levels via luxurious 13-segment front panel 

LEDs. The MOTU and interlaces provide 2 anc 4 mic/inslrument inputs. 

respectively, along with & quarter- inch 7 11S inputs each. All three models provide 

8- channel optical digital I/0, along with either AES/EBU or S/POIII digital input/output. 
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A new studio standard 
The flagship of the KSM line — and the new must-have mic for any large 

multitrack studio, the Sure multi-pattern condenser microphone has 

an extended frequency response specially tailored for critical studio vocal 

tracking. Its ultra-thin, externally biased, large dual diaphragms provide 

precise articulation; extremely low self- noise (7 dBA) ensures that the KSM44 

captures only the sound of the performance. Inside, the three polar patterns 

— Cardioid, Omnidirectional, and Bidirectional — offer greater flexibility 

and uniformity in a wide variety of critical recording applications. 

Class A. transformerless preamplifier 

circuitry provides extremely fast transient 

response and no crossover distortion for 

improved linearity across the full 

frequency range. 
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Call the MOTU system experts. 
Removable storage 
The Glyph offers many advantages for large-szalemultitrack 

recording. including hot-swap portability and convenience. 

Specifically designed recordinç scenarios that require multiple 

drives, the 011 03 can be configured with three FireWire hot-: 

swap GI Key d "YES: of any capaci:y. Using Glyph's proorietary 

integrite hot-swap technology, you can easily shuttle content 

to other GT Series encicsures. To keep your studio guet. GT 

Keys incorporate sound-dampening composite meta technology 

in their frames. Includes three-year warranty, plus overnight 

advance replacement warranty in the first year for GT Keys. 
On-demand plug-in processing 
-tow do you conserve precious CPU cycIes for the demands of multitrack recording. but also run 

all of today's latest plug-ins and virtual instruments? The Muse Research is a dedicatee 

hardware- based plug-in player for your favorite VF software. 

With 15 channels to mn virtual instruments or effects, about-i 

MIDI interface and a versatile complement of digitalandianalog 

I/O, Receptor is the ideal way to run plug-ins while keeping your 

host computer running smoothly. Control everything from the 

front panel, or simpfy connect a monitor to the back. V.s.t 

musetesearch.com to view demos by Dream Theater s-Jordan 

Rodeos and to learn about Receptor's new UniMlireTM 

technology„which provides MIDI, audio, and remote contro! between 

Receptor and your computer via a single Ethernet cable. Reseptce Provides 

the ultimate in performance, stability, and sonic performance. 

Waves distributed processing 
For large-scale multitrack recording systems. it is good practice toeffIcaÉ plug-in processing 

from you host computer. Te Waves delivers on-eel-land Waves orocessing to 

your MOTU native d'esktop:s;udio via standard Ethenet. Open your eEsting Waves plug-

ins as usual in Digital Performer via the new Waves NetshelP..But now you can run cp 

to 6 Waves 1R1 Ccniolut:on reverbs at 44.1kHz at once. and save yoJr CPU power. Need 

more Waves processing? Just add another APA-44b1 with te snap of an EJ45 Ethernet 

cable. Its thatsimple. Forextreme processing needs, connect ru to 8 unitslo your network. 

The APA-44Mis ecually at home connected to a aptop. desiCop or both. Justiransfer your 

Waves authorized ibk. You can even share a stack of APA-44M's among several computers 

across the Waves Netshennehvork. The APA-44M ushers in a new era of state-of-the-art. 

distributed-netwoik Waves processing for your MCTU mchitrack studio. 

• • 

• • 

(800) 222-4700 

Power conditioning 
A large-scale multitrack studio is an investment. Protect that investment — and 

get the best possible performance from it — with the Monster and 

Fro 3500 PuwerCenti . Much more than just a "surge protector", both devices 

use Monsters patented Clean PowerTM filter circuitry (U.S. ?at. No. 6,473.510 81) 

with separate noise isolation filtered outlets for tiquai. analog and high-current 

audio components. The result is high quality sound that's free from hums. bures 

and other power line artifacts, revealing all of the rich harmonics and tone in your 

recordings.. Get All the Performance You Paid FOrTM. 

Get Monster Pro Power. 

l:f i 
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For Extreme Native Recording 

The groove. 
Spectrasonics the award—winning! 

"groove standard", gets.better and better with new 

featuns like " Chaos Designer" Boa" for stuttering 

edits, 500 incred:ble new categorized Multi (hooves 

and 250 slamming new kits. It's aven easier o learn. 

RMX now with the new Reference Guide/Help System 

and hours of Mann new tinorial videos — including one 

specifically for Diehl Performer users! 

The controller. 
Digital/Performer captures every nuance of your 

MIDI performance. The M-Audio 

is at d8-key hammer-action LS8 howered MIDI 

controller delivers fine-tuned response to satisfy 

even the most demanding players. Md four zones 

a stunning set of MIDI-assignable controllers all 

in a compact 40 pound package. and you have 

the mos; mmprehensive priduc of its kind! 
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The control room. 
The PreSonus is the missing link between your MOTU 

recording interlace, studio monitors, input sources and the anis. 

Featuring 5 sets of sereo inputs (3 analog and 2 digital with 192kHz 

D/A conversion). the '.',entral Station allows you to switch between 3 

different set of studio monitor outputs while maintaining a purely 

passive signal path. The main audic path uses no amplifier stages 

including op amps, active IC's or chips. This eliminates coloration, 

noise and distortion, enabling you ti hear your mixes more clearly 

and minimize.ear latiçue. In addifior, the Central Station features a 

complete studio mmmunicationtsolution with built-in condenser 

talkbaCk microphone, MUTE. DIM, two separate headphone outputs 

plus a cue outputto enhance the creative process. A fast-actng 30 

segment LED is also supplied for flawless visual metering offevels 

both in dBil and d8fs mode. Communicate with the artist via talkback. 

Send 3 headphone mix to theartist while listening to the main mix in 

the contol room and more. The Central Station brings all of your 

inputsand outputs togethei to work in harmony to enhance the creative 

process and ease mixing and music production. 

Mastering ex restoration. 
Your DP mastering and processing lab awaits you: BIAS delére.s award 

winning editing and sound design toots, plus the worldIvery beat native mastering 

solution for Mac OS X. With advanced olaylisting. Superblinatstage;procening. Dis 

burning. Plus PO subcodes. DDP expo-' { ( optional add or). and other 11Irdiedbooli 

complent features. Need ever more power? Check out our Peak Fm XT 5{bendle wit 

over $1.000 worth of additional tools, including our acclamed'SohndSoap Pro. 

SoundSoap 2 (noise reduction and restoration), Sqweez-3 & 5 ( linear phase mull/band 

compression/limiter/upward expander)! Reveal (precisicia analysis suit) F-itchCral 

(siœr natural pitch correction/transformation), Repli-C1(tihear ofiase!E3 matching) 

SuperEnq (4,6,8, & 10 band parametric EO) and GateEx { advanced noie qate with 

downward expander) — all at an amazing price. So, whentyouie ready toimester, 

Peak Prc 5 has everything you need. It's,the perfect complemerr lc DP. 

Or, rierhaps we should say, it's tue eerier. finishing touch. 



Call the MOTU system experts. 

The faders. The monitors. 
Imagine the feeling:of toach-sensitive. atdomaled Penny & Giles fade-s ander your hands, 

and the fine-tuned twist olall-Pctim between lour fingers. You adjusi plug-in settings. 

automate filter sweeps in real-time, andtim :ndividual track levels. Your hands fly over 

responsive controls. perfertng your mix— free from the solitary corfinement of your 

mouse Mackie Control delivers all this ir an expandable, compact, desktop-style-design 

forged by the combineditalents c4 Mackie manufacturing and the MOn. Digital Performer 

engineering team. Mackie brings large-console. &tali° A prowess to 

your D(gital Performer desktop studio, y th a wide range of customizeo control feattres 

that go well beyond mixing It's ike putting your hands on DP itself. 
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Authorized Reseller 

The Mackie mes Active Studi, Manor are considered some of the 

rmst loved and tusted nearfield studio monitors of all time, and with good 

reason These award-winning hi-amplified monitors offer a performance that 

rivals monitors costing twoor three times their price. Namely. a stereo field 

that's wide, deep and incredibly detailed. Low frequencies that are no more 

or less thar what you've recorded. High and mie-range frequencies that are 

cean and arficuiated. Plus the sweetest of sweet spots. Whether it's the 6-

ir,ch HR-67.4,-8-inch1HR-824 or (WI 6-inch 626. there's an HR Series monitor 

that will tel youthelruth, the whote truth, and nothing but the truth. 

Your personal Sweetwater Sales Engineer offers 

much more than just a great price. They do 
the research, day in and day out, to ensure 
that you'll fine-tune your system 
to fit your exact needs. 

800) 222-4700 
www.sweetwater.corn eatufffromezia 
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STUDIO NAME Lava Tracks 

LOCATION: Karnuela, Big Island, 1-favvaii 

CONTACT: lavatracks.com  

KEY CREW: Charles Michael Brotman 

CONSOLE. Oram BEQ 24-channel/8 bus (72 inputs at mixdowii) 

MONITORS: Tannoy AMS 10s, Yamaha NS 10s 

RECORDING HARDWARE: MOTU 2408 (2x), 24 channels of AI)AT 

XT, HHB Burnit Pius and Glyph CD burners 

RECORDING SOFTWARE: Logic Pro, BIAS Peak 

COMPUTERS: Apple Power Mac D.Ja G4 

MICROPHONES: Manley Stereo Gold, Neumann U87 Neumann 

KM184, AKG 414TLII, Royer R121s (2x), AKC D112 

OUTBOARD: Manley Variable MU Compressor, LA-2A (2x), 

ADL1000, Roland SRV-2000, TC Electronic M30(10, IC Electronic; 

Finalizer 96K, Dig:tech 2101, John Hardy mic ores,. Bellari Sonic 

Tube Exciter, Line 6 POD, Alesis 02 

SOFTWARE: Spectrasonics Trilogy and Sty'us, FXpansion BED 

Drums, Waves plug-ins 

ACOUSTIC GUITARS: Santa Cruz Model H acoustic; Eric Sahlin 

1990 classical, Rarnirez 1976 classical; Epiphone Masterbuilt EF500, 

David Gomes acoustic 

SYNTHS: Korg KARMA, Roland GR-50. JV880„IV-11:180, JD-800. 

XP-50, D-50, Juno-60, U-220, R-8, Karg Ml, Wavestation, 

Kurzweil Micro Piano, E-mu Proformance 1, Pr oteus 1, 

Alesis D4 

EXTRAS: Equitech balanced power throughout; all Mogami cabPe 

and patch cords 

STUDIO NOTES: Nestled in the heart of pristine Pdniolo 

country, on he Big Island of Hawaii, right there next to tire 

banyan tree we're guessing (sadly, the E0 T&E budget 

wouldn't permit an in-person fact cheek), is Chivies Michael 

Brotman's Lava Tracks recording studio. Built from the grouno 

up under the guidance of acoustic architect Chris Pelonis, 

Brotman's goal for Lava .fracks was; to create an acoustic 

paradise in paradise " I'm an acoustic guitar player who's been 

fascinated with the sourd my entire life," he says, and that's 

really a lot of what the studio is about. My We-long guest — 

and I don't think ever fully acnieve it — is to record guitar 

so naturally that the listener fee!s iike they're sitting there 

right in front of the guitarist" 

Although that quest is still a wo0‘. in progress, Brotman has 

achieved something no one else has. Namely, begging the first 

ever " Best Hawaiian Music Album" Grammy for 2005's Slack Key 

Guitar Volume 2, a compilation he rice only performed an, but also 

recorded (at Lava Tracks), produced, and released on his OVVF1 Palm 

Records label. So something roust be woridng. 

Here, Brotman, Lava Tracks' chief lok, only) engineer, riffs on 

how the studio came to be 

"Chris got very involved with the kind of music I produce, and 

he wanted to build an ideal room for corning acoustic guitar :racks. 

We knew we wanted a lot of airspace, high ceilings, and lane 

bass traps, and that we didn't want any right angles, no parallel 

walls, etc., so Chris did the algebra to make sure we didn't end up 
with any strange standing waves. Beyond that, it was acout tun.ng 

the room once it was built — making sure it was bright enough 

but not overly brignt. 

"An unexpected benefit of some of those parametes is that 

the room works great for a ot of other- things, as well. Vocals 

sound great in tnis room, drums sound really bright and live, ario 

electric guitars sound great, too." 

Even though the s-.,.udio is optimized for recording acoustic 

instruments, Brctman doesn't draw a line in the, uh, lava when t 

comes to projects. " Depending on whet it is arid how busy it "is 

around here, I'm up fcr just about anything,- says Charles. " I've 

done everything from rap to ADR (automatic dialog replacement) 

sessions for VVayne Newton" Danke sctoen. brah. danke scheen! 

HEY, EQ READ ERS. WANT US TO FEATURE YOUR STUDIO! SEND 

PICS AND INF) TO ecpmelicplayer.c am. 

96 EQ DECEMBER 2005 www.eqm:qg.com 



7housands of professional producers, engi -eers, and musicians: raily on 
Line 6 for direcz recording on countless platinum albums. Now we re 
imrroducing the world's first line of simple recording & modeling interfaces 
with our pro grade tone for guitar, bass,, vocals and more. 

• Microphone Input (XLR) with preamp 

• /4- inch Instrument Input 

• Du31/Steeeo Line inputs ( 2 x 1/4- inch) 

• JSB-powered 

• 44.1/48KHz, 16/24 bid recording 

• 961(Hz mode, 32 tit processing 

piete Guitar Amp and Effect.s Rig 

'tom Line 6 PODxtrw ( 18 Amp Models 

Effects Models) 

• 2 Mic Inputs with Phantom Power 

• Normal & High Gain Igstnnnent friputs 

• S'tereo Line In/Oat & SiPDIf D gital Out 

• JSB-powered 

• 44.1/48KHz, 16/24 trif recorcing, 

• 96KHz mode, 32 bit itiocessing 

Use included GearBox"' tone software 

alongside popular Mac® and Windows® 

based irecordirg, programs 

" All iircauci name used in ; han acryedisnarerif un triaCemadrs of their resptiye cowers, which are in no way esociateCcr rftliatei wit'. L., 6. These trademarks of other manutrcturers are used solely tii identify tie pextucs at those manufacturers whose :onus and 

swunds were studied during hire 6% sound -urde derelopmwsl '• 'Street ',i.e." is the estimated selling price .rf the pcluirt..¡Tirrcha.d trim U S. dealers. ikrtua' price, 'nay vary Mac is a registerel ttmaro of Appt wompulen InC WadCws, a registered 

trademek y Vicresoft Corporation 



The Traveler is dope. 

It goes with me on stage in front of thousands of people 

at gigs all over the planet, from Australia to Miami. 

With stellar performance and incredible sound. 

— BT 

Laptop Symphony 

World Tour 2005 
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*gee* TRAVELER MOTU 
BUS-POWERED HIGH- DEFINITION FIREVVIRE AUDIO INTERFACE 
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